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E D I T O R ’ S N O T E

Is there a more controversial two-word phrase than “Windows
Vista” in the tech industry these days? It seems like wherever I
go and whoever I’m talking to, if someone drops a V-bomb,

people immediately begin choosing sides. I remember talking to
people years ago who grumbled that Windows 98 was little more
than a minimal refresh of Win95, but most people who use their
OSes for more than launching office apps understood that Win98
was a substantial upgrade in several areas. And as awful as Windows
Me turned out to be, there wasn’t much controversy—pretty much
everyone agreed it was wretched. Maybe that’s why there was less
hand-wringing and indecision when WinXP came along, but there
certainly seemed to be much less drama surrounding its launch.

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: We are not anti-Vista or
anti-Windows, and we’re certainly not anti-Microsoft. Having
said that, I think it’s more than fair to point out a product’s
shortcomings, especially when it’s one that is so central to the
current personal computing landscape. 

The issue as I see it is this: Mainstream consumers want their
PCs to work the way other consumer electronics devices work.
That is, they want to push the power button, select the stuff they
want to do/watch/listen to, and then they want to do/watch/listen
to it. Vista actually takes us further from realizing that kind of
functionality on a number of levels, and that is a real problem.
Maybe not for you or me, but certainly for the industry in general.

Ever wonder, for instance, why home theater PCs aren’t in every
home by now? It’s not because HTPCs aren’t a good idea—the
concept is virtually unassailable. The trouble is the technology itself
creates a barrier between the average consumer and the content they
want to enjoy. Every extra click, every further decision you force an
average user to make increases exponentially the likelihood that they
won’t get done what they’re trying to do.

We’re probably nowhere near solving this issue in 2008,
although Bill Gates did say very lately
that Windows 7 could show up “in
the next year or so.” (He may have
been referring to the beta.) In the
meantime, Microsoft has dropped the
first Service Pack for Vista, and in this
month’s spotlight section we take a
look at what it is, what it isn’t,
and what you can do if it doesn’t
quite get Windows where you
want it to be. We even have a
very interesting look at a real
power user alternative, Windows
Server 2008.

So make sure you have plenty of
your favorite beverage handy, settle
in, and enjoy.
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e
Compiled by Blaine Flamig

Don’t Count The PC Out Just Yet
So, is the PC dead or isn’t it? Despite pundits predicting year after year that
the desktop’s demise is rapidly upon us, shipments for 2008 are expected to
reach 293 million units, according to Gartner. That’s nearly an 11% increase
over the 264 million units that shipped in 2007. Better news is that revenue
is expected to jump 6% over that for 2007. Two key contributors are the
increased popularity of mobile systems (particularly low-cost notebooks)
among buyers and a significant increase of shipments to emerging
countries. In Q4 2007, PC shipments to emerging markets grew 22%
and made up 60% of worldwide PC growth, Gartner says. ▲

Good News, 
Bad News For Dell Fans
Despite recent plans to close a plant in Austin, reduce jobs by at least
8,800, and cut $3 billion in costs over the next few years, there was some
good news to come out of the Dell camp recently with the release of a sub-
$1,000 notebook with a Blu-ray drive. Suspect battery life aside, the Dell
Inspiron 1525 now offers an optional Blu-ray drive (backward-compatible and
burns DVDs/CDs) starting at less than $880. A Blu-ray burner option is also avail-
able. The 1525, meanwhile, gives you a 15.4-inch screen with 720p supported resolu-
tion and an HDMI port to output video to your HDTV. ▲
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eBay & Adobe Get Involved In Hacked Vista Rig

In April’s issue, we reported that CanSecWest 2008 organizers had something special
up their sleeves for their ninth annual conference in March. Turns out they gave
attendees a chance to hack and win VAIO, Fujitsu, and MacBook Air laptops run-
ning Ubuntu 7.10, Vista Ultimate SP1, and Mac OS X 10.5.2, respectively. Only
the Linux rig remained pure. Shane Macaulay, a researcher with Security Objectives,
meanwhile, not only successfully hacked the Vista rig via an Adobe Flash Player
exploit he reportedly says could affect 90% of worldwide systems, he attempted to
auction the laptop on eBay, which quickly yanked the listing. For its part, reports say
Adobe was apparently aware of the flaw before Macaulay’s handiwork but had yet to
issue a fix. As for the MacBook Air, iPhone-hacker Charlie Miller, an analyst with
Independent Security Evaluators, picked up a $10,000 prize for his break-in, which
took less than two minutes. “We wanted to spend as little time as possible coming
up with an exploit, so we picked Mac OS X,” he said. ▲

Flip Video Ultra Sets The Camcorder Pace

What’s the best-selling camcorder on Amazon.com these days? Surprisingly, it
appears to be Pure Digital’s Flip Video Ultra. In fact, Pure Digital says the cell
phone-sized Ultra has gobbled up 13% of the camcorder market since its release
months ago. So why is a
$149.99 (1GB)/$179.99
(2GB) camcorder with
just a 1.5-inch (528 x
132) screen, 640 x 480
top resolution, 30 or 60
minutes of built-in stor-
age, 2X digital zoom, and
virtually no noteworthy
extras so popular? Ease 
of use, brother. Anyone
from a grade schooler to your tech-clueless Uncle Larry can start filming MPEG-4
video immediately without feeling intimidated or out of his league. As for transfers, a
flip-out USB 2.0 connector handles the chore. ▲

Sony Takes HD Small, Really Small 
Amidst recent news of the PlayStation 3 gaining Blu-ray Internet connectivity ability and Sony
Pictures releasing its first Blu-ray movies with Web hooks to obtain bonus material and features,
Sony Electronics boasted about what it says is the world’s smallest, lightest HD camcorder. Juice
box-sized, the HDR-TG1 Handycam (about $900) measures just 4.7 x 2.5 x 1.3 inches (HxWxD)

and weighs a paltry 10.6 ounces. To gain its sexy size, the HDR-TG1 foregoes traditional stor-
age methods in favor of Memory Stick PRO Duo/PRO Duo Mark2 cards to store 1,920 x
1,080 AVCHD video (4MP stills). The titanium-constructed camera will ship with a 4GB
PRO Duo Mark2 card (25 to 85 minutes, depending on quality) when the expected May U.S.
release date arrives. ▲

U.S. Government
Suffers Massive
Paper Cut  

Americans live in the world’s
richest and most developed
country, right? So how do we
display our technological
advancement? Apparently by
using paper and pencil in-
stead of handheld computers
to conduct the 2010 census.
This after Commerce Sec-
retary Carlos Gutierrez
detailed in April that govern-
ment officials will have to
physically jot down data con-
cerning the nation’s 300 mil-
lion or so residents due to
hundreds of tech require-
ments that have yet to be met
with the cell phone-like de-
vices census workers were
scheduled to use. The change
reportedly will add $3 billion
to the overall cost of carrying
out the census. Ouch. ▲
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Compiled by Dean Takahashi

Watching The Chips Fall
Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

*Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units

Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest OEM prices 
available through Pricegrabber.com

CPU Released Original Last month’s Current
price price price

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 5600+ AM2 only 12/12/2006 $505** $134 $149 
AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 6000+ AM2 only 2/20/2007 $464** $159 $159 
AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 6400+ AM2 only 8/20/2007 $251** $169 $169 
AMD Athlon 64 FX-70 11/30/2006 $599/pair $217 $217 
AMD Athlon 64 FX-72 11/30/2006 $799/pair $315 $325 
AMD Athlon 64 FX-74 11/30/2006 $999/pair $329 $327 
AMD Phenom 9500 11/19/2007 $251 $199 $199 
AMD Phenom 9600 11/19/2007 $283 $236 $219 
AMD Phenom 9600 Black Edition 12/23/2007 $251 $229 $229 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $316** $218 $199 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 2.66GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $530** $329 $299 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 7/16/2007 $183** $179 $196 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6850 7/16/2007 $266** $269 $249 
Intel Core 2 Duo E8190 45nm 1/7/2008 $163** $163** $163**
Intel Core 2 Duo E8200 45nm 1/7/2008 $163** $294 $294 
Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 45nm 1/7/2008 $183** $294 $255 
Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 45nm 1/7/2008 $266** $450 $450 
Intel Core 2 Quad X6800 2.93GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $999** $1,035 $1,029 
Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 1/8/2007 $851** $257 $264 
Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700 7/16/2007 $530** $449 $539 
Intel Core 2 Quad Q9300 45nm 1/7/2008 $266** $266** $266**
Intel Core 2 Quad Q9450 45nm 1/7/2008 $316** $454 $316**
Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550 45nm 1/7/2008 $530** $515 $530**
Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6700 11/14/2006 $999** $1,035 $779 
Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6800 7/16/2007 $999** $1,035 $1,029 
Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6850 3GHz 8MB cache 1,333MHz FSB 65nm 7/16/2007 $999** $979 $979 
Intel Core 2 Extreme Quad QX9650 3GHz 12MB cache 1,333MHz FSB 45nm 11/12/2007 $999** $1,059 $1,052 
Intel Core 2 Extreme Quad QX9770 3.2GHz 12MB cache 1,600MHz FSB 45nm 2/19/2008 $1,399** $1,599 N/A
Intel Core 2 Extreme Quad QX9775 3.2GHz 12MB cache 1,600MHz FSB 45nm 2/19/2008 $1,499** $1,624 N/A

Multigig Tries To
Replace Quartz Clocks
With Silicon Devices 

Quartz clocks have dominated the time-
keeping tasks inside silicon chips for a
long time. Quartz clocks can now ac-
count for 50% of the power dissipation
in a chip. Now, a variety of companies
are trying to craft more efficient clocks
out of silicon. Some are trying to create
clocks out of micro-electromechanical
devices, or MEMs. Multigig, which is in
the midst of raising money from inves-
tors, is among those trying to produce a
wide spectrum of devices for use in wired
and wireless communications chips. The
Multigig technology is aimed at creating
a fundamental change and integrated
solution that eliminate considerable costs
related to silicon area and power con-
sumption. In some cases, that will mean
being able to put a whole system on a
single chip instead of several. ▲

Stretch Raises $15 Million To Build More
Surveillance Camera Compression Chips

Stretch of Sunnyvale, Calif., has raised $15 million to expand its operations as it
rolls out new versions of its software-configurable processors for surveillance cameras.
The chips are a hybrid of a RISC microprocessor and an FPGA (field programmable gate
array). The microprocessor gives the chip its fast performance, and the FPGA makes it flexible.
With software tailored to surveillance applications, the company has tailored its chips to do video
compression tasks in the newest security cameras. The chips can help process high-quality H.264 video at
30 frames per second and compress it so that it can be transferred and stored without taking up too much band-
width. Surveillance chips are going into security cameras that are increasingly sophisticated and able to discern faces from
videos. Such cameras are popular in London, where there is a camera for every six people, and China, which is ratcheting
up security for the Beijing Olympics. Las Vegas casinos are also heavy users of security cameras, said CEO Craig Lytle.
Surveillance camera chips themselves are expected to more than double to $1.25 billion in 2011, according to market
researcher iSuppli. ▲

LED Makers Come Out Of The Woodwork To Replace Light Bulbs 

Light-emitting diodes have lit everything from the Eiffel Tower to fancy PC gaming rigs. But the Holy Grail
of markets for LEDs is white lights. LEDs are semiconductor devices that emit light when hit with electricity.
LEDs convert electricity into light far more efficiently, saving a lot on energy costs. But it takes several LEDs
to form a white light, a factor that drives up costs. Hence, the old-fashioned light bulb still dominates home
lighting and car headlights. But a new wave of startups is challenging established LED makers such as Philips
Lumileds in trying to create white-light LEDs. Among them are Optoelectronix in San Jose, Calif.; Quanlight
in San Diego; Group IV Semiconductor in Ottawa, Canada; and BridgeLux in Sunnyvale, Calif. The winner
might be able to replace 4 billion light bulbs in North America alone, according to Group IV.

8 June 2008 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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Compiled by Blaine Flamig

S i t e  S e e i n g
Fixmymovie.com 
Gives Video Clips A Good Cleaning
Add Fixmymovie.com to the list of handy video software freely available on the
Web. This gem takes video clips (up to 15MB, 352 x 288) shot on cell phones,
digicams, or Web cams, and increases resolutions up to 4X, brightens dark areas, eliminates noise and artifacts, and more. Powered
by MotionDSP technology, edits take up to 30 minutes depending on file size, but once
completed, you can push the clip to YouTube (Blogger and MySpace support is coming),
embed it in your site, download a high-res version, or email it to others. You can upload clips
at the site, via email, or from a mobile device. Look for a premium version coming soon. ▲

Artwork Dunder Mifflin Would Be Proud Of
The Web’s best aspect is that you can point your browser in any direction and find something
utterly amazing you had no idea previously existed. Case in point is the staggering paper-based
artwork of Peter Callesen (www.petercallesen.com), a Danish artist who bases his works
“around an exploration of the relationship between two and three dimensionality.” If you’re
uncertain what that entails, don’t sweat it. Just let your eyes pour over Callesen’s mesmerizing
creations, which come to life primarily using common 80gsm A4 paper, which you probably
have in your printer. Callesen says, “The thin white paper also gives the paper sculptures a
fragility which underlines the tragic and romantic theme of the works.” Agreed. ▲

National Cyber
Security Center
Gets Leader 
There’s a new National Cyber Security
Center sheriff in town, and his name is
Rod Beckstrom. Known in Silicon Valley
as an entrepreneur and founder of
Twiki.net, Beckstrom also authored “The
Starfish and the Spider: The Unstoppable
Power of Leaderless Organizations,”
which “presents a new model for analyz-
ing organizations, leadership style, and
competitive strategy.” President Bush cre-
ated the NCSC in January under execu-
tive order. Beckstrom will answer to
Department of Homeland Security
Director Michael Chertoff and has been
charged with “coordinating cyber security
efforts and improving situational aware-
ness and information sharing across the
federal government,” as well as to help
“protect federal networks and enhance
capabilities that defend and reduce cyber-
associated risks.” ▲

Can Warner Bros.
Hit The Right ISP
Notes?
Paying extra at the Internet pump each
month could soon grant us unlimited
access to a massive database of music to
freely download, upload, copy, and share.
Warner Bros. has tapped Jim Griffin, a
former Geffen Music exec, to put such a
plan in motion, according to
Portfolio.com. Users would pay a $5
monthly fee, for example, which would
help create a pool of money (possibly up
to $20 billion a year) that musicians and
copyright holders would share. “I don't
think we should be suing students, and I
don't think we should be suing people in
their homes,” Griffin says. “We want to
monetize the anarchy of the Internet.”
Some critics say the plan is a form of uni-
versal taxation, but Griffin says, “I assure
you, we have no such interest in
government running this or having
any part of it.” ▲

Record Damages
Awarded
In Web Libel Case
If you believe everything on the Web,
English resident Peter Walls is a ped-
ophile, is corrupt, hired hit men, and sex-
ually harassed and bullied his staff.
Fortunately for Walls, a judge believed
differently, awarding the Gentoo Group
housing chief executive nearly $200,000
in damages as part of a libel case against
John Finn of Pallion Housing.
Reportedly, Finn created Dad’s Place, a
Web site where false information about
Walls and others was anonymously post-
ed. “There is no doubt that the Internet
can be a fantastic tool for good, but we
urgently need legal change to enable vic-
tims of Internet abuse to have a quicker
and more effective route to justice,”
Walls stated. ▲
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • S o f t w a r e

Adobe Sets Up Shop Online 
With Photo Express
Adobe gifted photogs one and all with Photo Express (beta) in
March. The free online photo service includes 2GB of storage;
galleries; and, of
course, editing
tools. Adobe is
reportedly plan-
ning a premium
service and inte-
gration with its
desktop apps
eventually. But
is PE worth
your time? Re-
views around
the Web say,
“the editing
tools are robust
and nonthreat-
ening”; “it is positioned to become the ‘gateway drug’ to the
entire family of Photoshop products”; “it doesn't yet have a
connection to Flickr, one of the most popular photo storage
sites”; and “in ease of use, Express makes Photoshop look
downright enigmatic.” ▲

Is Windows 7 
Coming Sooner Than Later?
Several Web sites reported in April that Bill Gates dropped hints during a
speech in Miami about the next Windows OS, codenamed Windows 7, saying,
“sometime in the next year or so we will have a new version.” Gates stated,
“I'm super-enthused about what it will do in lots of ways.” What’s not known
is if Gates was referring to a development release vs. a full release. What is
known is 32-bit and 64-bit versions will be available. Previously, a 2010 release
at earliest was generally believed based on past Microsoft estimates.
Coincidentally, Microsoft also extended Windows XP’s death sentence (on
low-cost laptops, at least) until June 30, 2010, or a year following Windows 7’s
release, whichever occurs first. ▲

Music Downloads 
Reach Virtual Radios?
Think how far we’ve come with how we get our
music. According to reports, Rockstar and Ama-
zon.com are taking matters even farther in the
upcoming Grand Theft Auto IV by letting eager
carjackers everywhere buy in-game 89-cent, DRM-
free songs while driving their stolen wheels around
Liberty City. How? By using their in-game cell
phones, of course. According to Yahoo! Games, the
feature relies on new ZiT technology and an in-
game option that lets players mark a song they’re
interested in. Players then receive texts about the
song. Registered Rockstar Games Social Club mem-
bers get direct links to song info and buying
options. Bring it on already, Rockstar! ▲

Windows 7 next year? Like this Windows box,
Mr. Gates' announcement is not 

to be taken seriously."

10 June 2008 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new lease on life. 
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpujun08/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Motherboard Date Available URL

Abit IP35-E 15 1/11/2008 www.uabit.com/downloads/downloads.php?file=ftp://
ftp-usa.abit.com.tw/pub/download/bios/ip35//m630a15.zip

ASRock ALiveNF7G-HD720p R5.0 2.20 2/5/2008 ftp://europe.asrock.com/bios/AM2/ALiveNF7G-HD720p(R1235)(2.20).zip

Asus T4-P5945GCX2 0304 3/24/2008 dlsvr03.asus.com/pub/ASUS/Barebone/T3-P5945GCX2/T3-P5945GCX2-0304.zip

Biostar TP35D2-A7 P35bac05 12/10/2007 www.biostar.com.tw/upload/Bios/P35bac05.bst

Gigabyte GA-EP35-DS3 (rev. 2.1) F3b 1/4/2008 america.giga-byte.com/FileList/BIOS/motherboard_bios_ga-ep35-ds3_f2.exe

MSI X38 Diamond 1.3 1/7/2008 global.msi.com.tw/index.php?func=downloadfile&dno=6402&type=bios

Shuttle SP35P2 SP35S205 3/18/2008 image.shuttle.com/ResourceCenter/download_file.jsp?file_id=11009

Compiled by Steve Smith

Sony BMG 
Commits Piracy Boo Boo 

First, rootkits; now this. French company PointDev, 
maker of Windows administrative software tools, said in late March a Sony BMG employee
gave PointDev a pirated key for PointDev’s Ideal Migration software during a tech support
call. This led officials to raid Sony BMG’s servers, reportedly unveiling illegal software on
four servers. Further, the Business Software Alliance stated it believes up to 47% of software
on Sony BMG computers could be illegal. PointDev is claiming $475,000 in damages. The
company’s CEO Agustoni Paul-Henry stated, “We are not interested in an amicable settle-
ment. It is not just a question of money but more importantly in principle.” ▲

Creative
Torks Off
Modder’s Supporters

In March, Creative demanded Daniel Kawakami, aka Daniel_K, cease modding drivers for
its products. This despite many SoundBlaster X-Fi users insisting Daniel_K’s Vista-based
mods are the best available. Creative later backtracked, stating “Outside developers have
been very helpful to Creative and our customers by developing updates for many of our
Sound Blaster products. . . .” Kawakami posted in April that Creative promised him a free
upcoming X-Fi 2, but he declined. Instead, he’s getting cards “from other companies that
contacted me.” Additionally, he says he won’t be enabling X-Fi and Audigy mod features
because Creative told him “providing an alternative for their customers is good for them
and increases their sales, especially when someone is doing it for free. Given the current situ-
ation, I cannot let this happen.” ▲

Rochester U.
Serves Up Small-
Fry Audio Files 

University of Rochester
researchers say they have de-
veloped a process that com-
presses music files 1,000 times
smaller than MP3s encoded at
a high quality. According to a
press release, researchers en-
coded a 20-second clarinet solo
to less than 1KB using a tech-
nique that recreates notes, but
also recreates how those notes
were played. To do this,
researchers developed a pro-
gram that models finger,
breath, and mouth pressures,
using that data to influence the
sound a virtual clarinet model
the researchers also created
produces. Thus capturing, say,
“Frampton Comes Alive”
today would be less about
recording the performance and
more about reproducing it. ▲
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Think being a game tester is a
dream job? Tech recruiter Volt
Workforce Solutions is on the
hunt for a number of eager vid-
eo game players who can work
for what it calls “The Software
Giant” that happens to be “head-
quartered in Redmond, Wash.”
Gee, who could that be? 

The game testers will be working
on an action and comedy title
that is based on a popular kiddie
cartoon from TV. Apparently,
the game is in deep and acceler-
ated development, because our
unnamed “giant” software com-
pany is working testers through
day and night shifts locating
bugs in the gameplay. Exper-
ience with all-night gameplay
seems to be the main qualifica-
tion for this gig. Sign us up.

tinyurl.com/24njn8 U.S. Still Leads
Internet Population,
For Now 
Ten years ago, two-thirds of
World Wide Web users were in
the United States. Today, we
account for less than a quarter of
the 694,260,000 active Internet
travelers, according to comScore
World Metrix.

www.comscore.com/press

/release.asp?press=849

A Healthier Web

Despite privacy fears over putting
sensitive personal information
online, 60% of Americans in a
recent Deloitte study say they
want greater access to their physi-
cians, appointment scheduling,
and even test results and medical
records. Confidence in online
security must be growing, since
almost half of us demonstrated
interest in storing personal health
records online. 

www.emarketer.com/Article.asp

x?id=1006048&src=dp3_home
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A couple weekends ago, my nephew wanted to play a popular
PC strategy game with me, so I picked up a couple copies and

we began installing it on two gaming laptops as soon as I got
home. Forty-five minutes and several CD changes later, the game
was installed. When my nephew launched the game for the first
time on his machine, the game claimed his laptop didn’t meet its
system requirements and refused to play. I checked the minimum
system requirements on the box and found that his machine ex-
ceeded them in every area. I was irritated that the game had wasted
45 minutes of our time during installation before bothering to
mention that it wouldn’t work, but I had another gaming machine
in the house, so we hauled it out and started again. Another 45
minutes, and both PCs were ready to play—or so we thought. Now
they couldn’t see each other on the network.

I tried various networking configurations before finally conclud-
ing that we had better make sure that the games were properly

updated. Thus began the patching ritual. To kick things off, I
had to patch the patching application that came with the

game six times, each requiring a manual login and
application restart, before I could finally begin

actually patching the game. This, in turn,
required many more patches and restarts 

(I lost count). Each restart required a
manual request for another patch check.
On two occasions, my nephew and I
thought we were fully patched, only to

launch the game and discover that the
version numbers of our respective
installs still differed. All in all, it
took three hours to get the games
up and running on my network. I
also had to disconnect the comput-

ers from the household network and
set up a local router with hard-coded IP

addresses to get them to see each other and, of
course, go through the ritual of disabling fire-

walls and opening communication ports. We had
enough time left in the day to play once before I

had to get back to work.
Had I been an average

consumer, I think I
would have burned the
games, howled

about them on every Web forum I could find, and gone out and
bought a Wii. Fortunately, I knew the CEO of the game compa-
ny in question so I dashed off a “What the hell kind of crap
product are you making?!” email to him and felt much better
afterward. After I cooled off, I couldn’t help thinking about why
PC games are often such a nightmare to install and play and,
more importantly, if I could find an angle to blame Microsoft for
it in a CPU column! (That’s a joke, by the way; Vista is such an
abhorrent product that I hardly need to contrive problems to
blame on it.) It struck me that many of PC gaming’s ills and the
perceived strengths of console gaming are intimately linked to
how games are sold and secured against piracy. Consider, for
example, that generally a consumer’s options for getting access to
a game he wants to play are limited to shelling out $50 bucks up
front for the game sight unseen. If you pay $50 bucks for a PC
game and lose the system requirement lotto, sorry sucka, thanks
for the dough!

Assuming the game runs on your PC, the next set of hurdles is
often the result of the DRM technology used to prevent piracy. In
the console world, the console is the key and the disc a game is
shipped on is a locked vault containing the game. The closed archi-
tecture of the consoles combined with their hardwired security
measures makes them extremely hard for the average person to
crack. And because consoles are often sold at a loss, it costs more to
buy an expertly cracked box than to buy a brand-new, secure one.
This, for example, is why there is no counterfeit market for change;
the metals coins are made of are often worth more than the mone-
tary value of the actual coins.

Security on the PC is very different. The PC is a wide-open
development environment that has many robust tools available
for hacking it. Also, the media and file formats that PC games are
published on are open, not to mention that all modern PCs come
with the ability to copy that media. Until recently, PC game pub-
lishers relied on DRM technologies that bind the installed PC

When PC Games Suck
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game to the presence of a key disc in order for the game to play.
Of course, this kind of solution is easily hacked, so PC games are
widely pirated. More modern DRM solutions for PC games en-
crypt the game to unique attributes of the PC it is installed on,
such as the user’s hard drive ID, MAC address, etc. Once the
game is encrypted to the user’s computer, it is unlocked by a net-
work-served key. Thus each copy of a game is uniquely encrypted
to the PC it is installed on.

The reason patching PC games can be so nightmarish is a com-
bination of two factors. First, a PC game shipped on a CD will
reach the average consumer many months after it was tested and
released. In that time, Microsoft may
have released half a dozen security
patches, PC OEMs may have shipped
millions of new PCs based on a new
video chip, several updates to the
user’s video drivers may have occurred,
and so on. In short, the game is obso-
lete, broken, and in need of patching
the moment it is shipped in a box.
(The irony of this observation, of
course, is that the reason this is not a
problem for consoles is that they have
not traditionally been connected to a
network; they are static devices. The
minute they are connected, they inher-
it the same terrible user experience
problems of the PC.)

Second, PC DRM architecture
means that every game installed on a
user’s machine is unique and cannot
share the same patch without remov-
ing the DRM, patching the underly-
ing bits, and reapplying the DRM on
the user’s machine without breaking the
game’s security. In other words, PC game
patching is extraordinarily complex, often
leading to a terrible user experience. It’s
worth noting that Vista’s absurd security

architecture compounds this problem
with its intrusive warning

dialogs and seemingly capricious obstruction of patch download
manager apps.

Another obnoxious feature of PC DRM is that the DRM key
is also used to ensure that pirated copies of a game are not being
used for multiplayer gaming. Each player in a multiplayer PC
game needs a unique valid DRM key to play with other players.
Again the consoles’ lack of connectivity to a network hides this
problem because most multiplayer console games are played on a
single console using multiple controllers and a single shared
screen. In effect, each console game comes with four free licenses
for multiplayer use.

This column would seem to contra-
dict my earlier claims that we may be at
the end of the console game business as
we knew it, but for two important
observations. As consoles increasingly
go online, they inherit the bad user
experience problems of the PC, and as
games move toward online business
models, the DRM problems tied to
physical media distribution vanish into
the history books. If the game my
nephew wanted to play was free to play
and supported by advertising, the game
could have simply checked my system
for compatibility over the Internet,
downloaded and installed the fully cur-
rent and patched version of itself in one
pass, and even if I had trouble getting
the game to run on my network, I
wouldn’t have been furious with the
medium because I wouldn’t have gotten
ripped for $50 up front only to discover

the game didn’t work. 
In a few short years, the elimination of

dependence on physical media for game dis-
tribution and shifts in the gaming business
model will erase the differences between PC
and console gaming. This will ultimately
lead to the collapse of the console market,
leaving an extremely robust PC game mar-
ket in its wake.

(NOTE: Even as I write this, highly paid,
dedicated teams of monkeys at Intel and Mi-
crosoft may be working aggressively to snatch
defeat from the jaws of victory by fouling the
PC game market with low-quality graphics
chips and bloated operating systems. Here’s
hoping that they get the message in time to
actually add value to the consumer experience
instead of impeding it.) ▲

Send your feedback to thesaint@cpumag.com

Alex St. John was one of the founding
creators of Microsoft’s DirectX 

technology. He is the subject of the 
book “Renegades of the Empire” about

the creation of DirectX and
Chromeffects, an early effort by

Microsoft to create a multimedia
browser. Today Alex is president and

CEO of WildTangent Inc., a technology
company devoted to 

delivering CD-ROM-quality 
entertainment content over the Web.
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These Gizmos Don’t Sing It, They Bring It

T he Swiss say they’ve perfected something Japanese. A

Californian creation sounds like it should be German.

Both are studies in excess, but for the French, less is more. 

by Marty Sems 

Goldmund Eidos 20 BD

The hills are alive with the sound of Blu-ray. Swiss audio-
phile firm Goldmund goes blue with this $16,900, high-end
BD player (www.goldmund.com). The Eidos 20 BD makes
use of magnetic damping, as well as Goldmund’s Mechanical
Grounding construction. The idea is to reduce vibration and
thus read errors and jitter—you know, all that jitter and erra-
ta you normally see from your totally inadequate Asian BD
player. There’s also the company’s special AC-Curator power
supply, which promises to “dramatically” stabilize the video
and audio. Hey, anything’s possible. Goldmund also is the
home of the $300,000 Reference II, possibly the world’s
most expensive turntable, so the emperor could indeed be
wearing knee pants and an alpine hat for all we know. 

Lumeneo Smera

You dream of the urban maneuverability of a motorbike,
only without all that wind-in-your-helmet and June bug-to-
your-forehead nonsense. Lumeneo’s answer is a two-seater
car no wider than a motorcycle (31 inches), one with zero
emissions because it’s all electric (www.lumeneo.fr). What?
Of course it’s French; why do you ask? Anyway, the cool
thing about the Smera is the way it automatically leans into
the curves for stability, just like a bike. This 40bhp mini-
whatsit has a 0 to 60mph time of about eight seconds and
can roll about 93 miles on a charge. The Smera should sell
for about 24,000 Euros (about $37,800), depending on the
cost of its lithium batteries. It will debut in October at the
Mondial Paris motor show and hit the market early next
year. Plenty of time for you to lay off the cheese and crois-
sants; after all, you’ll need to be able to fit in the cockpit. 

VTL Siegfried

Old-school tubes with newjack software management. With
a Siegfried reference amp (www.vtl.com), you get the best of
what’s old and what’s new. This 800-watt monoblock is
powerful enough to subdue Brunhild, yet sounds sweet
enough to seduce Kriemhild. It’s packed with vacuum tubes
for extreme fidelity, as well as microprocessors that actively
maintain the bias voltage of each individual tube. You can
monitor tube conditions on a readout on the front panel or
even manage the amplifier remotely with your PC via RS-
232. All this, plus tight power supply regulation, helps the
Siegfried achieve an SNR greater than 110dB. VTL says that
its TL7.5 Series II Reference Preamplifier ($16,500) would
be the perfect complement to a $48,000 pair of Siegfrieds.
We imagine you’d probably need some speakers, too. ▲
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the D5400XS’s already-overburdened
chipset cooler. The chipset fan actually
made contact with the 9800 GX2s, leav-
ing a circular scar in the glossy black
paint of the cards. The final nail in the
coffin was slammed home when we start-
ed testing and got lower-than-expected
scores for both AMD and Nvidia. When
we contacted the companies, both said
that the slow FB-DIMM memory was
holding us back, and Nvidia reported
that Skulltrail’s PCI-E version 1.1 bus
was standing in the way of the PCI-E
2.0-capable 9800 GX2s’ ability to push
pixels. As a result, we had to build two
systems using the respective company’s
latest enthusiast chipset, which in turn
forced us to use different processors 
and memory. 

In The Red Corner
To power the AMD CrossFireX sys-

tem, we used the 2.5GHz AMD Phenom
X4 9850, which is the current quad-core
flagship Phenom and comes free of the
TLB errata that plagued the initial launch.
We installed the processor into a Cross-
FireX-certified Asus M3A32-MVP, which
is built on the native PCI-E 2.0 790FX
chipset. The motherboard (or more accu-
rately, Phenom’s onboard memory con-
troller) forced us to use DDR2 memory,
so we installed 2GB of Corsair Dominator
DDR2-1066 memory. We used an 850W
CoolerMaster Real Power Pro PSU, even
though CrossFireX only requires a 750W
PSU. The only shared component be-
tween the AMD and Nvidia systems was
the 150GB Western Digital Raptor. The
OS was Windows Vista Ultimate, and we
used Catalyst video driver version 8.3
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Quad-GPU
Smackdown
High-End GPUs Go Head-To-Head

W hen pondering the benefit of dou-
bling the GPUs on a graphics card,

one can’t help but recall Spinal Tap’s
Nigel Tufnel as he retorts in mock cock-
ney, “Well, it’s one louder, isn’t it?”
AMD and Nvidia’s latest high-end graph-
ics cards, the Radeon HD 3870 X2 and
GeForce 9800 GX2, mate a pair of the
respective company’s top-performing
GPUs to make the fastest graphics cards
currently available. We took these hot
rods for a spin in both single-card (dual-
GPU) and dual-card (quad-GPU) config-
urations to see if they live up to the hype
or just blow hot air. 

Skulltrail Snags
Testing the 3870 X2 and 9800 GX2

presented us with a unique opportunity:
testing SLI and CrossFire on a neutral plat-
form. Generally speaking, SLI only works
with Nvidia chipsets and CrossFire only
works on AMD or Intel chipsets. That is
until Skulltrail, with its pair of nForce 100
chips and native CrossFire support, blazed
a path to our doorstep. The system features
eight cores of raw CPU power in the form
of two Intel Core 2 Extreme QX9775
processors clocked at 3.2GHz, Intel’s
D5400XS motherboard, 4GB of Micron
FB-DIMM DDR2-8800 memory, and
Windows Vista Ultimate 64-bit. 

Sadly, our ideal platform quickly turned
into a nightmare testing scenario. The
pair of x16 slots that Intel recommends
using for SLI and CrossFire were separat-
ed by a single PCI slot, so both pairs of
dual-slot graphics cards were sandwiched
together, leaving no room for hot air to
exhaust between the cards. Furthermore,
the extra-long cards completely obstructed

throughout testing. We used two stock-
clocked 3870 X2s, one from Sapphire and
the other from HIS. 

When we first got a glimpse of the
specs of AMD’s two-headed beast, we
couldn’t help but notice that the card’s
640 stream processors were capable of
better than 1 teraflop of GPU computing
power, compared to a single 3870’s 497
gigaflops. That’s largely thanks to a per-
GPU core clock bump of 50MHz, to
825MHz. Each GPU still has a 256-bit
memory bus and 512MB of GDDR3
clocked at 900MHz, for a total of 1GB of
memory per card. The 3870 X2’s dual
GPUs have a total of 640 stream proces-
sors, 32 texture units, and 32 render back-
ends. The 3870 X2 features two power
connectors, a 6- and 8-pin variety, but
impressively, it runs just fine (not over-
clocked) on two 6-pin power connectors.
The card also has a peak power rating of
196W. AMD installed a rather conven-
tional heatsink and shroud, which com-
pletely enclose the card and vent all heat
out the back of the case. 

Like the single-GPU variety, the 3870
X2 supports ATI’s PowerPlay Technology
to dynamically throttle GPU power de-
pending on the current demand, slashing
power consumption when idle. The HD
3870 X2 also supports DirectX 10.1, which
brings with it Shader Model 4.1, global
illumination effects, improved antialiasing
performance, and new HDR effects. The
driver we used for testing also officially adds
software-level support for DirectX 10.1 and
the card’s built-in hardware tessellator. 

This card also features AMD’s dedicat-
ed UVD hardware, which offloads H.264,
AVC, and VC-1 video decoding from the
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engineers to cram an impressive 1.3 bil-
lion transistors on the card. The 3870 X2
is constructed on 12-layer PCB, which
allowed AMD more room to position and
isolate the card’s glut of components.
Unlike the Radeon HD 3870, however,
AMD used older PCI-E 1.1 technology
for the 3870 X2’s bridge chip, which
splits its 48 lanes between each GPU and
the PCI-E x16 slot. 

As we went to press, Catalyst 8.3 didn’t
support three- and four-GPU configura-
tions for OpenGL games, but AMD is
working on a fix to be released soon. 

In The Green Corner
To power our SLI system, we used

Intel’s 2.66GHz Core 2 Quad Q6700
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CPU. Like all of AMD’s graphics cards
since the HD 2000 Series, the 3870 X2
has built-in audio hardware for native
audio and video over HDMI. The back-
plane of the 3870 X2 doesn’t have a built-
in HDMI port like the 9800 GX2 does,
but a simple adapter connected to one of
the card’s two dual-link DVI ports gets
the job done. The backplane also features
an HDTV-out port. 

CrossFire on a card. AMD’s first stab
at the dual-GPU graphics card is an ambi-
tious departure from Nvidia’s past and
current efforts. The card consists of two
3870 GPUs bolted to a single 10.5-inch
slab of PCB. The 3870 X2, like its single-
GPU siblings, is manufactured on a
55nm process, which enabled AMD’s

seated in Evga’s nForce 790i Ultra SLI
motherboard, which features three widely-
spaced PCI-E x16 slots to support Three-
Way SLI. The Evga motherboard also
supports PCI-E 2.0 and a 1,600MHz
FSB. We installed 2GB of Corsair Ballistix
DDR3-2000 memory. To power this ma-
chine, we used Thermal-take’s Quad SLI-
certified 1kW Tough-power PSU. We
used ForceWare video driver version
174.53 throughout testing. Our pair of
9800 GX2s came courtesy of PNY. 

Consider for a moment that to defeat
the GeForce 8800 Ultra, AMD had to
combine two of its highest-end GPUs on
a single card. That fact alone illustrates
the kind of superior breeding the 9800
GX2 has. The 9800 GX2 is essentially

Specs: GPU: Radeon
HD 3870 X2; GPU core
clock: 825MHz; Memory:
1GB GDDR3 (900MHz);
640 stream processors

ATI Radeon HD 3870 X2
$449
AMD
ati.amd.com
● ● ● ●
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9800 GX2 to operate safely at up to 105
degrees Celsius. Better crank those fans
to 11. 

The backplane of the 9800 GX2 fea-
tures a pair of dual-link DVI connectors,
an HDMI connector (audio over HDMI is
courtesy of your audio hardware’s S/PDIF
header), and a pair of LED indicators de-
note the primary display port when run-
ning quad SLI and whether the requisite
power plugs are properly connected.

Like the rest of Nvidia’s G92-based
cards, the 9800 GX2 is equipped with the
latest PureVideo HD engine, which fea-
tures hardware support for MPEG-2, VC-
1, and H.264 decode. DirectX 10.1 sup-
port, however, is still nowhere to be
found in Nvidia’s graphics cards. This
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two clock-tweaked G92-based 8800
GTS GPUs, each mounted to a dedicat-
ed slab of PCB, in SLI, and wired to
communicate over a single x16 PCI-E
2.0 interface. The pair of GPUs in the
9800 GX2 feature a 600MHz core clock
and a total of 1GB (512MB per GPU) of
1,000MHz GDDR3 memory running
on a 256-bit memory bus. Nvidia clocked
the card’s 256 stream processors at 1.5GHz
to deliver 768 gigaflops of raw shader
power. The 9800 GX2 also features an
unmatched 128 texture filtering units
and 32 ROPs. The 9800 GX2 has a
maximum board power rating of 197W
and gets all that juice via the PCI-E 2.0
slot and a pair of 8-pin and 6-pin power
connectors. Nvidia says it designed the

means the 9800 GX2 doesn’t support
Shader Model 4.1 or the improved light-
ing and antialiasing effects that DX10.1
supports. But even though Windows
Vista SP1 finally delivered OS-level sup-
port for the API revision, we couldn’t
find any games currently on the shelf or
set for release in the near future that take
advantage of the new features.

SLI on a card. Users still feeling the
burn of the failed GeForce 7950 GX2
may be reluctant to make the plunge on
another dual-PCB card, but according to
Nvidia, there are several advantages to
the 9800 GX2’s design. The two PCBs
are facing one another, essentially placing
the GPUs as far apart as possible while
maintaining a dual-slot form factor.

Specs: GPU: GeForce
9800 GX2; GPU Core
clock 600MHz; Memory:
1GB GDDR3 (1,000MHz);
256 stream processors

GeForce 9800 GX2
$599
Nvidia
www.nvidia.com
● ● ● ●
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platform.” But if you have the cash to
buy $1,200 worth of graphics hardware,
plus another $250 to $350 for an SLI
motherboard, then chances are a 30-inch
monitor isn’t outside your means. Nvidia’s
9800 GX2 reviewer’s guide, however,
mentions running Crysis at 1,920 x
1,200 with the settings at Very High but
says nary a word about running it at
2,560 x 1,600. Even in the tables that
feature 2,650 x 1,600 scores, Crysis was
only actually tested at 1,600 x 1,200. To
get a straight answer, we had to turn to
AMD’s reviewer’s guide, which reports
that Crysis has a known multi-GPU
issue at 2,560 x 1,600 for both Nvidia
and ATI cards. Our tests appeared to
bear that out.

Neither AMD nor Nvidia’s quad-
GPU platforms could muster playable
framerates in World in Conflict or
Crysis at 2,560 x 1,600. Even at 1,600 x
1,200, the pair of 9800 GX2s was only
able to score 31fps in Crysis and 33fps in
World in Conflict. ATI’s CrossFireX
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Nvidia’s dual-face heatsink and a single
fan sit between the two 65nm-fabbed
chips to blast the double-dose of heated
air through vents on all sides of the card.
But unlike AMD’s 3870 X2, the 9800
GX2’s heatsink exhausts a good portion
of its hot air inside the case. The whole
thing is wrapped up nicely in an attrac-
tive—if imposing—heat shroud. Nvidia
says that this dual-PCB design also gives
each GPU room to breathe so that heat
doesn’t transfer from one GPU to the
other. The extra PCB surface also provid-
ed Nvidia’s engineers with greater room
to route traces to memory, which let
them achieve higher memory clocks.
With such an unconventional heatsink,
however, watercooling the 9800 GX2 is
sure to be tricky. Nvidia also stated that
the 174.53 driver only supports Quad
SLI in Vista. 

Quad Quandary
Nvidia calls the 9800 GX2 in Quad SLI

“the ultimate, zero-compromise gaming

setup managed to dominate in 3DMark06
and Company of Heroes at both resolu-
tions, but managed a barely playable
31.7fps at 2,560 x 1,600. Overall (with
the exception of synthetic tests), Nvidia’s
9800 GX2 was slightly faster, but the
jury is still out pending new evidence 
(in the form of improved drivers) on
whether paying an extra $300 is worth
the minimal advantage we saw. AMD’s
offering is also rather pricey, though sev-
eral 790FX motherboards were nearly
half the cost of the Evga’s pricey 790i
SLI motherboard.

Although both the 3870 X2 and 9800
GX2 in quad-GPU configurations failed
to live up to our expectations, they do
offer exceptional value when you consider
the price of the high-end single-GPU
cards from AMD and Nvidia. And better
yet, as standalone cards, they each deliver
CrossFire and SLI performance in any
motherboard you plan to use. ▲

by Andrew Leibman

Sapphire Radeon HIS & Sapphire Radeon PNY GeForce 9800 GX2 PNY GeForce 
HD 3870 X2 HD 3870 X2 Quad 9800 GX2 Quad

Memory 1GB GDDR3 1GB GDDR3 1GB GDDR3 1GB GDDR3
Core Clock 825MHz 825MHz 600MHz 600MHz
Memory Clock 900MHz 900MHz 1,000MHz 1,000MHz
Price $449 $898 $599 $1,198 

3DMark06 13414 14085 10930 11661
3DMark06 SM2.0 5152 5129 4247 4111
3DMark06 HDR/SM3.0 6738 7536 4846 5722
3DMark06 CPU Score 3457 3467 3592 3614

Company of Heroes (4XAA) 45.8 49.3 33 50.4
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 80.7 55.4 59.8 78.4
Crysis 19.9 12.7 10.1 31
World in Conflict (4XAA, 4XAF) 20 27 25 33

Company of Heroes (4XAA) 23.2 31.7 15 11.7
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 42.2 53.5 34.1 62.4
Crysis 10.8 6 4.9 12.2
World in Conflict (4XAA, 4XAF) 7 11 10 13

Stock specs: GPU: Radeon HD 3870 X2; Core clock: 825MHz; 1GB GDDR3 (900MHz); 640 stream processors
Stock specs: GPU: GeForce 9800 GX2; Core clock: 600MHz; 1GB GDDR3 (1,000MHz); 256 stream processors
Catalyst version 8.3
ForceWare version 174.53

Extreme GPU Muscle, Times Four
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We took all of the coolers to task with
a high-end quad-core processor running
in stock and overclocked configurations
and had some surprising results. Although
more exotic cooling techniques are cer-
tainly exciting, sometimes you just can’t
beat a good heatsink and fan. 

CoolIT Freezone Elite
CoolIT Technology’s Freezone Elite

is an evolution of the company’s popu-
lar Freezone cooler we reviewed in the
February 2007 issue of CPU (Vol. 7,
Issue 2). As its “Elite” moniker implies,

this revamped version of the Freezone is
more powerful and offers more features
than its older counterpart. What makes
the Freezone Elite special in compari-
son to most other products is its hybrid
design that employs air, liquid, and
thermoelectric cooling techniques. Not
only that, but the Freezone Elite is also
a cinch to install considering its relative
technical complexity, and it requires min-
imal maintenance.

The Freezone Elite works much like 
a traditional liquid-cooling kit; coolant 
is circulated by a pump through a water-
block mounted atop the CPU and then
through a radiator and fan assembly
where heat is expelled. The thing that
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The Heat Is On
Six CPU Coolers Face Off

P ower users know that adequate CPU
cooling is of the utmost importance.

Without it, a CPU will overheat, become
unstable, and eventually die altogether.
Aside from alleviating these problems,
though, good CPU cooling also offers a
host of other advantages. A properly
cooled CPU, for example, will be easier to
overclock, which will yield better overall
performance. It will also consume less
power because it requires less current, and
as a result of a lower core temperature,
nearby components and internal case
temperatures will be lower, as well. There
are a multitude of good reasons to ensure
a CPU is properly cooled, beyond just
protecting your investment.

Thanks to the demand of fervent enthu-
siasts, there are numerous CPU cooling
options currently available, and the product
pool continues to grow. Advances in
heatsink design have resulted in a seem-
ingly never-ending influx of traditional 
air coolers designed for multiple applica-
tions—quiet computing, overclocking, etc.
Watercooling continues to creep closer and
closer to the mainstream, as well, now that
easy-to-install, self-contained kits that
require minimal maintenance are readily
available. Exotic, ultra-expensive Vapor
Phase-Change and thermoelectrically
enhanced coolers are also available for those
who crave sub-ambient temperatures.

With all of the different CPU cooling
options currently available to power users,
we thought it would be a good idea to
round up a few units that cover a broad
range of the spectrum. We’ve pulled to-
gether six CPU coolers for this roundup
that are all compatible with Intel’s and
AMD’s desktop processors, ranging from
the powerful liquid-air-TEC (thermoelec-
tric couplers) hybrid CoolIT Freezone
Elite to the more traditional tower-type
ZEROtherm Nirvana NV120 Premium
air cooler.

differentiates the Freezone Elite, howev-
er, is its integrated “chiller.” Instead of
relying on the cooling fan and radiator
assembly alone to remove heat from the
liquid circulating through the system,
the Freezone Elite uses an array of TEC
to actively chill it. In addition, the Free-
zone Elite works in conjunction with
CoolIT’s MTEC Control Center to
monitor and regulate the temperature of
the coolant running through the unit in
real time. The TEC and MTEC Control
Center combo ensures that the liquid
coolant remains chilled at all times and

that the processor’s temperature remains
in check, without getting too low and
causing condensation. The Freezone
Elite’s 120mm fan is also used to dissi-
pate heat generated by the “hot” sides of
the TECs as much as it’s used to help
cool the chiller assembly.

The MTEC Control Center included
with the Freezone Elite offers a few ad-
ditional noteworthy features, as well.
With the MTEC Control Center, users
can alter key settings that affect the
cooler’s performance from within Win-
dows. It can automatically adjust the 
fan speed and the amount of power sup-
plied to the coolers’ TEC units, and it
also features a Predictive Cooling mode

Freezone Elite
$449.99  I  CoolIT
www.coolitsystems.com
● ● ● ●
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when run at its high-
est settings. As you’ll
see a little later, the
Freezone Elite also
proved to be a strong
performer. About the
only negative is the
unit’s price. At $449,
the Freezone Elite is
downright expensive.
We understand that a
lot of R&D went into
designing the unit and that its features
and performance are top-notch, but
spending almost half a grand for a CPU
cooler is tough to justify. We certainly
like the product and can’t fault its per-
formance, so it earns a high rating, but
we’d love to see its price drop to more
affordable levels.
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that monitors the CPU temperature 
and increases cooling power as soon as 
it detects an increase. In addition, the
MTEC Control Center is ESA (Enthu-
siast System Architecture)-compliant
and offers health monitoring through
Nvidia’s software interface. If you don’t
want to use ESA, however, CoolIT’s
included software also monitors perti-
nent PC health data.

Installing the Freezone Elite requires
little more than securing the waterblock
in place atop the processor using the
included brackets, making a few electri-
cal and USB connections, and then
mounting the chiller assembly to an
available 120mm fan location at the back
of a case. During normal use, we found
the Freezone Elite to be relatively quiet
and unobtrusive, but it is clearly audible

CoolIT PURE
The CoolIT PURE CPU cooler is very

much a little brother to the Freezone Elite.
At first glance, the two units look similar,
and they feature the same CPU waterblock.
But the PURE CPU cooler is not a hybrid
solution like the Freezone. No, the PURE
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Side-By-Side: Specifications & Performance

W e tested the six coolers
in this roundup on an

open-air test bench to assess
their overall performance in
stock and overclocked config-
urations. We installed the cool-
ers on an Asus P5E3 Deluxe
LGA775-based motherboard
powered by a quad-core In-
tel Core 2 Extreme QX9650
processor. We loaded Win-
dows Vista Ultimate on the test
system and used Asus’ PC
Probe II health-monitoring util-
ity to record CPU tempera-
tures. Please note, however,
that utilities such as PC Probe
II don’t necessarily report
actual CPU temperatures, but
rather interpret data collected
from a processor’s internal
thermal diode. Revisions to the
motherboard’s BIOS or the
software can affect how utili-
ties such as PC Probe II report
said data. With that standard
disclaimer out of the way, we
do feel confident that PC Probe
II paints an accurate picture
and that the data collected is

relevant for a side-by-side per-
formance comparison.

To gather the performance
data below, we ran our Core 
2 Extreme QX9650 processor
in two configurations. For the
stock tests, the processor and
motherboard were left in their
default states, with the proces-
sor running at its stock speed
of 3GHz with a 1.25V core volt-
age. In the overclocked tests,
however, we overclocked the
processor to 3.66GHz by rais-
ing its multiplier to 11x and
increasing the core voltage to
1.4V. Also note that each of the
coolers was tested in its high-
est-performing configurations
where applicable.

To determine idle tempera-
tures, we booted up the test
system and let it sit uninter-
rupted at the Windows desktop
for 30 minutes. Once the tem-
perature stabilized, we recorded
the number. For the load tem-
peratures, we fired up SiSoft
Sandra’s burn-in wizard and
looped the CPU arithmetic

benchmark, which placed a
100% load on all four proces-
sor cores, for 30 minutes.

Looking at the performance
data, a few things became clear.
CoolIT’s Freezone Elite was the
best performer by far. Thanks to
its unique air/liquid/TEC hybrid
configuration, the Freezone Elite
was able to bring even a high-
end quad-core processor’s tem-
perature down, or even below,
the ambient temperature. It’s an
expensive product, but the
Freezone Elite delivers. Its more
affordable counterpart, the
PURE CPU cooler, also per-
formed well considering it is an
ultra-quiet, relatively small solu-
tion, but it did struggle a bit in
the overclocked load testing.
We suspect that had we used 
an older 65nm Core 2 Extreme
QX6850, as opposed to the
45nm QX9650, we may have
been able to completely satur-
ate the PURE. As for the other
hybrid solutions, the Xigmatek
AIO-S80DP and Kingwin Glad-
iator, they simply didn’t perform

as well as the high-end air 
coolers. Both coolers han-
dled the workload, but for 
the money, we’d recommend 
a high-end air cooler over 
the AIO-S80DP or Gladiator.
There’s no point in adding
another layer of complexity if
the performance isn’t there.

The straight-up air coolers,
ZEROtherm’s Nirvana NV120
Premium and Cooler Master’s
Sphere, both performed very
well, in our opinion. Their
shapes and overall designs
offer plenty of surface area,
and their fans are powerful
enough to dissipate a lot of
heat. The Nirvana NV120 per-
formed slightly better in our
tests, but it was also measur-
ably louder than the Sphere.
With its fan running at the
quieter Low setting, however,
the Nirvana NV120’s perfor-
mance is right on par with the
Sphere, which makes recom-
mending one over the other
difficult. In the end, they’re
both solid offerings. ▲

PURE
$134.99  I  CoolIT

www.coolitsystems.com
● ● ● ●
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the same mounting hardware. The unit’s
radiator and fan assembly also mounts
in an available 120mm fan location, just
like the Freezone unit. One area where
the two units clearly differ, however, is
in their noise output. During normal
operation, the PURE CPU cooler is vir-
tually silent.

The CoolIT PURE CPU cooler couldn’t
keep up with the Freezone in the perfor-
mance department, though it did outper-
form a couple of the other units in our 
side-by-side comparisons. It may not be 
the most powerful kit available, but its ease
of installation, maintenance-free design, and
silent operation make the CoolIT PURE
an attractive proposition.

Kingwin Gladiator
Kingwin’s Gladiator looks much like

a massive, standard air cooler with a
funky shroud mounted on top of what
appears to be a tower-type heatsink—
then again, maybe it looks like a mini
football helmet if you’re the sports type.
This cooling unit features a large array
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is a straight-up, self-contained liquid-cool-
ing kit composed of a water pump, radia-
tor, fan, and CPU waterblock.

While it may not leverage CoolIT’s
TEC cooling technology, the PURE is
still an intriguing product and obviously
borrows heavily from the Freezone’s de-
sign. The PURE CPU cooler is just as
easy to install onto a processor and uses

of aluminum heatsink fins with a copper
base connected to the fins by what look
like copper heat pipes. But in actuality,
they aren’t heatpipes at all, at least not
in the traditional sense.

Running up from the cooler’s copper
base are 8mm-thick pipes that carry a
liquid coolant. The liquid coolant is 
circulated through the pipes by a small
water pump that’s affixed to the side of
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CoolIT  CoolIT Xigmatek Kingwin ZEROtherm Cooler 
Freezone Elite PURE AIO-S80DP Gladiator Nirvana NV120 Master 

Premium Sphere

Price $449.99 $134.99 $44.99 $49.99 $49.99 $44.99

CPU Rating ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Materials Copper, Copper, Copper, Copper, Nickel-Plated 
Anodized Alloy Anodized Alloy Aluminum Aluminum Copper, Aluminum Copper

Fan Size 120mm 120mm 80mm 100mm 120mm 66mm x 
68mm

Fan Speed Variable Variable 1,800 to 3,200rpm 1,800 to 2,600rpm 700 to 2,600rpm 2,200rpm

Maximum Airflow 120 CFM 63.5 CFM 27.68 to 52.72 CFM N/A 84.7 CFM 84.7 CFM

Noise Levels <40dBa <27dBa 20 - 32dBa 42dBa <30dBa <22dBa

Ambient
(Room) Temp. 20.5°C 20.5°C 21°C 20.5°C 21°C 21°C

C2E QX9650 – Idle 20°C 31°C 34°C 34°C 30°C 33°C

C2E QX9650 – Load 43°C 48°C 50°C 54°C 47°C 49°C

C2E QX9650 
@ 3.66GHz - Idle 31°C 40°C 41°C 39°C 38°C 40°C

C2E QX9650 
@ 3.66GHz - Load 57°C 71°C 67°C 66°C 61°C 64°C

Gladiator
$49.99  I  Kingwin
www.kingwin.com
● ●

AIO-S80DP
$44.99  I  Xigmatek
www.xigmatek.com
● ● ●
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few redeeming qualities. Its integrated
water pump is sealed directly in the base
of the unit, encased in metal. And its
fan is sandwiched in between two small
radiators on either side. Not only does
this configuration protect the pump and
fan, but it also helps keep the Xigma-
tek AIO-S80DP relatively quiet. It’s not
as silent as the PURE or Cooler Master
Sphere, but it is much less obtrusive than
the Gladiator.

The Xigmatek AIO-S80DP’s perfor-
mance was mediocre, though, considering
it’s a liquid cooler. In our opinion, if a
product is going to consume more power
to run a pump and a fan and introduce an
additional point of failure, it should offer
a compelling reason to choose it—either
strong performance or silence—and the
Xigmatek AIO-S80DP offers neither in
light of its competition. We wouldn’t call
the Xigmatek AIO-S80DP a bad product,
but there are better options out there for
the money.

ZEROtherm Nirvana NV120 Premium
The ZEROtherm Nirvana NV120

Premium is one beast of an air cooler.
This baby features a large, tower-type
aluminum heatsink connected to a heavy
copper base via four heatpipes. The
entire unit is nickel-plated, however, so
all of its surfaces have a shiny, chrome-
like appearance. The Nirvana NV120
Premium also features a 120mm fan
mounted to one side of the unit and
includes a fan controller which owners
can use to tweak the fan for high or low
speed operations. Obviously, with the
unit’s fan spinning at high speed, the
Nirvana NV120 Premium offers better
performance at the expense of some ad-
ditional noise.

Installation of the cooler is simple and
straightforward, and despite its relatively
large size, the NV120 Premium is light
enough that it won’t put undue stress on
the motherboard or CPU socket. Perfor-
mance was also very good, besting all
others coolers we tested with the excep-
tion of the Freezone Elite. Overall, the
ZEROtherm Nirvana NV120 Premium
is an excellent product capable of keep-
ing today’s most powerful processors
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the unit. Essentially, the Kingwin Gladi-
ator is a completely self-contained water-
cooling kit that mounts directly to a CPU.
In lieu of having a separate waterblock
connected to a radiator via flexible tub-
ing, like the CoolIT PURE, for example,
the Gladiator is one assembly. 

Unfortunately, despite its size, the Glad-
iator didn’t live up to our expectations. For
one, the fan on the unit is loud; this was
easily the loudest cooler we tested for this
roundup. And the Gladiator’s performance
left something to be desired, as well. It’s
not that performance was poor, per se, but
the Gladiator couldn’t hang with a cheap-
er, straight-up air cooler. Ultimately, all
the water pump and custom tubing add 
to the product is another potential point 
of failure.

Xigmatek AIO-S80DP
On some levels, the Xigmatek AIO-

S80DP is similar to the Kingwin Gladia-
tor. Both units are monolithic assemblies
that mount directly to a CPU. Both fea-
ture an integrated water pump and radi-
ator, and both are made of copper and
aluminum. Where the two differ is in 
the quality of the materials used. Whereas
the Gladiator is bright, shiny, and pol-
ished, the Xigmatek AIO-S80DP has a
more raw look to it. The unit’s copper
base is polished nicely, but the radiator
looks dull and gray, like an automobile
heater core.

Other than the look of its materials,
though, the Xigmatek AIO-S80DP has a

running nice and cool, even in over-
clocked situations.

Cooler Master Sphere
Cooler Master struck a nice balance

with its Sphere CPU cooler. The Sphere
features an oversized, all-copper heat-
sink, which, as its name implies, is
shaped somewhat like a sphere. At the
center of the spherical heatsink lies a
barrel-type 66mm fan that blows air out
through the entire circumference of the
cooler. The fan’s unique design allows 
it to move a lot of air (84.7 CFM) with-
out generating much noise at all. The
Sphere is outfitted with a copper base
that’s linked to the heatsink fin by four
curved heatpipes.

The Cooler Master Sphere is easy 
to install and includes all necessary
hardware, and performance is quite
good. Although it’s not as tall as and 
is quieter than the Nirvana NV120, 
the Sphere came within a couple of
degrees of ZEROtherm’s offering. It’s
also worth noting that at $44.99, the
Cooler Master Sphere (along with the
Xigmatek AIO-S80DP) had the lowest
price of the bunch. Considering its qui-
et operation, good performance, and
competitive price, we recommend the
Sphere to anyone in the market for a
quality air cooler. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Nirvana NV120 Premium
$49.99  I  ZEROtherm
www.zerotherm.net
● ● ● ●

Sphere
$44.99  I  Cooler Master
www.coolermaster.com
● ● ● ●
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Adesso AKB-220

K eyboards take plenty of abuse. We
drop crumbs and spill drinks into

them, pound them mercilessly with our
fingers (or, after our party wipes for the
third time in WoW, our fists). When we
head to a LAN party, we jam them into
bags loaded with other equipment and
hope for the best.

Adesso had rough environments in
mind when it created the AKB-220,
which is water-resistant, tough, and ex-
tremely flexible. It’s so flexible, in fact,
that you can roll it up and shove it into
one of your travel bag’s pockets. Another
important feature is its standard-sized
QWERTY layout. It has arrow keys,
function keys, and even a number pad. 

Thanks to the AKB-220’s silicon-based
body, the keyboard never lost its shape. I
routinely rolled it into a bundle smaller than
a paperback book and crammed it into my

bag during my testing, but each
time I dropped the keyboard
onto the desk, it sprang flat with-
out a hint of furled edges. 

The keyboard does have one hard
component, however, which is the small
PCB near the number pad. The key-
board’s soft exterior creates a water-tight
lock that will handle any spills; I dunked
the keyboard underwater and used it
again without trouble. 

Typing on the board was surprisingly
easy. Each raised key gave just a little
resistance, making it feel much like a
standard keyboard key. Still, there’s 
no question that my venerable Micro-
soft Natural Keyboard Elite provides
softer keystrokes.

Importantly, the keys dropped (rather
than bend to the side) when I pressed
them, even if I pressed only a corner of a 

Creative Aurvana X-Fi
A s the first set of headphones to in-

corporate Xtreme Fidelity technolo-
gy, Creative’s Aurvana X-Fi headphones
have set the bar high for others hoping to
follow Creative’s lead. 

The Xtreme Fidelity technology in-
cludes the X-Fi Crystalizer and the X-Fi
CMSS-3D. The X-Fi Crystalizer is de-
signed to work with your compressed
audio in order to improve the quality of
your music, and the result is enhanced
clarity for your entire digital music collec-
tion. The X-Fi Crystalizer is not a smart
technology that can determine whether
the bass line of your favorite song is on
par with the quality of the same song
recorded on the album. So, it boosts the
sound quality for every song played.

To check out the X-Fi Crystalizer, I lis-
tened to the same song on my iPod with
the feature turned on, and then turned
off. There was a difference, but you might
not realize the difference unless you are

directly comparing the two. The song,
however, did have a more robust, pro-
fessional-quality sound to it with the X-
Fi Crystalizer. 

The CMSS-3D feature, which escalates
your audio to surround sound, coupled
with the noise-cancelling feature, make
these headphones stand out from other
surround-sound headphones. For a com-
parison, I popped a movie into my laptop
and compared the surround-sound fea-
tures of the Turtle Beach Ear Force HPA2

headphones to the True 5.1 Surround
Sound to the Aurvanas. I didn’t detect a
real difference in the sound quality, but
the noise-cancelling features of the
Aurvanas, combined with the surround-
sound audio, pushed the Aurvanas ahead
of the Turtle Beach headphones. 

The Aurvana X-Fi headphones are
comfortable enough to wear for a long
period of time—even while wearing both
earrings and glasses. The ear cups rest
comfortably, without clamping down,
while the material around the ear cups is
surprisingly breathable. The Aurvana X-Fi
headphones come with a case that’s not
terribly portable, but could still fit into a
carry-on bag. ▲

by Tessa Warner Breneman

key. That’s
not to say that the

keys are foolproof, but they
usually dropped regardless of whether my
fingers hit them dead-on. The AKB-220
isn’t much of a replacement for your
home PC’s keyboard, but it does make a
great replacement for your notebook’s
cramped keypad. ▲

by Joshua Gulick

Specs: Full QWERTY keypad; number pad; USB connector; PS/2 adapter; key-lock sta-
tus LEDs; one-year warranty

Specs: 40mm Neodymium magnet drivers; Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz;
Impedance: 450 ohms(on), 72 ohms(off); Noise Reduction Level: 20dB
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Creative Aurvana X-Fi 
$299.99
Creative
us.creative.com
● ● ● ●

AKB-220
$34.99
Adesso
www.adesso.com
● ● ● ●
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AMD Phenom X4 9850 Black Edition

A MD has been busily revising its
line of quad-core Phenom proces-

sors. After a somewhat lackluster debut,
the Phenoms have received some up-
grades. First came the Black Edition
series, which allowed for overclocking
flexibility, courtesy of an unlocked mul-
tiplier. AMD has now followed the orig-
inal BEs with a set of processors bearing
50-series monikers: the 9550, 9650,
9750, and 9850. 

These new 50-series processors osten-
sibly fix the TLB (translation lookaside
buffer) problem that infamously ham-
pered performance in previous Phenom
releases. (If you listen closely, you can
hear a collective cheer coming from
AMD fans everywhere.) This fix final-
ly lets AMD pit its processors against
Intel’s without the performance handi-
cap of the TLB. 

The current king of the Phenom hill is
the X4 9850 Black Edition. The 9850
boasts a clock speed of 2.5GHz, and it
gets a slight performance boost from the
2GHz memory controller. Because the
memory controller has its own power/
voltage control and clock, memory per-
formance isn’t mitigated by a divisor
based on the CPU’s clock.

When comparing the benchmark scores
of the 9850 to the Phenom 9600 Black
Edition, it’s worth noting that at launch,
each processor cost nearly the same: The
9600 was $239, while the 9850 will retail
for $235. The scores for the 9850 are
moderately better, with the only notable
differences in specifications between the
two a slightly slower processor (2.3GHz)
and a slightly slower HyperTransport Link
(3.6GHz) in the 9600. 

With a $235 price tag, the 9850 is 
a relatively inexpensive processor. Al-
though the problems in previous Phenom
offerings caused us to balk at upgrading
from Athlon 64 X2 processors, the TLB
fix brings some peace of mind. For enthu-
siast-class gamers, home-theater nuts, 
or users who are looking for a serious

upgrade to a Socket AM2-based system
without having to build a new rig, the
Phenom X4 9850 is a very nice option.
It’s also a fine choice for users who are

looking for a CPU around which to build
a low-cost quad-core system. ▲

by Seth Colaner
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Specs: Socket AM2+; Clock speed: 2.5GHz; HyperTransport Link: 4GHz (full duplex);
65nm process; Cache: 2MB shared L3, 2MB L2 (512KB per core), 512KB L1 (128KB per
core); Voltage: 1.2V/1.3V (min/max); 125W max TDP 

AMD Phenom AMD Phenom 
X4 9850 BE 9600 BE

3DMark06 Pro 1.1
CPU 3457 3229
PCMark Vantage Pro (1280 x 960)
Overall 4716 4181
Memories 3985 3772
TV And Movies 3880 3613
Gaming 5221 4654
Music 4597 3514
Communications 4017 3105
Productivity 4660 3105
HDD 4269 4069
Cinebench 10
Multithreaded (min:sec) 1:50 not tested
Multithreaded (score) 8012 7411
POV-Ray 3.7 Beta* 1710 1572
*pixels per second

In With The New: Benchmark Numbers
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Phenom X4 9850 Black Edition
$235
AMD
www.amd.com
● ● ●
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Asus Striker II Extreme

N vidia’s long-awaited nForce 790i SLI
chipset is finally here, and it brings

with it a wealth of new technology for
gamers and performance enthusiasts alike.
The 790i SLI also offers official support for
Intel 1,600MHz FSB processors, such as
the new Core 2 Extreme QX9770. In ad-
dition, the chipset has more than enough
horsepower to handle substantial DDR3
overclocking. Although it “officially” only
supports DDR3 speeds up to 1,333MHz,
the 790i SLI should easily handle data rates
up to 2GHz, depending on the mother-
board manufacturer. 

The Asus Striker II Extreme is the sec-
ond coming of its Striker series, part of its
Republic of Gamers family of mother-
boards. The original Striker Extreme was
based on Nvidia’s 680i SLI chipset, and 
the feature-packed board was a hit among 

high-end users. In short, Asus
builds on or updates all of the
Striker Extreme’s primary features
and benefits and combines them with a
complete platform refresh: 790i SLI Ultra. 

Asus’ Supreme FX discrete ADI 19888B
high-def audio PCI-E x1 card is back,
aptly dubbed Supreme FX II on this
board. Beyond that, the feature list goes
on, with support for 3-Way SLI, as well,
and native PCI-E 2.0 links in the north-
bridge; there’s no need for Nvidia’s NF100
PCI-E 2.0 bridge chip.

Performance-wise, Nvidia’s new DDR3-
infused chipset competes favorably with
Intel’s X48. It was on par and even slightly
ahead in some of our tests, such as PCMark
Vantage’s Overall score (5853). ▲

by Dave Altavilla

WidowPC Sting 917D SLI

W ith its 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Quad
Q6700 processor, the Sting 917D

SLI performed significantly better in
some of the CPU-intensive benchmarks
we use to compare notebooks. For example,
the Sting 917D SLI scored 10689 in the
Cinebench 10 multithreaded test, com-
pared to 5768 for the Dell XPS M1730
with a 2.8GHz Intel Core 2 Extreme
X9000. Still, the Q6700 didn’t win 
in all tests: The M1730’s overall
PCMark Vantage Pro 1.0 score
(4445) beat the Sting 917D
SLI’s (3942).

As you might guess
from its name, the Sting
917D SLI is capable of
SLI, though my test model
had only a single Nvidia
GeForce Go 8800M GTX.
When configuring this laptop, you
can select up to three hard drives for

a total storage capacity of 750GB. Solid-
state drive options are available, as well,
though they’re costly. At the time of this
writing, the Sting 917D SLI was not avail-
able with a Blu-ray drive option.

The Sting 917D SLI’s 17-inch, 1,680 x
1,050 WSXGA+ ClearView Super Bright
display was clear. Compared to some of
the previous laptops I’ve reviewed, the

Sting 917D SLI is more affordable, yet
doesn’t sacrifice power. ▲

by Jennifer Johnson

Specs: Socket LGA775; nForce 790i SLI Ultra; Max memory: 8GB (DDR3-1333); 
Slots: 3 PCI-E x16, 2 PCI-E x1, 2 PCI; Ports 6 SATA 3Gbps, 12 USB

Specs: CPU: 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700; Memory: 2GB DDR2-667; HDD: 160GB 
at 7,200rpm; GPU: Nvidia GeForce Go 8800M GTX; OS: Vista Ultimate 

Benchmark Numbers
3DMark06 Pro 1.1
Overall 10073
SM2.0 4157
HDR/SM3.0 3982
CPU 3815

Cinebench 10
Multithreaded (min:sec) 1:22
Multithreaded (score) 10689

Dr. DivX 2.0.1* 5:51

PCMark Vantage Pro 1.0**
Overall 3942
Memories 3572
TV And Movies 3016
Gaming 4951
Music 3688
Communications 3963
Productivity 4281
HDD 2655

POV-Ray 3.7 Beta*** 2057.81

WinRAR 3.71 * 2:58

Company of Heroes 26.4

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 44.598

World in Conflict 17

* minutes:seconds
** tested at 1,280 x 960

*** pixels per second
**** Games tested at notebook's native 

resolution: 1,680 x 1,050
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Striker II Extreme
$469
Asus
www.asus.com
● ● ● ●

Benchmark Numbers
Asus Striker Intel X48 
Extreme II  Express
790i Ultra SLI

PCMark Vantage
Overall 5853 5576
Productivity 5475 5124
Communications 4992 4854
Music 5280 5482
Gaming 5862 5482
TV And Movies 4402 4229
Memories 5131 4819

Cinebench 10
Multithreaded 10801 10911

POV-Ray* 2628 2636

Sony Vegas** 192 191

3DMark06 CPU 4309 4376

*Pixels per second   **Lower is better

Sting 917D SLI
$4,030 (as tested)

WidowPC
www.widowpc.com

● ● ● ●
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Microsoft Wireless Laser Mouse 6000

I ’ve been pushing the ergonomically gifted
Wireless Laser Mouse 6000 around my

desk for about a month now, and although
Logitech’s MX Air is still my favorite ro-
dent where aesthetics are concerned, the
6000 may be the best match my right hand
has met since donning my first baseball
glove so many years ago. The comfort this
mouse immediately transmits is palpable (at
least for my medium-large hand). Factor in
its prowess for mobile or desktop use, and
Microsoft has crafted a mouse definitely
worthy of laying hands on. 

With a deep, sweeping indent at the
thumb and slight grooves for the index and
middle fingers, the 6000 felt as if Micro-
soft’s engineers molded it specifically for
my hand. The familiar four-way Tilt Wheel
was perfectly placed, as were two thin pro-
grammable buttons (via IntelliPoint 6.2
software) above the thumb. One button

grants one-click access to Microsoft’s Mag-
nifier tool; the other defaults to Back.
Clicking the Tilt Wheel activates Flip 3D
in Vista or Instant Viewer in Windows XP,
and a green/red LED near the Tilt Wheel
indicates power status. As a nod toward
mobility, a slotted carriage on the bottom
securely holds the accompanying 2.4GHz
USB receiver (30-foot range), which pow-
ers down the mouse (two AAs required)
when it’s docked. 

As with Microsoft’s new and nearly
identical Wireless Laser Mouse
7000 ($69.95; charging dock
and rechargeable NiMH bat-
tery included), the 6000
uses MS’ HD Laser
Technology (6,000fps pre-
cision; 1,000dpi respon-
siveness). Gamers may notice a
fall off in performance compared to say,

Archos 705 WiFi (80GB)

T he accompanying image doesn’t do
the 705 WiFi’s size justice. Trust me;

this beast is a beast. Spanning 7 inches
across the touch-sensitive widescreen dis-
play (800 x 480), the 705 is more Asus
Eee PC-sized than PMP. Still, if you have
enough bucks and biceps, the 705 is a
tantalizing proposition. Like Archos’ pre-
vious PMPs—including the excellent 
and similar 605 WiFi (160GB, $399.99; 
4.3-inch screen)—the 705 is all bite. 

To illustrate the 705’s girth, consider
Cowon’s 30GB A3 ($389.99) is 9.9
ounces and measures 4 inches across the
screen (800 x 480). Apple’s 32GB iPod
touch ($499) is 4.2 ounces and 3.5 inches
(480 x 320). Creative’s 60GB Zen Vision
W ($499.99) is 10.48 ounces and 4.3
inches (480 x 272). The 705, meanwhile,
is a chest-thumping 22 ounces and 4.96 x
7.05 inches (HxW). Have 200 movies

and 90,000 songs? The 160GB 705
($499.99) can hold them. Even the in-
cluded remote (with QWERTY keypad
and jog dial) is stocky. The carrying case
is journal-sized, for Pete’s sake. 

Not that you’ll likely journal much.
There’s much to do here. Beyond DVR
recording using an optional DVR Station
Gen 5 dock, the 705 gives you Wi-Fi
browsing via Opera’s rock-solid mobile
browser, wireless media streaming, and
wireless rentals from Archos Content
Portal. The headphone jack does composite
video-out duty, and a USB host port let me
upload photos from my digicam. Widgets,
PDF viewing, and Flash games are also
here. The improved UI is icon-easy, and a
file browser is a finger-tap away. 

Audio and video quality resided on the
good side of average. Although the two
integrated stereo speakers won’t knock

you over, volume was movie-watching wor-
thy. Speaking of which, mobile viewing on
7 inches was a delight, although not as re-
sponsive and sharp as I had hoped. More
disappointing was the touchscreen’s unre-
sponsiveness. Even worse is that the DVR
station ($99), Opera plug-in ($29.98),
H.264 and MPEG-2 plug-ins ($19.99
each), and proprietary AV cable ($12.99)
cost you extra. ▲

by Blaine Flamig

Razer’s upcoming and freakishly quick
Salmosa (1,800dpi; 1ms response time),
but the 6000 flowed without hiccups on
desktops, kitchen tables, countertops, and
other surfaces I tested on. Additionally,
Microsoft thankfully didn’t shrink the
6000’s size for mobility’s sake, instead
retaining the size and heft of a desktop
mouse. Though not as travel-friendly as
Logitech’s VX Nano Cordless Laser Mouse,
the 6000 didn’t have my palm and fingers

contorting around a diminutive frame. 
If you’ve been looking for a

mouse equally good on the
desktop or in your travel bag,
look no further. ▲

by Blaine Flamig
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705 WiFi (80GB)
$399
Archos
www.archos.com
● ● ● ●

Wireless Laser Mouse 6000
$49.95
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com
● ● ● ●

Specs: 6,000fps precision, 1,000dpi responsiveness; 30-foot wireless range; Magnifier
and Flip 3D support

Specs: Video formats: MPEG-4, AVI, WMV, DivX, H.264, MPEG-2; Audio formats: MP3,
WMA, protected WMA, WAV, AAC, AC3 audio; kickstand; 5-band equalizer
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Boynq Alibi

T he Boynq Alibi doesn’t look anything
like any other Web cam or computer

speaker you may have sitting next to your
computer, but that’s what makes it special.
Rarely can you find something that not only
appeals to your creative side but can also
hold its own with other devices in its class. 

Shooting at 1.3MP, 30fps, and 640 x
480 resolution, the Web cam offered clear-
er video in Winamp compared to the
Microsoft LifeCam VX-3000, which also
features 1.3MP and 640 x 480 resolution.
The Alibi also portrayed a more accurate,
rich color, making the Microsoft LifeCam
VX-3000 look washed out comparatively.
The Alibi also had a larger field of view, 
but no zoom feature. It tilts up 25 degrees
and rotates up to 300 degrees.

When using the Alibi with Skype, it
picked up clear audio without a single

tune from the music playing softly in the
background. The Alibi is equipped with
echo-cancelling technology, which got rid
of the muffled sound that often happens
using a built-in microphone on other Web
cams. Voices still had a distant, speaker-
phone-like audio quality, however.

Trendnet 300Mbps Wireless Easy-N-Upgrader 

T rendnet’s Easy-N-Upgrader is a com-
pact access point that lets you add the

improved throughput and coverage area of
802.11n (draft 2.0) to your legacy router.
Additionally, the Easy-N-Upgrader detects
and utilizes the IP address of
your existing router, so you
don’t need to manually config-
ure the IP settings on the add-
on access point. For wireless
encryption, the access point lets
you set up manual WEP or
WPA/WPA2 security modes,
and the Easy-N-Upgrader
also supports WPS (Wi-Fi
Protected Setup) mode.

Setup consists of installing
the Trendnet software, con-
necting the power adapter
and Ethernet cord, and
attaching the base stand.
The Trendnet installation

wizard gathers your IP address and lets you
configure whether you want to broadcast a
dynamic or static IP address. Finally, we set
up our WEP or WPA security keys, which
was a snap.

A larger WPS push-button
control would be nice, because
it’s difficult to distinguish the
push-button from the line of
icons on the router. The compact
design made it easy for us to find
a place for the Easy-N-Upgrader
next to our router. You’ll have 
to give up one of your router’s
Ethernet ports to make the con-
nection, of course.

To test the throughput,
Trendnet sent us its Wireless N
PC Card (model TEW-621PC),

and we used pmaSoft’s On-
lineEye to monitor the
transfer rate of a 500MB

folder with documents, multimedia, and
system files. We were impressed with the
regular 80 to 100Mbps rate when the Easy-
N-Upgrader was within 5 feet. We did
experience an occasional drop-off in the 
signal (generally down to 29Mbps), but 
the drop-offs weren’t long enough or often
enough to cause a problem. For ease of use,
we like that the Easy-N-Upgrader supports
WPS, and with the push-button control,
we were able to integrate a Brother HL-
2170w printer on our network in seconds.

Considering the Easy-N-Upgrader’s
features and price, this add-on access
point is perfect for those who want to add
the advantages of 802.11n but are other-
wise happy with their current router. ▲

by Nathan Lake

As far as speakers go, you could certainly
get a set with more of a full, rich sound.
When I played a CD on my computer, the
sound came across clear and crisp but se-
verely lacked depth. Along with the clumsi-
ness of the cords, this feature was the Alibi’s
biggest downfall. The fact that it has the
feature incorporated, however, is a quality
that many Web cams lack. 

The appearance of the Alibi is what
makes it unique, with an hourglass-shaped
body and a camera that pops out to power
on the device. A ring around the middle
controls the volume, and the rubber finish
gives it a smooth, soft appearance. At first,
the Alibi appears to be a little bit large and
clumsy, but considering the tasks it per-
forms, it’s a fairly compact device. ▲

by Tessa Breneman
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300Mbps Wireless Easy-N-Upgrader
$63.99
Trendnet
www.trendnet.com
● ● ● ●

Alibi
$59.99
Boynq
www.boynq.com
● ● ●

Specs: IEEE 802.11n (draft 2.0) with MIMO; Dimensions: 3.4 x 1 x 4.7 inches (HxWxD);
Wireless encryption protocols: WEP, WPA, WPA2, WPS

Specs: 1.3MP; Enhanced 5W RMS full-range driver; Echo-cancellation technology; Bus-
powered; Compatibility: Windows 98SE or higher, Mac OS 8.6 or higher
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Dymo DiscPainter

T he world isn’t short on inkjet printers
that can spray waterproof color images

on compatible CDs and DVDs. What
Dymo has done with its DiscPainter is
make the process fun to watch. 

This dedicated disc printer has
been around awhile, and we’d
more or less let it pass without
comment. But when we saw a
DiscPainter up close and watched
it color a disc from the inside out
before our very eyes, suddenly we
wanted to take one home. The device lets
you watch the process under a transpar-
ent canopy. If you’ve ever watched a
lathe true up the face of a disc brake
rotor, picture that in Technicolor. 

The DiscPainter uses a three-color
(cyan/yellow/magenta; no black) ink
cartridge good for about 100 discs at

normal quality. One item of caution: The
first thing Dymo’s installation software
does is install QuickTime Player without
consulting you.

It took our DiscPainter approximately
two minutes to spray a full-color photo

A dding a TV tuner to a PC normally
requires an internal slot, so notebooks

have generally been left out of the “Use a
PC like a TiVo” game, but the Pinnacle
PCTV HD Pro Stick changes the rules.
Looking like a fat USB thumb drive with
an antenna connector, the PCTV HD Pro
Stick brings both SDTV and HDTV to
any PC with a USB 2.0 port and sufficient
CPU speed (Pinnacle recommends a dual-
core Intel or AMD Athlon 64 CPU for
HD), meaning you can watch good-look-
ing HDTV in almost any metropolitan
area with just a notebook computer.

The hardware is impressive. With the
bundled 3-foot mini-antenna connected,
the PCTV HD Pro Stick was able to pull
in about 30 digital ATSC HDTV chan-
nels and 25 conventional analog channels,
even though we were indoors and about
40 miles south of Los Angeles. The analog
channels were a typical snow-fest, but the

digital channels were
crystal clear and accompanied
with stereo audio. With the video playing
at full screen, the image rivaled the best
images seen on any “real” HDTV. The
device uses an F-connector but includes
RCA and S-Video adapters.

The bundled software is less impres-
sive, and anyone expecting to replace the
household TiVo will be in for a disap-
pointment. To be sure, the software
works, in the sense that you can record
programs either directly or via a timer
from a program guide; pause live TV;
change channels with your mouse or the
bundled IR remote; and even burn directly

to recordable
DVDs or export

many different
compressed formats (one of which

works on the new iPods). However, each
process seems somewhat slow, clumsy, or
clunky, especially on processors slower
than a Pentium 4. At least the hardware is
fully compatible with Windows Media
Center Edition, Beyond TV, and several
other PVR packages, so better software
options are available.

In the end, we found the PCTV HD
Pro Stick to be fairly amazing hardware
slightly hobbled by merely average soft-
ware. Still, its convenient USB form factor
and excellent image quality make it well
worth considering, especially if you live
where digital HD signals are available. ▲

by Warren Ernst

onto an inkjet-printable disc at
normal quality, and only three minutes at

top quality with more ink density. That’s
much faster than LightScribe, and not in
monochrome. Our high-quality glossy discs
looked nice and colorful, but details were
soft and flesh tones grainy. The gadget sup-
ports inkjet-printable discs with matte
white, glossy white, and even silver surfaces. 

Of course, with a $279.95 price and
$39.95 replacement cartridges, the Disc-
Painter loses some of its luster. After all,
you can buy an inkjet with a CD/DVD
printing tray—not to mention the ability
to print on paper, too—for $90 or so. ▲

by Marty Sems
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PCTV HD Pro Stick
$99.99
Pinnacle
www.pinnaclesys.com
● ● ● ●

DiscPainter
$279.95
Dymo
www.dymo.com
● ● ●

Specs: 600 to 1,200dpi; USB 2.0; Windows XP/Vista or Mac OS X 10.3 to 10.5 Leopard;
one-year limited warranty

Specs: USB 2.0; Standards: ATSC (up to 1080i), NTSC; Input: F-connector, S-Video and
composite A/V (via adapter)

Pinnacle PCTV HD Pro Stick
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Vigor Gaming Force Recon QXN

I f the Force Recon QXN is any kind of
example, Vigor Gaming is a believer

that if one is good, two is better. And
with an Intel Core 2 Extreme QX9770,
three Nvidia GeForce 9800 GTX video
cards in a 3-Way SLI configuration, 4GB
of Kinston Hyper-X DDR-3-1,600MHz
RAM, two 150GB Western Digital Rap-
tor X drives, and two 750GB Western
Digital Caviar SE16 drives, the Force
Recon QXN offers the kind of “more is
better” attitude we can get behind.

The QXN houses its components in-
side the Tagan CS-EL Diablo BM case,
which typically includes a 360mm side-
panel fan. But Vigor Gaming removed
the inch-thick fan because it prevented
the use of high-end CPU coolers. The
builder did a nice job on the custom
paint job—a two-tone color that shifts
between purple and green—as well as on
the Vigor Gaming logo on the side of the
system. There are bright blue LEDs in
the vents on both sides of the case, as
well as on the 250mm fan in front of the
lower drive cage. The visible glow from
the 250mm fan gives the appearance of a
jet engine’s air intake. The interior also
features a few blue LEDs, but because
most of the components are stacked at the
bottom of the case, the interior LED drew
our attention to the case’s empty space,
rather than the top-shelf components.

In terms of airflow, the 250mm fan
moves air over the four hard drives and
three video cards, and you can control the
fan speed from thumb-wheel controls on
the side of the case. To cool the processor,
Vigor Gaming installed a Cooler Master
Hyper 212 heatpipe air-cooler, which
wicks the heat out to a 120mm fan that
pushes air directly out to the rear chassis’
120mm fan. Even with the 250mm fan set
to maximize speed, the system ran quiet.

As of press time, Nvidia had yet to
release the 9800 GTX, and we tested the
QXN with Nvidia’s ForceWare 174.53
evaluation driver. The QXN’s scores were
impressive but sometimes inconsistent
when compared to other systems we’ve
seen recently. Vigor Gaming had Nvidia
mod the 174.53 9800 GX2 Quad SLI

driver to make 3-Way SLI work and says
the inconsistent results could be chalked
up to the evaluation driver. For example,
the 3-Way SLI graphics power of the Ge-
Force 9800 GTX shined on our Crysis
(7fps) and PCMark Vantage Pro (6503
Gaming score) benchmarks. However,
the 15fps in World of Conflict, 31fps in
Company of Heroes, and 20,442 score in
3DMark06 were lower than systems
we’ve seen with comparable hardware.

Everything considered, the high-end
components and artistry of the Force
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Force Recon QXN
$5,699 (as tested)
Vigor Gaming
www.vigorgaming.com
● ● ● ●

Specs: CPU: Intel Core 2 Extreme
QX9770 @ 4GHz: Motherboard: Nvidia
nForce 790i Ultra; RAM: 4GB Kingston
Hyper-X DDR3-1600MHz; GPU: Nvidia
GeForce 9800 GX2 (3-Way SLI); HDD:
150GB Western Digital Raptor X (2x;
RAID 0), 750GB Western Digital Caviar
SE16 (2x; RAID 0); PSU: Cooler Master
Real Power Pro 1250W; Windows Vista
Home Premium (32-bit)

Vigor Gaming 
Force Recon QXN
Benchmark Results
3DMark06
Overall 20442
SM2.0 7852
HDR/SM3.0 9498
CPU 5720
Cinebench 10
Multithreaded (score) 15638
Multithreaded (min:sec)* 0:55
Dr. Divx 2.0.1* 3:05
POV-Ray 3.7 Beta** 3,412
PCMark Vantage Pro 1.0
Overall 7286
Memories 5435
TV And Movies 4892
Gaming 6503
Music 7104
Communications 7114
Productivity 7043
HDD 4829
WinRAR 3.71* 1:39
Crysis 1.1 7
Company of Heroes 31
2.1.0.2 (4XAA)
World in Conflict 15
1.005 (4XAA, 16XAF)
S.T.A.L.K.E.R 1.0005 75
* minutes: seconds
** pixels per second
Games tested at 2,560 x 1,600.

Recon QXN show that Vigor Gaming
knows how to design a system for the
power user. Vigor Gaming indicates that
customers will be able to configure the
QXN with the 9800 GTX and 790i by
the time you read this. The boutique PC
builder offers a 30-day money-back guar-
antee and a three-year parts and labor war-
ranty on all systems (which also covers
any overclocks Vigor Gaming performs at
the customer’s request). ▲

by Nathan Lake
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A-Data DDR3-1600X

A -Data has entered the high-end
DDR3 memory fray with a new line

of memory kits that fall under its X Series
brand, which is targeted at overclockers.
The A-Data DDR3-1600X memory kit is
one of many available based on Micron’s
popular chips. It comprises a pair of 1GB
sticks (2GB total) rated for operation at a
speedy 1,600MHz with CAS latencies of
7-7-7-20. At that speed, the kit requires a
relatively low 1.75 to 1.85 volts.

Although 1,600MHz system memory is
nothing to sneeze at, we still spent some
time overclocking this kit and found it to
be a pretty good overclocker. With a bump
in voltage to 2V, the DDR3-1600X kit
had no trouble running at 1,804MHz at
stock timing, and we suspect that it could
have gone higher if we had relaxed the 
timings a bit. On a related note, the 

modules are outfitted with basic,
flat heat spreaders that remained
fairly cool to the touch, even
while overclocking. Also note,
this kit does not support EPP 2.0
or XMP, so you’ll have to do all
of the overclocking the old-fashioned way.

When running at its rated frequency of
1,600MHz on an Asus X48-based moth-
erboard, the DDR3-1600X kit put up a
respectable 7.8GBps of memory band-
width in SiSoft Sandra XII SP1’s band-
width benchmark. And when we pushed
the kit to 1.8GHz while overclocking,
that number jumped up to 8.5GBps.
Those aren’t the best numbers we’ve seen
from a DDR3 memory kit, but they were
good nonetheless. 

At this point, DDR3 memory is still
much more expensive than DDR2. But

T he seemingly never-ending onslaught
of high-end power supplies contin-

ues with the release of Silverstone’s
1,200-watt Zeus ZM1200M. If you’re
not aware, Silverstone, best known for
making swanky cases, also has a full line
of power supplies designed for different
applications, such as silent home-theater
PCs or industrial workstations. The Zeus
lineup is targeted at power users with
high-end processors and SLI or Cross-
Fire configurations.

The Silverstone Zeus XM1200M sports
a number of interesting features. Its +12V
rail configuration, for example, can be
switched from a single rail with a 95A peak
output rating to a six-rail setup, each with a
17A peak output. Unlike low-quality PSUs
that are tested at unrealistic temperatures,
the XM1200M is rated for 1,200W of con-
tinuous power output at up to 50 degrees C.

powering an Intel V8
workstation, complete
with a GeForce 9800
GX2 and multiple 
drives, the XM1200M
never faltered, even
after hours of abuse

with a sustained 750 to
800W load. The unit’s cooling fan

did get loud, but it wasn’t bad in compar-
ison to other >1,000+kW power supplies.

Silverstone has done a good job with
the XM1200M. At about 400 bucks, it’s
somewhat pricey in light of competing
offerings from Thermaltake, ABS, and
Cooler Master, but it is definitely a rock-
solid product worthy of consideration. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

with an expected street price of about
$250, A-Data’s DDR3-1600X kit will
debut at a price roughly half of what com-
peting DDR3-1600 kits commanded
upon their initial release. Although still
pricey in comparison to DDR2, the
DDR3-1600X kit is relatively good value
in the DDR3 space. ▲

by Marco Chiapetta
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Zeus ZM1200M 
$399
SilverStone
www.silverstonetek.com
● ● ● ●

DDR3-1600X
$249
A-Data
www.adata.com.tw
● ● ●

Specs: Capacity: 2,048MB (2x 1,024MB); Latencies: 7-7-7-20; Voltage: 1.75 to 1.85V;
lifetime warranty

Specs: Switchable 6x 12V or Single 95V rails; Cables: 24-pin main; 2x 8-pin EPS12V (1
4+4-pin); 6 6-pin PCI-E, 2 8-pin PCI-E; 2 SATA (3 devices each); 2 Molex (3 peripheral +
1 floppy); Active PFC; 80mm fan; lifetime warranty

Silverstone Zeus ZM1200M 

And the XM1200M also features completely
modular cabling and a single 80mm ball-
bearing fan that dynamically adjusts its
speed based on load (22dBA at 300W or
below; 28dBA at 600W; and 40dBA at
1,200W). Silverstone also rates the PSU’s
efficiency at over 80% and states that only
high-quality Japanese capacitors are used in
its construction.

Throughout testing, the Silverstone
XM1200M held up like a champ. When
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I ntel’s been pretty active as of late with product and technology dis-
closures. For starters, we have the Atom processor. Intel’s smallest

CPU is built on a die that’s less than 25mm2; by comparison, Intel’s
45nm Penryn-based Core 2 Duo processor has a 107mm2 die.
Atom is so very small thanks to a very simple two-issue, in-order
architecture, making it Intel’s first in-order architecture since the
original Pentium. Unlike the Pentium, Intel’s Atom processor has
the benefit of about a decade and a half
of additional microprocessor research,
enabling Intel to make such a small
chip perform quite well for its size.

While I’m mostly excited about
Atom’s smaller, more integrated future
(check back again in 2009 or 2010), I
am particularly impressed with a single
demo I saw of Atom earlier this year.
Intel had an Atom system running
Windows Vista and playing a game of
Unreal Tournament 2004. The game
was running off of the Atom platform’s
integrated graphics (a PowerVR SGX
core) and at very smooth frame rates.
Now, nothing about what I’ve just said
is particularly impressive until you real-
ize that the CPU and chipset were run-
ning without a heatsink. The surface
temperature of the CPU was around 35
C, and, like I said, it did not require
even a heatsink, much less a fan. 

The Atom processor will sell for
around $45 to $160 (chipset included) and
will dissipate between 0.65 and 2.4W,
depending on clock speeds/features. Intel is
targeting the Atom at MIDs (Mobile Inter-
net Devices), but I suspect that initial suc-
cesses will be mostly ultra-cheap notebooks
and desktops, such as Asus’ Eee PC. 

Due out at the end of 2008 is Intel’s first
new desktop microarchitecture since the
introduction of the Core 2 Duo, code-
named Nehalem. Nehalem is a four-wide
machine like current Core 2 processors but
allows for 33% more micro-ops in flight.
Intel improved branch prediction with a sec-
ond-level branch predictor that can help cor-
rect mispredicted branches. We’ll see the
return of Hyper-Threading with Nehalem,
as each core is capable of simultaneously exe-
cuting two threads. Then there’s the biggie:

Nehalem will feature an integrated DDR3 memory controller sup-
porting anywhere from two to three channels. The combination of
these features means that at the same clock speed, we can expect
Nehalem to offer a significant performance boost over present-day
Core 2 processors. Intel also reworked Nehalem’s cache, reducing
the size of the L2 caches to 256KB per core and introducing an
8MB L3 cache shared by all four cores. 

Finally we have Larrabee, Intel’s up-
coming attempt at a fully programmable
GPU. We don’t know much about Larra-
bee other than it will be an array of rela-
tively simple, in-order IA cores capable
of executing x86 code with some as-yet-
unannounced vector extensions. Each
core will have a wide vector processing
unit, and all of the cores will be able to
access a common cache. The cache archi-
tecture and vector instruction set are the
two areas in which everyone is expecting
Intel to flex its innovation muscle. 

Larrabee will make its debut on stand-
alone PCI-E cards in 2009/2010, but
there are a lot of unknowns at this point.
Larrabee’s power will be exposed if appli-
cations (and games) are targeted specifi-
cally at its instruction set. I suspect that
Larrabee won’t lead the industry in stan-
dard OpenGL/DirectX performance
upon arrival, but if games are written to

take advantage of the architecture, we may
have a far more powerful GPU on our hands. 

The problem I see is that Larrabee will be
too late to make its way into the next-gener-
ation game consoles (Xbox 3 and PlaySta-
tion 4), so it will remain a PC-only platform
for the next few years. The console gaming
space is much larger than the PC space,
which means one of three things for Larra-
bee. One possibility is that its growth will
stagnate until it can be used in game con-
soles and thus enjoy mass-market develop-
ment. Another is that we’ll see a resurgence
in the PC gaming industry enabled by Larra-
bee, and a third potential outcome is that it
will predominantly be used to accelerate
other sorts of applications (GPGPU) that
work well on its architecture. ▲

Talk back to Anand at anand@cpumag.com

The Intel Updates: 
Atom, Nehalem & Larrabee

Anand Lal Shimpi has turned a 
fledgling personal page on

GeoCities.com into one of the 
world’s most visited and 

trusted PC hardware sites. 
Anand started his site in 1997 at just 

14 years old and has since been 
featured in USA Today, CBS’ “48
Hours,” and Fortune. His site—

www.anandtech.com—receives more
than 55  million page views and is 

read by more than 2 million 
readers per month.
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O n the super high-end 3D graphics scene, the front has been
rather quiet for about 18 months. We gamers haven’t really felt

the need to upgrade our video card setup since installing Nvidia’s
90nm G80-based GeForce 8800 GTX or Ultra, have we? Nvidia has
since released its successful G92-based products, but those have been
for the midrange and value sectors. Nifty new technology and more
efficient, but still not any faster than what we already have. And as
for AMD/ATI, well, we’re still waiting
and waiting for the performance crown
holder to even get some competition
from AMD. Enter Nvidia’s new Ge-
Force 9800 GTX equipped with 752
million transistors. . . .

The specs are quite impressive, al-
though markedly similar (where not
marginally improved) to the outgoing
8800 GTX. Based on the new 65nm
G92 chip this time and armed with the
same number of 128 stream processors
and a 256-bit memory interface with a
512MB frame buffer, you might start to
scratch your loaf a bit. The 8800 GTS
512 actually harbors those very same
specs, only at $100 less. The graphics
clock has been boosted from 650MHz
on the 8800 GTS to 675-MHz for the
9800 GTX. The shader cores (all 128 
of them) also run at a slightly faster
1.68GHz for the GTX vs. 1.625GHz
for the GTS. My outgoing 8800 GTX
also featured a nifty 384-bit memory inter-
face with a 768MHz frame buffer, which at
the time seemed decadent. 

Although the incoming 9800 GTX
sports a 256-bit memory interface and less
memory, the fact that it uses faster 512MB
GDDR3 memory clocked at 1.1GHz mem-
ory (2.2GHz) actually still gives it 70GBps
worth of peak memory bandwidth (down
from 86.4GBps on the 8800 GTX). There
is still some room for concern over memory
bandwidth limitations at the higher resolu-
tions, although Nvidia would argue that 
SLI is there for the taking. That’s putting 
it mildly because 9800 GTX boards come
with dual SLI-edge connectors, allowing 
for not just two- but now three-way SLI
configurations (with better scaling than the
8800 GTX). Using the G92 chip means

that Nvidia’s Hybrid SLI feature is also supported, as long as you
use a specified Nvidia-based motherboard, so shutting down a card
(or two) to save power should keep the greeny environmentalists at
bay. Being manufactured on 65nm means that the G92-based 9800
GTX is also more efficient with a 156-watt TDP vs. the G80-based
8800 GTX’s 185 watts.

With a shorter, slimmer, and sleeker design, the 9800 GTS refer-
ence design has an economical 10.5-inch
PCB, dual 6-pin PCI Express connec-
tors, a nifty dual-slot cooler (with a vari-
able speed fan), twin DVI outs, and
HDTV outputs, as well. There’s even an
S/PDIF audio input should you need to
grab audio from an HDMI adapter. The
older 8800 GTX was not equipped with
Nvidia’s PureVideo HD video engine,
incidentally. Hence, hardware accelera-
tion for decoding everyone’s favorite
Blu-ray and/or HD DVD content is
now possible (and long overdue!).

Although the 9800 GTX sits some-
where around the top of the single-GPU
scene, performance was a bit under-
whelming if you take into account that
the outgoing 8800 GTX performs al-
most identically in most games. Maybe
we’re spoiled into assuming every time a
top-end GPU comes out from Nvidia,
it’s supposed to be groundbreaking and

obliterate the outgoing unit. It really does
go to show just how good the 8800 GTX
was and still is. This reminds me of the situa-
tion that Porsche finds itself in with the old-
er 996 Twin Turbo vs. the newer 997 Twin
Turbo; existing owners aren’t exactly jumping
ship as there isn’t enough of a performance
advantage to pull people in. 

For those of you starting with something
older and/or less fancy, the 9800 GTX cer-
tainly makes more sense. Nvidia expects
prices to be in the $299 to $349 range. At
the time of going to press, boards from BFG
and Evga and were showing up online. So,
based on that change, I’m not sure you want
to arm your little brother with a hand-me-
down GeForce 8800 GTX just yet, unless
you absolutely must have PureVideo. ▲

Email me at sharky@cpumag.com

Out With The 8800 GTX 
& In With The 9800 GTS?

Disrupting Reuters’ newswire with a
cheery Christmas greeting at age six,
Alex “Sharky” Ross became an avid

computer user/abuser, eventually 
founding popular hardware

testing/review Web site
SharkyExtreme.com. Exposing shoddy

manufacturing practices and 
rubbish-spouting marketing weasels

while championing innovative 
products, illuminating new technology,

and pioneering real-world testing 
methods was just a front for playing

with the best toys. The site acquired, he
left in 2001. A London native and

London School of Economics graduate,
Alex currently overclocks/tunes Porsche
996 Turbos with www.sharkwerks.com

when he’s not tweaking PCs.
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

Mods & Ends
CoolIT Systems Dual Drive Bay VGA Cooler

CoolIT Systems has made a name for
itself with its line of liquid-cooling and
hybrid liquid/thermoelectric-cooling
CPU devices. Now the company is turn-
ing its attention to graphics cards. CoolIT
System’s Dual Drive Bay VGA Cooler
Reference Series liquid coolers ($349;
www.frozencpu.com) are available for
both Nvidia- and ATI-based graphics
cards. As its name suggests, Dual Drive
Bay VGA Cooler liquid-coolers mount in
a pair of adjacent 5.25-inch drive bays,
and each kit includes waterblocks for a
pair of graphics cards.

Currently, the Dual Drive Bay VGA
Cooler liquid-coolers are designed for
ATI Radeon HD 2900 Series (model
suffix “AT”) and Nvidia 8800 GTX and
8800 Ultra (model suffix “NV”) graph-
ics cards, but support for other 8800
series and Radeon HD 3800 series cards
is also planned.

Nexus DoubleTwin 

Enthusiasts who like quiet PCs tend to
focus a lot of attention on silencing their
CPU/GPU and case fans but neglect to
give their hard drives any attention. This

is a shame, because a hard drive can be
one of the noisiest components inside a
PC. With their high-rpm spindles and
rapidly moving drive heads, many hard
drives generate a high-pitched whine. And
as their heads bounce back and forth, they
can cause an entire case to resonate,
which creates unwanted noise.

In an effort to reduce the unwanted
effects of a noisy hard drive, Nexus creat-
ed the DoubleTwin hard drive noise
dampener ($12; www.pctoys.com). The
DoubleTwin reduces hard drive vibration
noise by isolating the drive from the case
with soft rubber grommets. The Dou-
bleTwin can hold one or two hard drives
and mounts in any available 5.25-inch
drive bay, but be advised that a two-drive
setup will encroach on a second bay.

Sunbeam SATA IDE To USB Adapter 

Over time, power users always seem to
accumulate a pile (or two) of spare parts.
Hard drives in particular tend to pile up
as older machines are upgraded, repaired,
or retired. If you have an assortment of
drives lying around and don’t remember
what’s stored on them (or just want an
easy way to access the files on a loose hard
drive), Sunbeam has a simple solution.

Sunbeam’s SATA IDE to USB Adapter
($25; www.xoxide.com) includes the nec-
essary cables to plug any IDE or SATA
hard drive (with 2.5-inch or 3.5-inch form
factors) into an available USB port. With
the adapter, the drives are hot-swappable
and plug-and-play compatible for quick,
easy access. The Sunbeam SATA IDE to
USB Adapter is compatible with all flavors
of Windows (excluding Win95), Linux,
and Mac OS 8.6 or above.

Fashionably Fresh Firmware
ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT (Mac Pro computers) 

Apple released a firmware update for
Mac Pro computers equipped with Ra-
deon HD 2600 XT graphics cards, run-
ning Mac OS X 10.5.2 or later with the
Leopard Graphics Update. The update
improves system stability.

www.apple.com/downloads

Pioneer BDC-S02 (v1.04)

A firmware update for Pioneer’s BDC-
S02 Blu-ray drive adds support for Ritek
12X DVD-R and 4X DVD-R DL media.
It also resolves an issue that could cause
long boot times.

www.pioneer.co.jp

CoolIT Systems MTEC Control Center (v2.02)

An update to CoolIT Systems’ MTEC
Control Center improves handling of
Reference Series watercooling units and
lets the Control Center save target temper-
ature settings and maximum/minimum
power settings properly when powered off.

www.coolitsystems.com

by Marco Chiappetta

PC Modder
Tips & Tutorials
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CoolIT Systems now offers dual-card
watercooling kits for Nvidia- and ATI-based
graphics cards.

The Nexus 
DoubleTwin can 

be used to isolate one or 
two 3.5-inch hard drives.

Access any SATA or IDE hard drive via a USB
port with Sunbeam’s SATA IDE to USB adapter.
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of the motherboard.
But the Gigabyte GA-X48T-

DQ6 we used for this project had a large
heatsink (which is designed to help cool
the CPU socket and northbridge) already
affixed to its underside. That heatsink
interfered with the NV120’s mounting
hardware, so we had to remove it. The
problem with removing the GA-X48T-
DQ6’s heatsink was that it had a couple of
posts protruding from it that were used to
screw down the other heatsinks and heat-
pipes on the top side of the motherboard.
We ended up having to use a couple of
thin screws and bolts to secure the top-
side heatsinks in place using the mother-
board’s stock mounting holes.

We also performed some basic mods to
the CPU to ensure peak cooling perfor-
mance. Following the same procedure
we’ve used in previous CPU mods, we
lapped and polished our Core 2 Duo
E8500’s integrated heat spreader to a mir-
ror finish and primed its surface with a
high-quality TIM (thermal interface mate-
rial) before installation. Normally, we
would perform the same lapping and pol-
ishing process to the heatsink’s base, but
the Nirvana NV120 Premium’s base was
already about as perfect as it could be. We
simply primed it with a TIM. With the
prep work out of the way, we installed the
CPU and RAM into the motherboard,

E
very so often, a new product comes
around that really grabs the atten-
tion of the modding community.

For many months now, we’ve eagerly
awaited the arrival of more affordable
45nm Intel processors based on the
Wolfdale and Yorkfield cores. After seeing
what the first Yorkfield-based processor,
the Core 2 Extreme QX9650, could do,
modders have been chomping at the bit
for a chance to tweak one of the more
wallet-friendly counterparts.

The first Wolfdale-based processor we
were able to get our hands on landed in
the lab in the form of the 3.16GHz Core 2
Duo E8500. Of course, our first thought
when it arrived was to plug it in to see
what kind of overclocking headroom it
had under its hood. So, we enlisted the
help of some top-notch supporting com-
ponents, and that’s exactly what we did.
And as you’ll see, the results were nothing
short of impressive.

What Is Wolfdale?
Before we get to the nitty-gritty, let’s

take a moment to review exactly what the
Wolfdale core is. Wolfdale is Intel’s 45nm
refresh to the original 65nm Conroe core
that debuted with the first Core 2 Duo
processors. Wolfdale is a dual-core deriva-
tive of Intel’s Penryn microarchitecture.
And Yorkfield is a quad-core design that
essentially comprises two Wolfdales fused
together on a single substrate.

Initial desktop processor offerings 
based on the Wolfdale core (namely, the 
E8190, E8200, E8400, and E8500) will be
clocked at speeds ranging from 2.66 to
3.16GHz. These Socket 775 processors all
feature 128KB of L1 cache, 6MB of shared
L2 Cache, and a 1,333MHz FSB. Like vir-
tually all modern desktop processors, the

W o l f d a l e
core supports 32-
and 64-bit processing in
addition to SSE, SSE2, SSE3,
and SSE4.1. Wolfdale supports Intel
SpeedStep technology, C1E halt state,
and xD (Execute Disable).

Gather The Troops
We enlisted the help of some best-of-

class components to overclock our Core 2
Duo E8500. To ensure we could push the
processors as far as possible, we used an
enthusiast-class motherboard based on the
X48 Express chipset, the Gigabyte GA-
X48T-DQ6, along with Crucial DDR3
RAM that was rated for operation at
2GHz. We also used one of the best air-
coolers we’ve evaluated in recent years, the
ZEROtherm Nirvana NV120 Premium. 

We chose these components for a cou-
ple of reasons. The reason for choosing
the Nirvana NV120 Premium is obvious;
it simply performed well in our CPU
cooler review this month. (See page 23.)
We chose the GA-X48T-DQ6 for its
overclocking ability and the Crucial RAM
because it is rated for operation at a very
high frequency, letting us run the RAM at
an effective 1:1 ratio with the FSB to
deliver the best performance.

Putting It All Together
Actually assembling the components

for this project took a bit of extra work.
You see, the Nirvana NV120 Premium
CPU cooler requires proprietary mount-
ing hardware that fastens to the underside
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Hungry Like
The Wolf(dale)
Overclocking Intel’s Core 2 Duo E8500

Intel’s Wolfdale-based Core 2 Duo
processors are manufactured on the

company’s 45nm process node, have
6MB of L2 cache, and 

support SSE4.1
instructions.
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attached the NV1200 cooler, and got
down to business.

Big Bad Wolfdale
Due to the fact that the Core 2 Duo

E8500 isn’t an Extreme Edition processor,
its multiplier isn’t completely unlocked. You

voltage to 1.65V and the memory’s to 2V
via the system BIOS. With the northbridge
and memory voltages tweaked, we then
began to overclock the CPU by slowly
increasing the FSB 5MHz at a time. With
the CPU running at its stock voltage, we
hit a wall at an FSB frequency of 418MHz,
which produced a CPU speed of about
3.97GHz. Any higher frequency made the
system unstable once Windows booted.

We knew the processor was holding us
back, because the X48 chipset officially
supports a 400MHz FSB (1,600MHz
quad-pumped); 18MHz is a miniscule
increase. The CPU was running at only
36 degrees Celsius at this point, so cool-
ing wasn’t an issue, either. We clearly
needed more voltage to take the CPU to a
higher frequency, so we upped the core
voltage from its stock 1.25V to a healthy
1.425V. That was about as high as we
were willing to go with an air-cooler.

With the CPU’s voltage increased to
1.425V, we resumed pushing the FSB
higher, with a little more success this time.
Ultimately, we were able to hit a peak sta-
ble FSB frequency of 452MHz for a final
CPU clock speed of 4.29GHz. The system
actually booted into Windows with an FSB
frequency as high as 461MHz (4.37GHz
CPU clock), but it wouldn’t remain stable.

At 4.29GHz, our system was rock-solid,
and the CPU’s temperature never exceeded
68 C. We should also note that our sys-
tem memory was running in lockstep with 
the FSB and ultimately topped out at 
1.8GHz. If you’re keeping count, that’s a 
1.13GHz increase in CPU clock speed and

To overclock the Core 2 Duo E8500, we used
Gigabyte’s X48-based GA-X48T-DQ6 mobo,
ZEROtherm’s Nirvana NV120 Premium CPU 
cooler, and 2GB of Crucial DDR3 capable of
speeds in excess of 2GHz.

With good cooling and a bump in core 
voltage, we were able to take a Core 2 Duo
E8500 processor to almost 4.3GHz. With
more elaborate cooling, we suspect even
higher frequencies are possible.

Overclockers Beware: Direct-Die Cooling

T his month’s mod start-
ed out as something a

little more adventurous.
Initially, we had planned to
remove a Wolfdale-based
processor’s integrated heat
spreader to directly cool
the CPU die. The metal
integrated heat spreaders
on most of today’s proces-
sors are in place to protect
the die from cracking, but
they actually hinder cooling
performance. The IHS adds
another barrier and junc-
tion point between the CPU
die and the heatsink, which
makes it harder for heat to
escape the CPU.

The theory is that by re-
moving the heat spreader

and putting the CPU die in
direct contact with a heatsink,
heat can more easily be
drawn away from the die.
This will lower the die’s tem-
perature and usually allow
for more extreme overclock-
ing. And in many instances,
that is exactly what would
happen. In our case, though,
we managed to permanently
destroy a couple of Core 2
Duo E8500 processors, de-
spite taking numerous pre-
cautions to protect the CPUs.

We first lined the ex-
posed edge of the proces-
sor’s substrate to prevent it
from getting nicked. We
also warmed up the heat
spreader to soften the

epoxy that holds it in place.
And using a couple of
brand new razor blades,
we carefully cut through
the epoxy and eventually
popped the heat spreaders
off. Unfortunately, after we
removed the heat spread-
ers, the processors no
longer worked.

Considering the over-
clocking performance of
Intel’s Wolfdale-based Core
2 Duo CPUs, we’d recom-
mend leaving their inte-
grated heat spreaders in
place. Although the idea of
lower temperatures and
higher clock speeds is en-
ticing, it’s just not worth
the risk. ▲

can drop the E8500 below its stock multipli-
er of 9.5, but you can’t increase it higher
than stock. That meant our only method of
overclocking would be increasing the CPU’s
FSB. Overclocking a system by altering the
FSB frequency alone places additional stress
on the northbridge and RAM because they
must be run out of spec. (Although this was-
n’t a problem with our RAM.)

To give our system the best chance of
remaining stable while using a high FSB,
we decided to increase the northbridge and
memory voltages before doing any over-
clocking. We cranked the northbridge’s
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a 475MHz increase in memory frequency,
which will no doubt pay dividends.

Need For Speed
Wolfdale has “modder” written all over

it. The Core 2 Duo E8500 we used for this
project easily broke the 4GHz barrier, and
we suspect most other E8500s will, too.
Lower-clocked E8300 and E8400 Wolf-
dale-based processors should be excellent
overclockers, as well, but be mindful that
these processors have a lower stock multi-
plier than the E8500 and will require even
higher FSB frequencies. But with the right
motherboard, system memory, and CPU
cooling, hitting the necessary FSB speeds
shouldn’t be a problem. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Performance: Before & After The Mod

To see how much addi-
tional performance we

were able to wring from our
overclocked Core 2 Duo
E8500 processor, we ran a
slew of benchmarks com-
paring it to a stock E8500
and Intel’s high-end Core 
2 Extreme QX9650. We
equipped the systems with
the same X48-based moth-
erboard and 2GB of Crucial
DDR3 RAM, in addition to a
GeForce 8800 GTX and a
Western Digital 150GB Rap-
tor hard drive. Windows
Vista Ultimate was our op-
erating system of choice.

We have included a hand-
ful of single-threaded and

multithreaded application
benchmarks to illustrate the
point that no matter how
many additional cores are
available on a particular
CPU, single-threaded perfor-
mance won’t be affected.
Keep in mind, the E8500 is
actually clocked a bit higher
than the QX9650 (3.16GHz
vs. 3GHz), so even the
stock-clocked E8500 outper-
formed the mighty QX9650
in single-threaded applica-
tions. Overclocking lets the
dual-core E8500 make up
some ground against the
quad-core QX9650 in multi-
threaded applications. How
much ground? 

Our 4.29GHz over-
clocked Core 2 Duo E8500
pulled out benchmark vic-
tories in eight of the tests,
including Crysis and LAME
MT. Be mindful of these
results should you be in
the market for a new
processor: If you plan to
use your PC for gaming,
audio encoding, and other
single-threaded tasks, a
higher-clocked dual-core
processor may be a bet-
ter choice than a lower-
clocked, yet more costly,
quad-core. Add overclock-
ing to the mix, and the
right dual-core chip can
really crank.

Intel Core 2 Duo Intel Core 2 Duo Intel Core 2 Extreme
E8500 at 3.16GHz E8500 at 4.29GHz QX9650 at 3GHz

FSB frequency 1,333MHz 1,808MHz 1,333MHz
Memory frequency 1,333MHz 1,808MHz 1,333MHz
FSB:memory ratio 1:1 (Effective) 1:1 (Effective) 1:1 (Effective)

SiSoft Sandra XII SP1
Processor Arithmetic
Dhrystone ALU 27230 36939 55546
Whetstone iSSE3 23454 31809 44624

Processor Multimedia
Integer x4 aEMMX/aSSE 206635 280431 389851
Floating Point x4 iSSE2 94993 130179 180930

Memory Bandwidth (MBps)
Integer Buffered iSSE2 7523 10170 7443
Floating Point Buffered iSSE2 7537 10046 7428

Futuremark 3DMark06
CPU score 2964 4001 4662

LAME MT MP3 encoding *
Single-threaded 0:43 0:32 0:43
Multithreaded (two threads) 0:27 0:21 0:28

Cinebench R10
Single-threaded 3501 4690 3309
Multithreaded 6763 8392 11811

KribiBench v1.1**
Sponge Explode Model 11.06 14.71 18.54
Ultra Model 2.77 3.81 4.92

POV-Ray***
Single-threaded 725 977 689
Multithreaded 1,448 1,941 2,679

Crysis SP Demo 
CPU test (800 x 600, low quality) 104.52 137.08 129.64

*(minutes:seconds)  **Frames per second   *** Pixels per second

In order to install the beefy ZEROtherm
Nirvana NV120 CPU cooler, we had to
remove a heatsink from the underside of
the Gigabyte GA-X48T-DQ6 motherboard.
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A quick glance at the Predatron case makes it clear
that modder Matthew Fielder is a Predator fan. “I

grew up on the ‘Predator’ films,” he says. “To me, he’s
the best thought-out character of all time.” But Fielder
wasn’t only inspired by the character that graces the side
of his PC. He was also inspired by his grandfather, who
recently passed. Fielder says, “I wanted to do something
to remember him by. . . . He really was a large motiva-
tion for this mod.”

Fielder took his time to make Predatron just right—
three years, in fact. As you might expect, there were changes
along the way, but Fielder says, “The finished result is
something I can still look at and be very, very proud of.”

The system is based on a Kingwin 424 PC case and nat-
urally includes a lot of green elements, such as a green Ultra
550W PSU, a green 120mm Thermaltake Thunderblade
fan, and three green 80mm Sunbeam fans. Predatron also
has a green toggle switch and a 12-inch green CCFL.
Fielder also added a white Hyper Light and a 4-inch UV
CCFL to round out the case’s lighting and a water-cooling
kit using Swiftech radiators and a PrimoChill water pump
to move the system’s green-dyed water. Fielder received sev-
eral supplies from Moddersmart.com and BoxGods.com to
complete the Predatron mod. 

Predatron’s exterior features lots of Predator cues, espe-
cially on the side panels. Fielder had Moddersmart.com
use a laser cutter on one side panel to create the intricate
Predator design on the acrylic window and held the win-
dow in place using black screws. Fielder laser-cut the
other side panel and incorporated three red laser diodes
into the design. The text below the laser-cut image reads
“Got Alien?”

The front panel sports carbon fiber accents, a crystal
display, and a green HD LED. The top panel features cus-
tom art by Fielder’s friend Joey Montoya, who also paint-
ed the rest of the case. 

Inside the case, Fielder made hiding the wiring and creat-
ing room for the water-cooling system a priority. He cut the hard drive rack to
make room for the reservoir and installed the hard drive where the FDD
would normally be. Fielder also placed sound retention foam throughout the
case and added a green acrylic Apogee waterblock shield. 

Fielder’s hard work over the past few years resulted in the system you see
here, a spooky ode to one of the most popular sci-fi aliens in recent memory. ▲

by Michael Sweet

Predatron
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Mad Reader Mod Newsflash
CPU and NVIDIA are proud to announce the very first Ultimate Case Mod Challenge,

to be held at NVISION ’08 August 25th-27th at the San Jose Convention Center!
CPU magazine is taking Mad Reader Mod on the road to one of the 

country’s premiere LAN events and offering you a shot at $1,500 and a chance to
get your mod on the cover of a CPU issue.

And the deal gets sweeter: NVIDIA will offer the winners of our Mad Reader Mod
feature from this issue through the event a free trip to NVISION ’08, including air-

fare, hotel, and event admission! (Certain limitations may apply, see NVIDIA’s event
Web site for full contest info.) So enter your mod at madreadermod@cpumag.com

and check www.nvision2008.com/enthusiasts/geforce-lan.cfm for more information.

Rules:
1. One entry per person (not per seat).
2. Mods that have previously been published in print are ineligible.
3. Judges’ decisions are final and are based on the following criteria:

• Technical merit: Creative placement of parts and “outside-the-box” 
changes you have made to existing components or your case that 
are likely to have a positive effect on performance.

• Artistic merit: Does the case have a cohesive theme or a distinctive 
look, or is it simply a collection of parts thrown together behind a 
window and lighted fans?

• Polish: The fit-and-finish portion of your work. This includes clean, 
smooth paint; solid cable management; tight, smooth seams; the 
functionality of your mods (i.e. custom doors and mechanisms); 
and effective use of lighting.

• “Wow” factor: The judges’ overall reaction to your mod.

Matthew Fielder designed this
Predator image using Photoshop,
and Moddersmart.com laser-etched
the image on the acrylic window.

The custom-cut side panel features
the Predator’s head with three laser
diodes in his helmet, backed by
Modder’s Mesh. 

It’s got frickin’ laser beams attached
to its head!

Joey Montoya created the intricate
design on Predatron’s top panel and
also painted the rest of the case. 

Fielder painted Predatron’s insides
black and decked it out with sound
retention foam. The water-cooling
system’s tubing slithers throughout
the case. 
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Get informed answers to your advanced technical

questions from CPU. Send your questions along with a

phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if 

necessary, to q&a@cpumag.com. Please include all

pertinent system information. 

Each month, we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an effort
to answer your most pressing technical questions. Want some advice
on your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost in your machine?
Are BSODs making your life miserable? CPU’s “Advanced Q&A
Corner” is here for you.

Bob D. asked: I currently have a computer with the following 
components:

MSI P6N SLI Platinum motherboard
Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 processor
Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTS graphics card
HighPoint RocketRAID 2300 with three disks in a RAID 0 array 

(I prefer RAID 5, but performance is really bad with RAID 5 
on this controller)

HP USB DVD-R
Ubuntu 7.10 64-bit Linux

I am considering a new motherboard. I would like a fairly high-level
consumer board, such as something based on an Nvidia nForce 780i SLI
chipset. I also prefer onboard audio, but it isn’t a necessity.

My question concerns the motherboard’s PCI-E slots. My current
board, and most of the other Nvidia-based consumer-level boards,
appears to reserve all of the PCI Express slots greater than one lane (x1)
for video cards. I will never have more than one video card but would like
to use the other PCI-E slots for other peripherals, such as a four-lane
RAID controller. Are there any consumer-level motherboards with Nvidia
chipsets or otherwise that don’t reserve the wide PCI-E slots for video
cards? If not, are there any semi-affordable server-class boards that might
fit that bill? Or am I just confused regarding the specs on these boards?

A: The short answer, Bob, is that you are a little confused regard-
ing the specifications of the boards, but don’t sweat it. After years
of being told that AGP slots were only for graphics, we understand
why some users are misled into thinking a PCI-E x16 graphics slot
can only be used for video cards.

Although motherboards built around Nvidia’s SLI-capable
chipsets typically have multiple PCI-E x16 graphics, or PEG,
slots, those slots don’t have to be used solely for graphics cards.
The PCI-E interface was designed from the beginning to be
flexible in nature. PCI-E expansion slots can have different
physical interfaces and electrical connections. For example, it is
not uncommon for a physical PCI-E x16 slot to have only an
x4 or x8 electrical connection. But that doesn’t mean a PCI-E
x16 expansion card will not work in those slots, it just means
it’ll only have access to a more limited amount of bandwidth.
Conversely, a PCI-E x1 expansion card (or an x4 or x8 card)

“ . . . 3DMark is 

only one method of 

benchmarking among 

a myriad of other

approaches that will

give you a more 

complete picture of

real-world gaming 

performance.
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can be used in a true PCI-E x16 slot with a full 16 lanes of
electrical connectivity—it just won’t utilize the additional
lanes. Generally, if a PCI-E expansion card can physically fit
into a PCI-E slot, it will work. You obviously can’t cram a
PCI-E x16 expansion card, such as a video card, for example,
into a smaller x1 slot. But an x1 expansion card will have no
trouble working in an x4, x8, or x16 slot.

Ultimately, you can choose just about any nForce 780i SLI
motherboard that fits your budget; they’ll all have integrated HD
audio and multiple PCI-E expansion slots. Those additional PCI-
E x16 slots should work with your RAID controller, or any other
PCI-E expansion card, for that matter. And also keep in mind
that PCI-E 2.0 slots are backward-compatible with PCI-E 1.1 or
1.0 devices, so don’t let that throw you off, either.

Andy asked: I need some serious help with benchmarking my system.
I did a lot of reading, but I am totally lost. What is fps and how do you
measure it (is it frames per second)?  I believe 3DMark software is one
way to measure things. Is there some other way to benchmark, something
that would monitor it in real time while you are actually playing a game?

Does fps only matter while playing online games and not equally
important for single-player games? How important is fps in terms of
measuring the 3D graphics capability of a computer? What does 3DMark
do, and which version should I use? I downloaded and installed 3D-
Mark06 on my computer and got back pretty embarrassing results. 

A: You’re correct that fps stands for frames per second, Andy.
Generally speaking, the higher fps number you’re pulling in any
game engine, the better your overall performance. However,
3DMark is only one method of benchmarking among a myriad
of other approaches that will give you a more complete picture of
real-world gaming performance. We always recommend a blend
of synthetic benchmarks such as 3DMark, along with testing in
real game engines with both canned benchmark demo runs, cus-
tom time demo runs, and even frame-counted gameplay runs

with something like FRAPS. With this approach, you’ll be look-
ing at all the angles instead of focusing on just one, although of
course testing in real game engines is far more valuable than run-
ning synthetic benchmarks.

At HotHardware.com, we use current game engines like
Unreal Tournament 3, Enemy Territory: Quake Wars, Crysis,
and Half-Life 2. For id’s ET: Quake Wars, you can record cus-
tom time demos of your gameplay action and then play them
back for a min/max/average frame rate score. Search the Web for
the game’s respective console commands to set all this up. Half-
Life 2 works the same way for benchmarking. For UT3, try
downloading and installing a utility such as FRAPS to log your
frame rates over time in a map or area of your choice. Because
this is a free-form “live” benchmark method, make sure you take
the exact same path in any test run to ensure repeatable results.
We’d advise using an area without any adversaries so that you
don’t get in a tangle fighting while you’re trying to do a repeat
benchmark run. Crysis has a built-in GPU and CPU benchmark
demo that you can run from the game’s /Bin32 folder. Good
luck, and enjoy the testing! ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta, 
the experts over at HotHardware.com

For bonus content, subscribers can go to 
www.cpumag.com/cpujun08/q&a

Although PCI Express x16 slots are physically larger and typically used
for graphics cards, they are still compatible with other PCI Express x1,
x4, and x8 expansion cards.
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WiTricity Promises Wireless Power

S
mall electronic devices such as
cell phones, MP3 players, lap-
tops, and digital cameras make

life easier, offering improved communi-
cations and entertainment options.
However, those devices don’t provide
such benefits and enjoyments for free.
They all require something in exchange.

Those portable devices need electri-
cal power and charged batteries. Ac-
tually, they don’t just need power; they
demand it. And if you forget to give in to
their power demands . . . well, let’s just
say those devices aren’t the forgiving type.
They noisily let you know of their dire
low-power situation for a while, and then
they just refuse to work.

Although the process of carrying cords
and remembering to charge devices cer-
tainly doesn’t prevent people from using
the devices, it is a hassle. If the devices
could just plug themselves into the wall
outlet and charge their own batteries,
they’d be almost perfect.

Researchers at MIT haven’t created the
self-plugging electronic device, but they’re

The idea of WiTricity isn’t the first wireless power design . . . by more than 
a century. 

Tesla. Nikola Tesla performed significant research into the idea of transmit-
ting power wirelessly in the late 1800s, well before the creation of the power grid.
Tesla’s plans would have created huge electric fields using the ionosphere. How-
ever, once electricity began moving across wires to homes and businesses (and
before some of the issues with Tesla’s idea could be fully studied and corrected)
the desires for wireless power dropped. The growth in personal mobile electronic
devices in the past several years, however, has sparked the idea of wireless pow-
er again.

Electromagnetic radiation. Although electromagnetic radiation can
transmit power, it’s not a practical method. Undirected electromagnetic
radiation spreads in all directions (similar to radio waves), which would 
be highly inefficient for transmitting power. Directed electromagnetic radia-
tion (such as a laser) would be efficient, but lasers can be dangerous and
require line of sight.

A few companies are developing wireless power options, as well.
“There are many different ideas and techniques that are great at differ-

ent opportunities,” MIT doctorate student Aristeidis Karalis says. “Each
one of them attacks an interesting problem. . . . There are the pads that 
are not really wireless, because they have to have contact, but it is one
degree of convenience more than having to plug it in.”

Powercast. Powercast makes use of radio frequency to transmit energy
over short distances. The waves can bounce off walls until a receiver absorbs
them at about 70% efficiency and converts the energy to DC electricity. 

powercastco.com
eCoupled. This technology, from Fulton Innovation, makes use of an induc-

tively coupled power circuit to transfer power at about 98% efficiency. eCoupled
uses a pad, which can be embedded in a desk or countertop, to charge the de-
vices as they lay directly over the pad; no metal-to-metal connection is required,
however. (We discussed eCoupled in the May 2007 issue of CPU magazine.)

ecoupled.com
WildCharge. WildCharge also uses a pad to charge devices as they lie

atop the pad. WildCharge creates an adapter for the electronic device that
attaches to or replaces the device’s back cover. As long as the adapter is 
in contact with the pad, the device will charge. In the future, the adapter
might be built into the devices.

wildcharge.com
Splashpower. With a Splashpower receiver built into a device, you can

charge the device wirelessly by placing it next to a Splashpower charger.
With some devices, you can add a Splashpower receiver to the device after
you buy the device. The charger now is a pad; in the future, it could be em-
bedded in desks or counters.

splashpower.com

working on an interesting alternative: a
short-distance, wireless power system called
WiTricity. Using magnetic resonance, the
researchers have demonstrated the ability to
transmit electrical power over a distance of
about 7 feet between two coils. In the
future, the concept of transmitting power
in this way could allow electronic devices to
absorb the power automatically whenever

they move within range, eliminating the
need for cords and, possibly, batteries.

Demanding Power

Not surprisingly, the driving force
behind this MIT research project came
from a cell phone demanding power,
says Aristeidis Karalis, doctorate student
at MIT who has worked on the Wi-
Tricity project. 

Marin Soljaèiæ, an assistant profes-
sor of physics at MIT, awoke one night
to the beeping of a cell phone with a low
battery. In his frustration, Soljaèiæ won-
dered whether it would be possible to
develop a cell phone battery that would
charge itself as soon as it entered the
house. With Soljaèiæ’s knowledge of res-
onant inductive coupling, Karalis says,
he and the other researchers leaned in
that direction for a method of moving
power wirelessly over short distances.

“It was Professor Soljaèiæ’s idea,”
Karalis says. “He said, ‘Can we use this
phenomenon to attack this type of prob-
lem?’ The principle is well-known.”

Members of the research team for WiTricity
are: Front row, from left, Peter Fisher and
Robert Moffatt; second row, Marin Soljaèiæ;
third row, Andre Kurs, John Joannopoulos,
and Aristeidis Karalis. 

Other Wireless Power Options
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During its demonstration of WiTricity, the MIT
research team lit a 60-watt light bulb about 7 feet
away from the physical source of the electricity.

Using resonant inductive coupling, you can
transfer energy between circuit components
through a shared magnetic field. Changing the
flow of current in one of the circuit compo-
nents induces a flow of current in the second
circuit component.

When using resonant inductive coupling, 
you can set up the two components in an
antenna/receiver configuration or matched
together as different pieces of a single device
(as in a transformer). 

In the WiTricity experiment, when one cop-
per coil was hung from the ceiling and plugged
into a wall outlet (1), alternating current flowed
through it, creating a nonradiative magnetic
field (2). By using a nonradiative field, most of the power that the receiv-
ing coil doesn't absorb remains in the vicinity of the sending coil, rather
than being lost into the environment by radiating. With the second copper
coil tuned to the same frequency, it resonated with the magnetic field (3),
generating an electric current that lights a bulb attached to the coil (4).
Even with a barrier placed between the two coils—blocking line of sight—
the bulb received enough power to light (5).

"The first step was to confirm that it could be a reality," Karalis says. "The
next step is to try to make something closer to what someone can use. . . .

Source: MIT

isn’t daunting or especially difficult. “It’s
just something that needs to be done.”

Karalis says the configuration of the sys-
tem needs to be smaller and more aestheti-
cally pleasing. Eventually, the coils could be
hanging from a ceiling or hidden. Another
idea is to plug a mobile coil into a wall out-
let and move it from room to room where
power is needed. Showing the system’s abil-
ity to work around barriers was an impor-
tant part of the demonstration, Karalis says.

“It can be integrated in a different place,
such as under the floor or under a desk,”
he says. “It works in a variety of places.”

Eventually, if short-range wireless
power options are installed in enough
locations, personal electronics devices
might not need batteries, running simply
from the always-available wireless power. 

Even though Karalis was expecting to
earn his doctorate degree in the first half
of 2008, he isn’t planning on leaving the
WiTricity team any time soon.

“It’s very exciting research,” he says.
“I’m going to continue working on it.” ▲

by Kyle Schurman

At this point, we just wanted to show that even with the simplest materials, it
would work." 

In the demonstration model from the MIT researchers, the two compo-
nents were about 7 feet apart, the coils measured about 24 inches in diame-
ter and used the same orientation axis, and the resonation was oscillating at
a 10MHz magnetic field. The power transfer efficiency was 40 to 50%.

During experiments, the research team found that the power efficiency
between the two coils drops tremendously whenever one of the coils is out
of resonance. ▲

WiTricity Demonstrated

Using resonant inductive coupling, you
can tune a pair of objects to the same fre-
quency, allowing them to exchange ener-
gy over a short distance through a shared
magnetic field with minimal effects on
and interference with other nonmagnetic
objects in the immediate area. 

Concerns

A few concerns exist with generating
power using a shared magnetic field. 

First, some people are concerned with
the health risks of repeated exposure to
electromagnetic waves, including the possi-
bility of cancer risks. Although most scien-
tific studies downplay such risks, a lot of
contradictory information is out in the
public. The MIT researchers say, when
operated at the proper frequencies, the
magnetic fields won’t affect biological tis-
sue, which means WiTricity should be safe
for use around humans. Because the receiv-
ing coil is designed to resonate with the
magnetic field, the magnetic field’s interac-
tion with the overall environment is weak.

Second, the efficiency of this system
isn’t perfect. A demonstration yielded a

power efficiency between 40 and 50%,
meaning the receiving coil could not
absorb at least half of the electrical
power from the originating coil. Such
inefficiencies worry those with concerns
over how much power the system would
waste and what effect such waste would
have on the environment. The accept-
able level of efficiency will depend on
the circumstances, Karalis says.

“If you’re moving milliwatts, 40% is no
big deal,” Karalis says. “If you’re moving
kilowatts, you don’t want 40% efficiency.
. . . You have to decide on the application
you’re looking for and then decide on the
compromise [with efficiency].”

Obviously the system MIT demonstrat-
ed will undergo changes before it becomes
commercially viable, including an increase
in overall efficiency. The researchers are
also considering different types of metals
and are trying to shrink the coils.

“Some additional electronics are need-
ed because we’re converting from a mega-
hertz frequency to DC, which is what is
needed to charge a device,” Karalis says,
emphasizing that the remaining work
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In-Flight Internet Takes Off
places. It’s almost to the point where
we’re surprised if we enter a building or a
restaurant and we can’t make a Wi-Fi
connection. This mindset exists despite
the fact that 10 to 15 years ago, most of
us were accessing the Internet through a
telephone line on a dial-up connection. 

One place where wireless communica-
tion has been impossible, however, is a
place where it would be extremely benefi-
cial: for passengers aboard a commercial
airliner. Having the ability to contact a

family member when a flight is running
late or to make a change to your flight
itinerary while still in the air would be
helpful. The ability to receive an email
about an error in your presentation while
you’re on the flight and still have time to
edit your data, rather than receiving the
message after you reach your client’s
office, might be the difference between a
business trip that’s a success or a failure.

However, the FAA prohibits use of cell
phones during flight and restricts use of

h a r d  h a t  a r e a | w h i t e  p a p e r

T
echnological advances have a way
of spoiling us. Two hundred satel-
lite channels for our TVs. Movies

on demand. A lifetime’s collection of
music that can fit on a tiny MP3 player.
Digital cameras that fit in a pocket.

It’s OK to admit we’ve become spoiled
with technology . . . and especially when
it comes to Internet access. These days,
with laptops, BlackBerrys, and Wi-Fi
hotspots, we seem to want Internet access
and email access at all times and in all

Source: AirCell

AirCell In-Flight Network Hardware

Air-to-ground antenna. The ATG antenna might be the most important component of 
the AirCell network, as it allows the airplane’s Wi-Fi network to connect to the Internet
through ground-based cellular phone towers. Each AirCell-equipped airplane makes use
of two ATG antennas, which hang from the belly of the airplane. Each ATG antenna ex-
tends about 8 inches below the bottom of the airplane, hanging in a manner similar to the
photo shown here, with the round portion of the antenna closest to the ground.

“Compared to the size of a 767, that's not really noticeable,” Cruz says.
Each AirCell-equipped airplane contains two ATG antennas, Cruz says, because different

models of airplanes have different designs where some equipment or parts of the plane
hang on the bottom, blocking the antennas’ ability to connect to the ground on occasion.

“The two antennas deal with the different configurations of airplanes,” Cruz says. “At
least one will see where the other can't. It will improve the reliability of the service.”

1
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laptops and other electronics devices until
the airplane is above 10,000 feet. And,
once you’re above 10,000 feet, no
ground-based Wi-Fi network is going to
provide enough signal strength.

With that in mind, AirCell is in the
process of deploying an in-flight Wi-Fi
network aboard commercial and business
aircraft, called Gogo. 

Taking Off

Joe Cruz, senior vice president and
chief technology officer for AirCell, says
his company began working on the idea
of an in-flight Wi-Fi network in 2003. 

“At that point, we focused on the basic
technology and getting the licenses,” he
says. “It took three years to work through
that. It’s just the process that the FCC
goes through in licensing.”

AirCell won an auction in 2006 for the
3MHz air-to-ground bandwidth in the
FCC spectrum, spending $31.7 million
and outbidding several other carriers. The
company then began the deployment
phase for the network.

AirCell began installing and activat-
ing the equipment on cell towers in
August 2007, completing the final tow-
er’s installation and activation in Jan-
uary 2008. 

AirCell announced full operational
nationwide readiness of the Gogo service
in late March. American Airlines and
Virgin America both have signed agree-
ments with AirCell to offer Gogo to pas-
sengers in 2008. Gogo initially will be
available in 15 American Airlines Boeing
767-200 aircraft when the service begins
operation in mid-2008.

“We have 15 airplanes with American,
all transcontinental routes,” Cruz says.

The AirCell equipment adds only
about 50 pounds to the aircraft, and
engineers can install the equipment
overnight while the aircraft isn’t in use,
meaning the airline doesn’t lose money
with an airplane out of the rotation for
several days. AirCell tried to make the
wireless equipment selection as simple as
possible, while following strict FAA
rules and regulations.

“We made some modifications to fit
our needs,” Cruz says, such as adjusting
the AirCell network equipment to work
with the size of the cell tower coverage
areas and to deal with the Doppler effects
of a moving airplane. “On the airborne
side, we had to customize that extensively.
We have to use FAA-certified equipment

h a r d  h a t  a r e a | w h i t e  p a p e r

2 Servers. The servers that control 
the ABS (AirCell Broadband Service)
are housed in the front of the plane,
connected by wires to the ATG anten-
nas hanging from the belly of the plane
and to the in-flight Wi-Fi network.

One server—the ACPU (ABS Control Processor
Unit)/ACES (AirCell Customer Experience Ser-
ver)—manages the in-flight Wi-Fi network.

The other server—the AACU (ABS ATG Com-
munications Unit)—handles the air-to-ground
communications and manages the signal.

3 WAP. The Gogo system’s WAP (wireless
access point) hardware consists of a trans-
mitter (above) and an antenna (below). The
number of WAPs in use per airplane will
depend on the size of the plane. Cruz says
the hardware will work well, even with a large number of
simultaneous users, although users might occasionally
notice a dip in performance in extremely busy times.

“It's no different than a Starbucks,” Cruz
says, referring to that store’s Wi-Fi hotspot
network. “The network slows down when
the place is packed with people. There is a
limit with the number of people who could

use the [Gogo] network at once, but, with most flights,
that won't be a problem.”

4 PCS antenna. The PCS (Personal Commun-
ications System) antenna attaches to the top of
the airplane. The PCS antenna shown here is a
small piece of
hardware, mea-
suring only
about 6 to 8
inches in
length. It con-
nects via a wire to the the ABS ATG
Communications Unit server.

The PCS antenna also provides GPS capa-
bilities, allowing the in-flight network to plot its
position and maintain optimum connection
with the cell towers.

5 Passengers. When passengers sign on to the network, they’ll see a splash
screen, similar to the one shown here. Any device with Wi-Fi capabilities
should be able to access the network. Some services on
the Gogo network will be free, such as checking the flight
schedules of the airline. Accessing email and the Internet
as a whole will re-
quire a payment.

“It works the
same as any hot-
spot,” Cruz says.
“You'll see a splash
page, welcoming
you. If you chose to
buy the service, then
you're ready to go.” 
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passengers will use to try to access the
Gogo network, Cruz says the company
had to try to make sure its decisions gave
the most customers access to the service.
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Using The AirCell Network

in the air, and that’s not necessarily the
same as on the ground.”

When dealing with all of the potential
configurations and Wi-Fi equipment that

“With PDAs, the challenge is the num-
ber and variety of PDAs available,” he
says. “You have to work through the most
likely configurations and then offer a

Three AirCell Sub-Networks

3. Ground Network
Signals from the cell
phone towers con-
nect to the Internet
through a standard
ground-based, land-
line network.

1. In-Flight Network
The Wi-Fi network inside the airplane gives passengers the
ability to wirelessly connect to the Internet while in flight,
using handheld devices and notebook computers.

Source: AirCell

Source: AirCell

2. Air-To-Ground Network
Special antenna hardware attached to the underside of the airplane
can make connections with antennas on cellular phone towers,
giving the in-flight network the ability to connect to the Internet.
As the plane moves across the sky, the air-to-ground network
automatically changes the cell tower with which it’s connected.

The AirCell antennas on the cell towers tilt upward, allowing
them to connect to the airplane’s ground-to-air antennas. 

“Cell carriers will tilt their [cellular] antennas downward, below
the horizon, to reach their customers on the ground,” Cruz says.

As you can see from this illustration, the overall network is pretty
simple. The airplane’s air-to-ground antenna communicates with
the cell towers on the ground. The EVDO modem sends its data to
the telecommunications router inside the plane. The router sends
data back and forth to the WAPs (wireless access points), through
which airplane passengers
can make a connection to
the Internet through al-
most any Wi-Fi-enabled
device. Eventually, the net-
work could expand to
include cellular data,
including CDMA (Code
Division Multiple Access)
and GSM (Global System
for Mobile Communica-
tions) devices.

The system only will
work at altitudes of
10,000 feet and higher.
Although the service
might work as the plane
is on the ground or at
lower altitudes, Cruz says
FAA regulations will not
allow Gogo to operate
elsewhere.

“Our license is for air-to-ground,” he says. 
As with cellular phone networks, storms and weather shouldn’t

affect the Gogo network.
“The way it's engineered, no normal storm should affect it,”

Cruz says. “It's almost the same experience as a cell phone.” ▲
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robust service in those areas. Laptops are
easy compared to that.”

Other Options

Gogo won’t be the world’s first in-flight
Internet service offered to customers.
Boeing announced its Connexion in-flight
Internet service for commercial airliners in
2004, offering Internet service in many
locations in the world, using satellites and
ground stations. However, Boeing discon-
tinued the service in mid-2006 because of
high costs.

AirCell also isn’t the only company
currently working on providing Internet
and cell phone capabilities to airline pas-
sengers while in flight. 
• In late 2007, JetBlue announced that

it was beginning to offer free email

and IM services on flights for certain
types of BlackBerry devices. The e-
mail capability works through Jet-
Blue’s LiveTV service.

• Alaska Airlines recently announced
plans to use Row 44’s satellite-based
technology to provide Internet access.
Row 44 also has announced an agree-
ment with Southwest Airlines to test its
service this summer.

• OnAir is another satellite-based service,
formed in 2005 and currently under-
going testing in Europe. It isn’t offer-
ing full Internet access, however, until
at least the second half of 2008. 

• Three other groups—Aeromobile,
Panasonic Avionics, and a group led by
T-Mobile and Lufthansa—also are
working on in-flight Internet and cell

phone service options, although they
are in the early stages of development.

Among all of these options, AirCell
should be the most robust in terms of
offering full Internet capabilities and the
first in actual use with Gogo. 

“It’ll be available to the public soon;
we’re just fine-tuning it,” Cruz says. “It’s
being installed on the aircraft.”

Best of all, AirCell’s expectations to have
the service available to airline passengers by
mid-2008 will meet or exceed the compa-
ny’s original timeline. At least with Gogo
Internet access at 35,000 feet, you now can
deal with those inevitable flight delays
much more efficiently. ▲

by Kyle Schurman

h a r d  h a t  a r e a | w h i t e  p a p e r

AirCell’s Flight Path

Finding 92 Towers

Source: AirCell

AirCell’s Gogo service should become available for 
customers toward the middle of 2008, initially on a 
limited number of American Airlines flights. (Exact 
routes are subject to change.) Virgin America flights 
offering Gogo should appear later in 2008.

Although AirCell hadn’t officially set a pricing structure
for its Gogo service at the time of this writing, it’s
expected the service will have similar costs to other
ground-based Wi-Fi hotspots. Costs should be around
$13 for unlimited use during a flight, though the pricing
could be slightly lower for flights of less than three
hours. Frequent customers also might be able to pur-
chase unlimited access on a month-by-month basis. ▲

Source: AirCell

AirCell finished installing its Gogo network hardware on
92 cell towers (approximate locations marked with green
dots) throughout the continental United States in January
2008, giving it full coverage of the 48 states. Each tower
can provide a coverage radius of up to 200 miles. The
overall system operation is similar to EVDO, says Air-
Cell’s Cruz. He says AirCell used software to plot the best
areas for the cell towers to achieve the most thorough
coverage. AirCell was able to use 88 existing towers
when setting up its 92-tower coverage area, and the
overall setup required five months. “We had some inter-
esting challenges on the West Coast, driven by weather
and zoning,” Cruz says. “When we moved into the
Rockies . . . some of the cell sites are at 10,000 and
14,000 feet. Those were tougher to get to.” ▲
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hen it comes to Windows Vista com-
mentary, you’ve seen the same playbook

dozens of times. First, launch an offensive
with a few quick strikes at Vista’s prolonged

delays and shaky betas. Then, tackle the many
woes associated with Vista’s initial launch. Finally,

rush in to sack Microsoft’s purported star player by suggesting
the OS game is better off in the hands of a capable veteran
(Windows XP) or a rising star (Mac OS X).

It’s tempting to trot out the same rhetoric to summarize the
first Service Pack Microsoft has released for its current operating
system, but really, we’d be doing the same thing for which
Redmond is so frequently chided. It’s taken years to calcify your
opinion—whether good or bad—of both Windows and
Microsoft’s ability to keep it accessible enough for computing
novices, powerful enough for high-end gamers, and secure
enough for use in company networks. One little ol’ Service Pack
isn’t likely to change anyone’s impression.

Instead, we’ll break down Vista SP1 and cover it according
to what it really is: an amalgamation of patches, hotfixes, and
updates, all wrapped together and shot through the tubes of
the Internet right to your desktop. There’s no new killer app,
no package of Sidebar Gadgets that will change the face of
Vista. Like it has done with many prior Service Packs for its
legacy operating systems, Microsoft has spared the window
dressing and focused on the nitty-gritty.

Consider this: Would we really be that impressed if
Redmond opted to phone in refining the Desktop shell, fix-
ing bugs, and bolstering hardware support in favor of rolling
out “Minesweeper FX”? As a power user, you’ve come to know
that there are very few packaged apps or utilities included 

with Vista that do their job better than third-party alterna-
tives, so any attempt Microsoft may make to wine and dine
you with completely new applications is likely to fall short of
your expectations. 

What you do (or at the very least, should) expect from a
Service Pack are improvements to the speed, security, and over-
all performance of the OS itself. From that perspective, Vista
SP1 delivers. Many of the glaring deficiencies in Vista’s initial
release that led so many commentators to reach into the tried-
and-true playbook have been addressed in SP1. Driver support
is far better. And several of the original flub-ups that made
Vista perform worse than WinXP look to be rectified.

Like we said, there are many capable third-party apps you
can use to fill in the gaps. We’ve hand-picked some of our
favorite software to replace many of the programs that have
been included (and in some cases virtually unaltered) in
Windows operating systems that date back to Pentium days (as
in, when MMX was actually a talking point). Turn to “Third-
Party Essentials” on page 64 for our collection.

Finally, Microsoft’s been busy on the server side of things,
too. Windows Server 2008, which was released earlier this
year, has some head-turning new features you won’t find in
Server 2003. If rows of big, imposing server metal trip your
trigger, you’ll want the scoop on Windows Server 2008, start-
ing on page 69.

If you’re already using Vista, you will more than likely find
some things to like about the latest update. And if you’re still on
the fence about making the jump from WinXP, SP1 is certainly
Microsoft’s better foot forward. ▲

by Vince Cogley 
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fter nearly two years of
development, several pri-
vate beta releases  that
eventually went public,

an accidental public release
of a preview version, and

two or three rumored release dates that
have come and gone, the highly antici-
pated first Service Pack to Windows
Vista is now upon us. Generally re-
ferred to as simply “SP1,” the Service 
Pack has been seen by some as Mi-
crosoft’s attempt to whip Vista into 
shape enough to finally win over the 
hearts  and minds of  Windows XP 
users everywhere. 

The degree to which it does depends
somewhat on your opinion of Vista to
begin with, but there’s no doubt that
SP1 improves Vista enough to warrant
installing it on pretty much every system
you own. If you love Vista, it improves
the OS’ letter grade from an “A” to an
“A+”; and if you don’t, SP1 turns Vista
from a “D” student into a “C” student.
If you’re interested in learning every-
thing you can about SP1, whether it’s
already been installed via Windows
Update or you’re still considering it,
you’ve come to the right place.

What SP1 Is & Isn’t
The last big Service Pack that most

Vista users can remember is WinXP’s
SP2, which is a little unfortunate. SP2
was something of an anomaly, in that it
made many sweeping changes to the base
OS and added a lot more functionality,
ranging from real Wi-Fi support to

Windows Firewall being beefed up and
actually enabled, among thousands of
smaller changes and additions. SP2 prac-
tically transformed Windows XP in-
to “Windows XP Second Edition.” For
Vista, SP1 doesn’t do that. 

Vista’s SP1 is more like WinXP’s SP1
or Windows 2000’s SP4 (Service Pack
4):  It  makes l imited additions and
changes to the core OS and, based on
the beta testers’ experiences, seems to
have a minimal impact on software
compatibility. As David Zipkin, Win-
dows client senior product manager,
says, “The vehicle for new features is a
new version of Windows . . .” and not a
Service Pack. To quote the Microsoft
Windows Vista Team Blog, “Windows
Vista SP1 will deliver improvements and
enhancements to existing features that
significantly impact customers, but it
does not deliver substantial new operat-
ing system features. For example, the
service pack improves the performance
of the desktop shel l ,  but does not
include a new version of Windows
Media Center.” In a nutshell, SP1 delivers
what Microsoft calls “quality improve-
ments” that improve reliability, security,
and performance; improvements to the

administration experience (which isn’t
really a big concern for most home
users); and support for emerging hard-
ware and standards (which we cover in a
sidebar below). 

There are two much-talked-about fea-
tures that SP1 definitely doesn’t include.
The first is WinFS. Microsoft has been
working on WinFS since the early ’90s
(when it was dubbed Object File Sys-
tem) and at one point promised us it
would appear in Vista. WinFS is basical-
ly a database-driven file system, and
while a couple developer betas were
released over the years, development of
WinFS as a separate monolithic software
component has definitely stopped. It
explicitly says this on the last post of
Microsoft’s WinFS blog, which had its
most recent entry in June 2006.

The second missing technology prod-
uct many thought SP1 would include is
a new version of the Windows MCE
(Media Center), codenamed Fiji. Micro-
soft is staying very quiet about Fiji to the
point of excising it from current copies
of previous news releases and company
blog entries. Still, the most current
round of beta tester applicants were
asked about their experiences with 

Microsoft has made the dreaded
UAC (User Account Control) far
less overbearing with SP1,
reducing the number of prompts
you’ll receive for certain tasks.
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managing photos, videos, and music,
and there are many questions about per-
formance on different levels of comput-
ing hardware. This might mean that Fiji
is undergoing hardware optimization,
which usually happens close to an even-
tual release, and that it might manage
your media library in addition to just
playing it. Based on this, we’d guess on a
Fiji release before the end of the year.

What’s Changed, What’s Improved
SP1 adds lots of little changes and

improvements to Vista. Based on our test

machines, most of the changes are defi-
nitely noticeable, though not necessarily
significant to everyone.

There are many “annoyance removal”
modifications. SP1 reduces the number of
UAC (User Account Control) prompts
from four to one when creating or renam-
ing a folder in a “protected” area in the
filesystem. When scanning a photo with
the Vista scanning experience, SP1 opens
Explorer instead of the Windows Photo
Gallery. You’ll never have to wait as much
as 10 seconds to see the login prompt
after pressing CTRL-ALT-DELETE. And

you shouldn’t have to wait more than two
seconds before seeing Vista estimate how
long it will take to copy a group of files or
perform other file-related actions.

Speaking of which, activities relating to
file management are generally faster, too.
WinXP still beats Vista handily at most of
these tasks, but SP1 is a solid effort at
improving things. The list of speed
improvements is astonishingly large,
meaning either that there was plenty of
room for improvement in Vista before, or
Microsoft engineers addressed the issues
the most users were the most vocal about;

s p o t l i g h t

In addition to numerous technical enhancements and changes, SP1
represents a philosophical change, as well. SP1 transforms Win-
dows Genuine Advantage, the collection of activation and antipiracy 
tools built into Windows Vista, into what is paradoxically both more 
stringent and more lenient at the same time. In general, we applaud 
the changes.

But first, let’s recall WGA in its pre-SP1 form. As released with
Vista, WGA required users to activate their copies of Windows by first
typing in a unique serial number (although it was pre-entered for
many new systems where Vista was preinstalled) and then going
online and checking the number against Microsoft’s authentication
database. (Users could also activate over the telephone, but the data-
base-checking still occurred.) If the serial number was valid and
Microsoft’s servers sent a positive response code, Vista considered
itself “activated,” and all was well. 

If the serial number didn’t jive with the database, or if 30 days (or
three days after certain hardware changes) passed without a success-
ful activation, Vista would enter what Microsoft euphemistically called
“Reduced Functionality Mode,” which made life rather unpleasant.
While in RFM, the computer’s desktop turns black and displays a
notice stating, “This copy of Windows is not genuine,” the Desktop
icons disappear, and the Start menu vanishes. Users can copy their
files to other devices but can’t open them directly. Internet Explorer
still works, but only for an hour before shutting down. It also provides
links to purchase a genuine version of Vista.

With SP1 installed, things are rather different. Activation is still
required within 30 days (or three days), but other than a few annoy-
ances and activation notices, you can keep using Vista. Yes, the
Desktop changes to black and displays a “nongenuine” label, and the
system even resets the Desktop image back to black if you change it.
However, other than the regular appearance of the “Activate Now”
dialog box (which doesn’t display an “Activate Later” button for 15
seconds, making you wait), Vista remains completely usable: The
Aero interface still works, all programs still run, the Start menu and

Desktop icons are still present, ReadyBoost still boosts performance,
and there are no session time limits. More importantly, Vista will still
download critical security updates via Windows Update, although
WGA disables the downloading of optional components or digitally
signed updated drivers.

SP1 is also aware of the two most popular methods of bypassing
(i.e., hacking) Vista activation: the “OEM BIOS” exploit (which modifies
key system files and your BIOS to simulate the “OEM Pre-Installed”
version of Vista), and the “Grace Timer” exploit (which extends the 30-
day activation period out to the year 2099 by altering certain system
components and changing the BIOS date during Vista’s initial installa-
tion). SP1 happily installs onto systems utilizing these exploits, but
once installed, actively disables them, turning a previously “genuine”
installation into a nongenuine installation, subject to the same limita-
tions mentioned previously.

Microsoft also offers users of nongenuine versions of Vista SP1 a
discount to purchase a genuine version online, offering Vista Home
Basic for $89, Vista Home Premium for $119, Vista Business for $145,
and Vista Ultimate for $199. Eagle-eyed consumers will note these
prices are significantly less than suggested retail (which for Ultimate 
is $399) or the street prices for OEM versions (which for Ultimate is
close to $250) or upgrade versions (around $220 for Ultimate). 

The reasons for these changes to WGA aren’t entirely clear, but we
can guess. Since Vista’s release, there have been several widely re-
ported Activation Server outages and many public and embarrassing
activation glitches that affected thousands of legitimate owners. Ad-
ditionally, countless users have told Microsoft that they don’t like or
can’t tolerate an operating system that has, for all intents and purpos-
es, a “kill switch” that might be tripped after performing legitimate
hardware repairs or upgrades, locking users out of their systems. The
new changes also prevent Vista computers from becoming useless
paperweights, should some natural disaster or other huge problem
prevent users from connecting to Microsoft via the Internet or tele-
phone systems for activation. ▲

Extreme Makeover: Windows Genuine Advantage Edition
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the truth probably lies somewhere in the
middle. We’ve cherry-picked the most
interesting ones directly from Microsoft’s
own “Notable Changes in Windows Vista
Service Pack 1” deployment document
(tinyurl.com/39vv3w) and broken them
down into the following categories:

Filesystem Speed Improvements
• Improves performance over Windows

Vista’s current performance across the
following scenarios:

•• 25% faster when copying files 
locally on the same disk on the 
same machine.

•• 45% faster when copying files 
from a remote non-Windows 
Vista system to an SP1 system.

•• 50% faster when copying files 
from a remote SP1 system to a 
local SP1 system.

• Improves the speed of adding and ex-
tracting files to and from a compressed
(zipped) folder.

• Significantly improves the speed 
of moving a directory with many 
files underneath.

• Improves performance while copying
files using BITS (Background Intelli-
gent Transfer Service).

• Improves responsiveness when doing
many kinds of file or media manipu-
lations. For example, in pre-SP1
Vista, copying files after deleting a
different set of files can make the
copy operat ion take longer than

s p o t l i g h t

Speed boosts to copying
files in certain scenarios are 
evident in SP1.

Vista’s Start Search feature, which
came under attack from a number 
of entities, now plays nicer with 
third-party Desktop search apps.
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needed. In SP1, the file copy time is
the same as if no files were initially
deleted.

• Improves the time to read large images
by approximately 50%.

Networking Speed Improvements
• Improves the performance of brows-

ing network file shares by consuming
less bandwidth.

• Improves network connection scenar-
ios by updating the logic that auto-
selects which network interface to 
use (e.g., should a laptop use wireless
or wired networking when both 
are available).

General System Speed Improvements
• Addresses a problem that caused a

delay of up to five minutes after boot
with specific ReadyDrive-capable
hard drives.

• Improves the effectiveness of a Win-
dows ReadyBoost device in reduc-
ing the time to resume from standby
and hibernate by increasing the
amount of data stored in the Ready-
Boost device that can be used during
a resume cycle.

• Includes improvements to Windows
Superfetch that help to further improve
resume times in many environments.

• In specific scenarios, SP1 reduces the
shutdown time by a few seconds by
improving the Windows Vista utility
designed to sync a mobile device.

• Improves the time to resume from
standby for a certain class of USB hubs
by approximately 18%.

• Reduces the time it takes to return to
the user's session when using the Photo
screensaver, making it comparable to
other screensavers.

• Removes the delay that sometimes
occurs when a user unlocks their PC.

Though these changes may not seem
like much individually, in aggregate,
they make a noticeable difference in 
the Vista experience. File management 
is now only inconveniently, instead 

of agonizingly, slow as compared to
WinXP. Vista SP1 boots about 20%
quicker and shuts down much faster,
too. There’s a lot less mindless disk-
thrashing during what should be idle
periods. Even the Start menu seems to
respond faster.

There have been many complaints
from notebook computer users that
Vista consumes battery life faster than
WinXP, usually due to Vista’s doing
more things in the background all the
time, which keeps the CPU from idling
and often prevents the notebook from
entering Sleep or Hibernation modes.
SP1 includes changes that let the CPU
to remain idle when the screen isn’t
actively refreshing content, addresses the
problem of the video chipset (VSync

s p o t l i g h t

Disk Defragmenter now gives
you the option to defragment
specific volumes.

“Reduced Functionality Mode”
is now far less restrictive and
doesn’t completely cripple you
if you haven’t activated Vista.
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interrupt) not letting the system
stay asleep, and fixes a glitch that

prevented a hard drive from spinning
down when circumstances would have
otherwise permitted it. We haven’t used
SP1 enough on a test notebook to verify
these claims, however.

Vista Search has been revamped,
mostly because of a legal complaint
made by Google and antitrust proceed-
ings with European, U.S., and various
state governments. The biggest differ-
ence users see is that the “Search” but-
ton is missing from the right side of the
Start menu, although there are more
links and buttons throughout the GUI
that say “Search Everywhere.” The
“Start Search” field at the bottom of the
Start menu now only looks at Start
menu names, rather than all files on 
a computer. The Search Everywhere 
links open the Desktop search program
you’ve installed (such as Google Desk-
top, Copernic Desktop Search, etc.) or
Microsoft’s own Desktop search pro-
gram if you haven’t installed a third-
party program. New APIs are in place to
let third-party desktop search programs
to easily integrate into the Vista GUI
and to “defang” the default indexer if it
isn’t needed. 

Various built-in disk utilities have
gained a little more flexibility. The new
Disk Defragmenter tool lets you select
specific drive volumes to optimize,
whereas the old version optimized all of
your volumes at once. Similar function-
ality is also present in the BitLock-
er drive encryption tools that come 
with Vista Ultimate: Now you can 
encrypt volumes other than the Vista 
boot volume.

What’s Fixed
Microsoft has released an exhaustive

list of hotfixes that are included with SP1:
572 of them by our count, to be exact.
And here they are:

Just kidding. In fact, the list is a little
hard to interpret because it makes no
distinction between only those updates
unique to the Windows Update version
of SP1 and every update that has ever
been released for Windows Vista, which

s p o t l i g h t

Knowledge Problem 
Base Article Resolved
930618 You cannot access files on a memory card in a networked printer's built-in memory 

card reader, and you receive an error message in Vista or in WinXP SP2: 
"\\<IP_Address>\memory_card refers to a location that is unavailable"

930917 An optical disc appears to be blank after you format the disc by using the Live File 
System component on a Vista-based computer

930261 You randomly receive a "Stop 0000000xA" error in Storport.sys when you start Vista
933207 You may be unable to read from DVD-R DL or DVD+R DL discs that were recorded in Vista
933272 The system time lags when you restart a Windows Vista-based computer that 

supports High Precision Event Timer
935606 Backup system files are not restored as expected when you use third-party system 

restore applications on a Vista-based computer
936613 The performance of gaming graphics may be less than you expect, based on the 

Windows Experience Index score in Vista
937426 You are prompted to activate Vista after you start the system in diagnostic start-

up mode
938091 After you resolve an offline files synchronization conflict by using the "Keep both 

versions" option, the conflict occurs again on a Vista-based computer
941025 When you press a keyboard button to start a program, there is a delay before the 

program starts on a portable computer that is running Vista
941137 The equal (=) sign key does not work on a USB PC98 keyboard that is connected 

to a Vista-based computer
941311 A UDMA Mode 5 transfer mode may be listed as a UDMA Mode 2 transfer mode 

in Vista
931969 The Microsoft Software License Terms appear in the incorrect language when you 

try to view them in a program in Vista
932406 The Windows Desktop may stop updating correctly after a Vista-based computer has 

been running for an extended period of time
934056 Error message when you try to print a picture from the Search window in Vista: "Win-

dows can't find this picture"
935415 The original file is overwritten when you select a file name from the history list in the 

Save As dialog box in Vista
935855 Error message when you try to start Internet Explorer 7 in Vista: "You must be an 

administrator to open Internet Explorer on this desktop"
943805 An item that you copy to a Vista Desktop does not appear on the Desktop even 

though it appears in the Desktop folder
928387 Internet Explorer stops responding after you click a link on a Web site
932653 The pointer for a high-performance mouse does not move correctly in Vista
932988 Files from a Canon EOD 1D or 1DS camera may be corrupted after you use Win-

dows Photo Gallery, Windows Live Photo Gallery, or Windows Explorer to edit the 
file metadata in Vista or in WinXP SP2

933006 A Web page is blank in Internet Explorer 7
933942 Error message when you restart a Vista-based computer: "Windows Calendar has

stopped working"
938724 An RTF document may be corrupted when it is opened in WordPad on a Vista-

based computer
942836 Stop error message when you try to print content that includes a bitmap on a Vista-

based computer: "Stop 0x00000001"
943544 The date displays incorrectly in the Windows Calendar Sidebar gadget on a Vista-

based computer
933433 Recording quality is poor when you use a USB microphone on a Vista-based com-

puter that has 4GB of RAM or more
940059 Severe video degradation and a Stop error may occur on a Vista-based computer 

when you connect a USB Web cam
932757 When you play a Windows Media High Definition Video DVD in Windows Media 

Center in Vista, the video may not be synchronized with the audio
937188 When an Adobe RGB profile-embedded TIFF image is printed to the Windows XPS 

Document Writer on a Vista-based computer or on a WinXP SP2-based computer, 
the colors may be incorrect

935222 You cannot connect to a wireless network on a Vista-based computer
939006 You cannot use Verizon FiOS products at their full speed on a Vista-based computer
936686 Icons are missing from Control Panel, or you cannot start Control Panel, the Wel-

come Center, or games in Vista
937063 The system automatically restarts when you try to encrypt files or to decrypt files by 

using EFS on a computer that is running Vista

Hot For Hotfixes
Some of the specific fixes are interesting, if not humorous. Some of
our favorites not already covered:
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is  what comes with the Standalone
Installer. (See our “Pulling The Trigger”
sidebar for the differences between these
versions of SP1.) In other words, if
you’ve been keeping your installation of
Vista current, but haven’t yet installed
SP1, then the 47 updates you’ve grabbed
since Vista’s release have already installed
some of those 572 hotfixes.

The breakdown of hotfixes by catego-
ry is interesting. Four are .NET updates.

Six deal with compatibility issues for
non-Microsoft applications. 101 deal
with what Microsoft calls “Base Tech-
nologies ,” but what we would cal l
“Miscel laneous Stuff .”  10 provide
updates to Computer Management. Five
fix data and data service problems. 36
update the Desktop shell, while 121
update “Desktop Technologies” (which
is just more miscellaneous stuff, but
more GUI-oriented). 50 solve driver

and USB problems, many relat ing 
to waking up correctly after sleeping 
or hibernating. 10 update Internet Ex-
plorer. Three fix localization problems
(that is, translation typos and glitches).
60 update multimedia concerns. 37 
provide updates to networking and the
network stack. 15 relate to OS deploy-
ment. 11 update the printing routines.
20 are security updates. 12 fix various
server technology problems. Three

s p o t l i g h t

Although SP1 is already available, there are plenty of reasons why you
may not have installed it yet. These reasons may range from anxiety,
Windows Update not offering your computer the opportunity to down-
load SP1 for a variety of technical reasons, or maybe you just don’t
have regular access to a high-speed Internet connection. No matter
what your reason, we’re here to help.

In fact, we’re not the only ones willing to help you with SP1. The first
thing any updater should know is that Microsoft offers free technical
support to resolve SP1 problems, even if Vista came preinstalled with
your computer and you normally need to go to your PC’s manufacturer
for general Windows technical support. The SP1 support page (tinyurl

.com/2q4xrk) shows email, text chat, and telephone support are all
available, and their immediate turnaround times. Additionally, you
should know that SP1 will never be pushed on you as a mandatory
update, but you’ll need to take it if you want to stay on Microsoft’s sup-
port path. SP1 is also “uninstallable.”

Microsoft offers SP1 in three ways, two of which pretty much
anyone can use at any point: via Windows Update, via the Stand-
alone Installer, and via new Vista installation discs from Microsoft
with SP1 slipstreamed into them (though at this point you can’t
make your own slipstreamed disc as you can with WinXP). Both the
Standalone Installer and the Windows Update methods have their
advantages and drawbacks.

The Standalone Installer is available as a 434MB download from
Microsoft for both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Vista (links at 
support.microsoft.com/kb/935791) and supports five languages.
Microsoft will eventually widely release a Standalone Installer that

works with all 36 supported languages (it wasn’t available at press
time) that takes a few gigabytes of space. 

If you don’t have a broadband connection, you can download this to
a CD/DVD or thumb drive elsewhere and then bring it to your computer
later. It requires 2.5 to 5.5GB of free hard drive space on your computer
to work properly (but you’ll get much of that back) and includes every
patch and hotfix Microsoft has ever made available through Windows
Update, making it ideal if you’ve had a Vista installation CD lying around
for a while but never actually installed it.

The Windows Update version of SP1 is significantly smaller (about
60MB), because it doesn’t include any of the previously released hotfix-
es and patches and is tuned to your specific installation language. As
such, you’ll need to download and install the close to 50 updates from
Windows Update that have been available for more than year; then you
need to download three more updates that relate to preparing for SP1.
After you complete these steps, Windows Update will make SP1 avail-
able for downloading. This version needs about 1.2GB of free disk
space, but you’ll reclaim some of that after the install.

Microsoft isn’t making the Windows Update version of SP1 available
to download for computers that have specific drivers installed for a few
specific pieces of hardware, all of which are listed at support.microsoft

.com/kb/948343. Usually, getting the latest versions of these drivers
solves the problem. Windows Update will also hold back SP1 for any of
the following reasons: There’s already a prereleased version of SP1 in-
stalled (so uninstall it via the Control Panel first); you’ve modified your
Vista installation disc with vLite (www.vlite.net); or your language isn’t
supported yet.

Before you actually install SP1, there are some things you can do to
make the process go more smoothly. First, back up your personal data
to another disk or partition and consider defragging your system disk. If
you can, backing up your system drive is a good idea, too, because
there are rare reports of SP1 causing serious problems for some peo-
ple. If you’re updating a notebook, make sure its AC adapter is plugged
in. If you’re updating a desktop PC with a UPS (uninterruptable power
supply) that also has a serial port connection, temporarily unplug the
serial cable (SP1’s hardware detection schemes poll the serial port, and
UPSes are known to confuse it) and plug it back up when the update is
finished. Disabling any antivirus or antispyware software will speed the
update along significantly, too.

How long does the upgrade take? If you don’t factor download time,
then plan on between one and two hours, with about three reboots. If
you have a boot menu that has another operating system as its default,
you’ll need to stick around to select Vista for each reboot. Otherwise,
you can walk away while it performs the update. Notebooks and older
desktops seem to take longer than newer desktop PCs. ▲

Pulling The Trigger: 
What You Need To Know Before Installing SP1
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update the shell. 24 are related to stor-
age. 10 update various system tools.
Three update Windows Media and the
Windows Media Player. Four update
Windows portable devices and syn-
chronization. There’s one update each
for error reporting, the Management
Console, Ultimate Extras, Unix Migra-
tion, and USB storage.

Is SP1 Worth It?
We know it’s a weighted question,

but based on the sheer number of fixes
and speed improvements, and aware of
the need to install SP1 in order to stay
current with what are usually vitally
important security patches from Win-
dows Update, we say, “Yes, it really is.”
Though there’s always a chance any

Service Pack might introduce oddities to
the operating system, if you’re already
using Vista daily, then you’re probably
already used to working with oddities.
SP1 should take care of the ones you’ve
been dealing with and speed things up,
as well. ▲

by Warren Ernst 

s p o t l i g h t

One of the glaring problems early adopters of Windows Vista
had to deal with was a dearth of hardware drivers and an
almost total lack of support for certain new and emerging
technologies. (802.11 draft-n, anyone?) The reasons for
these problems are somewhat complex, but it is fair to say
that Microsoft is taking strides to solve the driver problem. 

Vista came with an entirely new driver model compared 
to previous versions of Windows, and this required hard-
ware vendors to write new drivers, sometimes almost en-
tirely from scratch. Many of these drivers were somewhat
rushed into production at the last minute, mostly because
many vendors thought Vista’s final shipping date would be
pushed further out, as it had several times before. In many
cases, however, Windows Update automatically downloads
and installs updated drivers as vendors release them and
Microsoft makes them available.

Despite stories Vista users have regarding unrecognized
devices, statistics show that Microsoft made a good attempt at
recognizing hardware with drivers right on the installation disc:
Windows 2000 only recognized 350 devices, while XP had near-
ly 10,000 drivers, and Vista had about 20,000 on-disc drivers.
Windows Update added 2,000 extra drivers at WinXP’s launch,
while it added 13,000 more at Vista’s. Clearly, a solid attempt
was made, but to many users, it simply wasn’t enough. This
time around, Microsoft had early copies of SP1 to as many
hardware vendors as possible, so by SP1’s release, a lot more
drivers have entered the pipeline. Some statistics show more
than 2 million devices now supported under Vista, though we
couldn’t find an actual list to double-check this.

Still, Microsoft itself added support for some new hard-
ware with SP1, both as drivers for specific devices (though
Microsoft specifically warns “updated drivers are delivered
primarily via Windows Update and directly from hardware
vendors, not as part of a service pack”) and as new frame-
works and APIs for new classes of hardware. Here’s a run-
down of the more interesting stuff, with some direct quotes
from Microsoft white papers:

• Full support for the latest IEEE draft of 802.11n wire-
less networking.

• Adds support for Direct3D 10.1, an update to Direct3D 
10 that extends the API to support new hardware fea-
tures, enabling 3D application and game developers to 
make more complete and efficient use of the upcoming 
generations of graphics hardware.

• Support for exFAT, a new file system supporting larger 
overall capacity and larger files, which will be used in 
flash memory storage and consumer devices.

• Support for SD ADMA (Advanced DMA) on compliant 
SD standard host controllers. This new transfer mech-
anism, which is expected to be supported in SD con-
trollers soon, will improve transfer performance and
decrease CPU utilization.

• Enhances support for high-density drives by adding new
icons and labels that will identify HD DVD and Blu-ray 
drives as high-density drives.

• Adds support to enable new types of Windows Media Cen-
ter Extenders, such as digital televisions and networked
DVD players, to connect to Windows Media Center PCs.

• Adds support for SSTP (Secure Sockets Tunnel Protocol), 
a remote access VPN tunneling protocol that will be part 
of Microsoft's RRAS (Routing and Remote Access Service)
platform. SSTP helps provide full-network VPN remote ac-
cess connections over SSL, removing some of the VPN con-
nectivity challenges that other VPN tunnels face traversing
NAT, Web proxies, and firewalls.

• Support for new UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware In-
terface) industry-standard PC firmware for 64-bit sys-
tems with functional parity with legacy BIOS firmware,
which allows Windows Vista SP1 to install to GPT 
format disks, boot, and resume from hibernate using 
UEFI firmware.

• Support for x64 EFI network boot, and adds support for 
creating a single DVD media that boots on PCs with either
BIOS or EFI. ▲

New Hardware Drivers, New Technologies & Vista SP1
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ista. Years in the making
and preceded by endless

assurances that it would blow
Windows XP out of the water in

every conceivable category. The fin-
ished product was pretty, yes, but we

already have Mac OS X for that. What
about the stuff under the skin? The apps,
utilities, and meaningful interface improve-
ments that Microsoft has had plenty of
time to fine-tune and bulk up with fea-
tures? Do we still need to rely on third-
party apps to handle basic chores, such as
backup, defragging, managing multimedia,
and uninstalling unwanted programs? The
answer in most cases is “Yes.”

If you’re frustrated with the rudimenta-
ry tools that ship with Vista, you’ve come
to the right place. We tested replacements
for all of Vista’s major features and found
a variety of freeware and commercial soft-
ware that simply outshines Vista’s offer-
ings. What follows are our suggestions for
the best alternatives for a given Windows
app, along with tips on how to get the
most out of these replacements. 

Although there are some suites that do
a decent job of improving on several apps
at once, we focused on standalone apps
because they tend to be stronger in their

specialty. It’s also easier to switch out
from a single standalone program if you
find a superior alternative in the future.

Calculator
It’s possible the massive delays associat-

ed with Vista were due to the program-
ming team checking all of their work
using Microsoft’s Calculator. Sure, you
can switch it to a heartier scientific mode,
but you’re still stuck with a shoddy inter-
face, single-line entry, a paucity of func-
tions, and zero customizability.

Thankfully, we can turn to Flow
Simulations’ Calc 98 (free; www.calcula

tor.org). It doesn’t appear to be function-
ally different from Vista’s calculator at

first glance, but it can handle stats, finan-
cial functions, matrix calculations, unit
conversions, and other computations.
Upon the initial startup, click Opt and
use the Mode tab to choose among them.

If you can stand to look at the default
skin long enough to click the Opt button,
you can use the Display and View options
to customize the colors and keypad layout,
making it much easier on the eyes, especial-
ly if Aero is enabled. To make operations a
little more intuitive by adding a menu bar,
click Command Bar in the View tab. 

To convert figures, click the Unit but-
ton and use the drop-down menu to select
from a variety of properties, input units,
and output units. In the Units Convert
menu, click Edit to enter factors and off-
sets for any of these standard units if the
values supplied don’t match up with 
the standards you use. For example, by
default, the calculator uses rounded values
for data storage conversions (1,000 for
kilobit), but you can change the factor to
1,024 for kilobit conversions if you prefer.
Select Data Storage in the Property menu
and then select Kilobit in the Convert
From menu. Click Edit in the Convert
From menu, change the factor from 1,000
to 1,024, and click OK. You could also

Flow Simulations Calc 98
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click Add to create a completely separate
entry using the different factor if you
don’t want to modify the original. 

The freeware version should suffice for
most users, but an $11.85 commercial
version, which has more features, more
modes, and an updated conversions data-
base, is also available.

Notepad
We’ll admit that anyone who dispar-

ages Notepad should immediately surren-
der their power user membership card.
It’s always been one of Windows’ finest
tools—a paragon of simplicity that does-
n’t bog down text, code, or anything else
with aggravating formatting. 

Notepad will always have a reserved
spot on our hard drives, but for raw power
and convenience, PSPad (free; www.pspad

.com) is killer. You can strip it down to the
bare essentials for basic text editing or use
its automatic highlighting features to ease
coding in nearly any programming or
markup language. It supports tabs (a fea-
ture every editing program should have by
default) and comes with a variety of tools,
such as a color selector and text-to-HTML
conversion that makes it ideal for hand-
coding Web pages. Despite all the features,
PSPad uses few system resources and is as
stable as a mountain.

A spell checker is built-in, but no dictio-
nary is included with the initial download.
First, click Settings and then Spell Settings.
Click the Download Dictionary From
Internet button to grab a free plug-in dic-
tionary for your native tongue. If you per-
form a Save As and are dismayed to see that
the program will only save to TXT format,

be aware that clicking the icon with the red
C++ text on it opens a tool that lets you
change the syntax of the entire document
with one click. (You can see the file exten-
sion change in the document’s tab.)

For highlighting, click the Settings
pull-down menu and then click High-
lighters Settings to adjust colors, associat-
ed compilers, and other settings for each
programming language in which you
code. If you don’t see the language you
want listed, click one of the Not Assigned
categories, click the Specification tab, and
then click one of the User Highlighters
entries. If what you need isn’t on that list,
then you’re so uber that you don’t need a
tool like PSPad. 

Finally, many of PSPad’s advanced
features are easiest to access using the
program’s staggering array of keyboard
shortcuts. To view or edit any of these,
click Settings, Program Settings, and Key
Map to work your way through the
entries that appear.

WordPad
Even in Vista, WordPad remains a

joke. It still has too few features to be
used for serious text editing and isn’t use-
ful as an alternative to a full-fledged word
processor or the barebones Notepad.

Carolina Road Software’s Jarte (free;
www.jarte.com) actually accomplishes
what WordPad can’t: It strips away most
of the unnecessary bloat that bogs down a
word processor but offers enough writer-
friendly features to be much more useful
than Notepad.

The first order of business once you
download and install Jarte is changing the

confusing icon-based interface to some-
thing more useful. Hover the mouse over
the icon at the top that looks like blocks
with a green arrow underneath and click
Minimal Layout when the menu appears.
Then use the View menu to add the
interface elements you want. (Show Tabs
is recommended, as tabbed operation is
one of this program’s strengths.) Click
File, expand File Options, expand Auto
Save, and choose one of the automated
save settings. Jarte saves backups of your
work by default.

One of the other nice things about
Jarte is that you can install the portable
version on a USB thumb drive and carry
the program alongside your documents
wherever you go. 

Compressed Folders
Send To > Compressed Folder doesn’t

cut it anymore. If you want total control
over any compressed file that winds up on
your hard drive, Rarlab’s WinRAR ($29;
www.rarlab.com) remains the tool of
choice. It will compress to and extract
from nearly any standard and comes with
a repair tool that can sometimes salvage
data from damaged archives. Just don’t
expect miracles.

Be sure to associate it with your anti-
virus software using the Scan Archives For
Viruses option in the Tools menu, and
keep in mind that you can enable 128-bit
AES encryption on your archives if you
want to render them useless to snoops.
The program can clutter right-click con-
text menus with a bunch of options, so
click Options, click Settings, select the
Integration tab, and click the Context

PSPad
Carolina Road Software Jarte

Rarlab WinRAR
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Menu Items button to weed out rarely
used entries.

If you feel that WinRAR looks dated, be
sure to check out the Themes section of
the Web site for icon packs that can spruce
it up. Also, the $29 registration fee covers
you for life: You’re always entitled to free
upgrades once you’ve joined the club.

Disc Burning
Vista’s integrated disc-burning utilities

offer few options and are actually more
difficult to use than are most third-party
options. The downside is that many
third-party options go for the super suite
approach, packing tons of features that
standalone apps often handle more effec-
tively, especially where video conversion
and ISO creation are concerned. Our 
pick for a fairly lightweight burning app 
that doesn’t go overboard on features 
is Ashampoo Burning Studio 7 ($39.99;

www.ashampoo.com), which supports
Blu-ray burning and has an interface that
helps novices execute basic tasks easily but
still gives some control to expert users.

There aren’t many advanced options to
discuss, because wizards do most of your
work. But if you click Expert Functions
and then click Create A Disc Using Ad-
vanced Settings, you can select an option
(which is new to this edition) to create a
bootable CD, DVD, or BD. You can

also change the ISO mode if fine-tun-
ing is necessary (it usually isn’t) and

enable Joliet and/or UDF.

Paint
Previous versions of Paint

were so crude that output
from the software was most

likely to be seen as the basis of a bad joke
posted on a Web forum. If you want the
ultimate replacement for Paint, you could
buy a copy of something like Photoshop
CS3 and end this discussion. But let’s be
fair: Paint is meant to be a simple tool
with a small footprint, like the Notepad of
image editors. If you want to replace it
with something in the same league, con-
sider Paint.NET (free; www.getpaint.net).
It launches quickly, supports layers along
with many useful editing tools, and uses
tabs to let you quickly switch among mul-
tiple pictures. We also love the default
option that automatically resizes the image
you’re working on to fit completely in the
editing window (without actually resizing
the original source image).

The first order of business is opening
the View menu and turning on Rulers,
essential for accurate editing. The layer
tools work much like those in Photoshop

and other premium editing tools. Click
the plus (+) sign icon in the Layers box
and you can add content to the new layer
independently of the background layer.
Click Adjustments and then click Levels
to get to know the histogram tool. If done
properly, manipulating the slider arrows
at the top and bottom of the Input bar
can make an image pop without destroy-
ing detail. And doing it manually is pre-
ferred because the Auto-Levels tool is one
of this program’s few weaknesses.

Windows Picture & Fax Viewer
There are so many good alternatives

to Picture Viewer that it’s a wonder
Microsoft still bothers to include it. 
Our favorite is XnView (free; www.xn

view.com), mainly because it supports 

hundreds of file formats. It’s light-
weight but packs a ton of additional fea-
tures. These range from must-haves,
such as lossless JPEG transformations,
to nice touches, such as displaying
images in the orientation in which they
were shot (provided your camera has an
orientation sensor).

Good as it is, you must change some
of the default settings to make the soft-
ware really shine. If the icons don’t make
sense (and they didn’t for us), click
Tools, Options, and Toolbar. Click the
Buttons tab and check Show Button
Text. You can also click Skin to select a
different set of icons.

Back in the Options menu, click
Read/Write and use the entries in the Read
and Write tabs to adjust default settings for
viewing and saving a variety of oft-used
image formats. You can also choose File
List to cut down on the types of files that

are included in the browser window. And 
if you don’t mind a speed hit, click
Thumbnails and check Use High Quality
to see prettier thumbnail previews.

Backup & Restore Center
Vista’s vanilla backup utility isn’t even

worth discussing. Skip it and head straight
for a client with far more features, such as
Acronis True Image Echo Workstation
($79.99; www.acronis.com). Then, sup-
plement that with a great online backup
service such as I-Drive (www.idrive.com)
to make your system disaster-proof.

Why Echo Workstation instead of
Home 11? Enthusiasts tend to amass a
large collection of PCs and hard drives,
packed with massive numbers of impor-
tant files. Echo Workstation can be used

Ashampoo Burning Studio 7 XnView
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to provide complete backup protection
for a number of networked machines and
includes a bare-metal restore feature for
recovering from hard drive failures. One
of the key benefits with this software is
that you can install agent software on
most computers and then use a manage-
ment console on your main PC to control
all backup tasks from a central location.

For all its power, the basics of Echo
Workstation are easy to use, but there are
a ton of options to configure by clicking
Tools and then clicking Options. Many of
the important ones are in the Default
Backup Options menu, including Pre/
Post Commands, which lets you automat-
ically execute scripts or programs before
and/or after the backup operation.
Compression Level lets you remove com-
pression if you are worried about data cor-
ruption destroying an entire archive.
Conversely, you can apply more aggressive
compression to save space. Because the
software is designed to back up every-
thing, you can rein it in by clicking Source
Files Exclusion and using the checkboxes
and Add button to exclude anything from
particular folders to entire file types.

I-Drive is our pick for online backup,
because free Basic accounts come with
2GB of space (by referring five others, you
can add another 2GB per referral) and the
$49.50 per year Pro service allows for lim-
itless capacity, provided you don’t violate
the site’s TOS agreement. The desktop
client is easy to configure and allows for
scheduling; continuous backup (performed
every 10 minutes) is supported; and you
can even use the service as a mapped drive
or access it from the Web to share your

files with others online. What we like most
about I-Drive, however, is that as long as
your account is in good standing, you can
archive data to I-Drive and then delete it
from your local machine to free up space.
(And if you let your subscription lapse,
you’ll receive a renewal warning before I-
Drive blasts your data to oblivion.) Most
online services delete files from their
servers within 30 days if they are deleted
from the local machine. 

Disk Cleanup
Vista’s hard drive cleaner is extremely

basic, often slow, and not very config-
urable. We prefer Piriform CCleaner (free;
www.ccleaner.com), which analyzes the
drive quickly and generates a simple, read-
able report of what it’s about to delete.
The engine does a good job of choosing
only junk files, which means there’s not a
lot of configuration to worry about. You
can enable secure file deletion, though.
Click Options and Settings, select the
Secure File Deletion radio button, and use
the drop-down menu to select an over-
write setting that will allay your paranoia
without testing your patience.

Disk Defragmenter
Hard drives represent one of the biggest

performance bottlenecks, especially if they
are allowed to become significantly frag-
mented. The defrag tool included in Vista
actually does a good job; in fact, many
third-party defrag utilities rely on its 
core functionality. But JkDefrag (free;
www.kessels.com/JkDefrag) is a much
more versatile option.

It sure doesn’t look awe-inspiring when
you load it. There are no configuration
options, pull-down menus, or user inputs

available. It simply goes to work, auto-
matically analyzing, defragmenting, and
performing a basic optimization routine.
The true value of this software becomes
apparent when you use it in command
line mode, where you can add certain
options to the executable to make the
program optimize data in a variety of
ways. Want to compact the drive, leaving
a large, contiguous block of free space at
the end to accept new files? Add “–a 5” to
the command line and it’s done. There
are 11 of these optimization-related op-
tions to add or combine, plus a variety of
other command-line options that do
things such as leave room for temp files or
mask files so they aren’t touched.

The command line options make
defragmenting extremely slow but work
brilliantly when coupled with something
like Task Scheduler. You can schedule sim-
ple defrag options on a daily or weekly
basis and then schedule monthly or bi-
monthly operations that are much more
complex to run when the computer is idle.
True, you can do the same thing with the
Vista defragger’s command line executable,
but it doesn’t graphically show you what’s
going on or provide as many options.

Uninstaller
Vista’s uninstaller is actually pretty

good. But as the apps pile up, it can take
forever to compile the uninstall list, even
on a fast machine. There are loads of alter-
natives, but we found the one we liked
most in an unlikely app: CCleaner, previ-
ously picked for its excellent drive cleaning
capabilities. Run the program, open the
Tools menu, click the Uninstall button,
and BANG! Our entire list of nearly 400
applications appeared in seconds, where

Acronis True Image Echo Workstation
Piriform CCleaner

JkDefrag
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doing the same thing on the same test
machine via Control Panel took minutes.
The startup program manager is just as
fast, and the cleaning tools are just gravy.

Windows Firewall
Windows Firewall doesn’t have many

features, but too many of the other prod-
ucts we tested reached too far, incorporat-
ing features better left to other standalone
apps. If you want a two-way firewall that
is content to simply do its job, Comodo’s
Firewall Pro (free; www.personalfirewall

.comodo.com) is excellent.
To make adjustments, click Miscel-

laneous and make sure Automatically Start
The Application With Windows is
checked under the General tab. Choose the
Logging tab, select the Move It To radio
button, and choose a folder where you

want the log files to go so that Firewall Pro
doesn’t delete them automatically when
they exceed 2MB in size. If you want the
maximum security, be sure to click the
Firewall icon at the top of the window,
click Advanced, click Attack Detection
Settings, and select the Miscellaneous tab.
Check the Do Protocol Analysis box and
see if your Internet connection slows sig-
nificantly; leave it enabled if it doesn’t. Do
Packet Checksum Verification can slow
both the PC and the connection, while
Monitor Other NDIS Protocols Than
TCP/IP can impact system performance.
Test all of them to see if their effects are
worth the performance hit, as all of these
options enhance security.

Windows Defender
Microsoft’s move to integrate antispy-

ware with its OS is past due, and Windows
Defender is an admirable effort. The soft-
ware is easy to configure, doesn’t use a lot
of system resources, has a good scanning
engine, and is completely unobtrusive. It
doesn’t detect Trojans, which are such a
pervasive threat that you absolutely need
something that will hunt them down.

Think of Defender as your secondary
line of defense, while you use JavaCool
Spyware Blaster (free; www.javacoolsoft

ware.com) and Webroot Spy Sweeper
($29.95 per year; www.webroot.com) as
your heavy hitters.

Spy Sweeper’s default settings work
well, but you should fine-tune them by
clicking Options and selecting the Sweep
tab. Click Custom Sweep, Change Set-
tings, and Advanced Options. Check the
Sweep For Rootkits box to enable that
feature and then move the Sweep Speed

slider if you want to reduce the speed so
that fewer resources are used during scans.

Spyware Blaster belongs on every PC
because it’s completely passive, sealing vul-
nerabilities and then shutting down so it
doesn’t consume any resources.

GUI
Aero did a lot to refresh the look of

Windows, but there still aren’t a lot of
themes to choose from that help personal-
ize your copy of Vista. The easiest way to
get total control over this (and access to the
largest collection of stunning themes, icon
packs, and other visual extras) is to buy a
subscription to StarDock’s Object Desktop
($49.95 per year; www.stardock.com).
Using the Suites option, you can change
everything about Vista’s look with a single
click. It’s just as easy to revert back if you
aren’t pleased with the changes.

This software is so easy to use that the
only tips we have are to install everything
using the StarDock Central utility, which
automates everything, and to visit www.win

customize.com once you’ve installed the
app. The site is packed with downloads
(skins, icons, and other elements) that you
can plug into Object Desktop.

Freedom Is (Often) Free
While testing apps for this article, it

was striking how often freeware and open-
source software edged out their commer-
cial counterparts. The commercial stuff
tended to be better if you planned to spe-
cialize in any area (image editors were a
good example), but for improving on
Vista’s basic functionality, appealing to
the flexibility power users crave, and
maintaining a small footprint, the free
stuff was often perfect. Backup software is
an obvious exception: This is so important
that if you’re going to spend money, this
is where it should go. Even the world’s
most powerful Vista machine isn’t much
use without data.

It’s nice to know Vista’s core abilities
can be dramatically improved in nearly
every other area for little more than the
cost of your Internet connection. ▲

by Tracy Baker

Comodo Firewall Pro

JavaCool Spyware Blaster

Webroot Spy Sweeper

StarDock Object Desktop
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erver operating systems are
especially alluring to power
users—even the ones with-
out dedicated servers. Mi-

crosoft’s Windows Server
2003, for example, gives you an

environment that looks a lot like Win-
dows XP, yet it comes with the tools you’d 
need to run a business’ network (or a well-
managed home network). Use a Windows
Server machine to consolidate important
files, host your own email, enable remote
access when you’re on the road, or stream
media to friends and family. As an added
bonus, Server 2003 is designed for around-
the-clock uptime. It’s simply more reliable
than Microsoft’s desktop alternatives.

Now, we know enough Linux guys to
realize that Microsoft’s server software 
doesn’t win many popularity contests. Lin-
ux is cheaper. It enjoys the collaborative ef-
forts inherent to open-source projects. And
the OS is generally considered more secure
than Microsoft’s past efforts. But the com-
pany’s latest release, Windows Server 2008,

introduces enough new functionality to
warrant a double-take. 

Server Core: 
Appealing To The Other Side

Windows’ easy-to-use interface has
helped make it a popular choice for home
use. At the server level, however, all of the
flowery extras represent lines of code that
malicious users can try to exploit to gain
unauthorized access to your resources.
Plus, more people running an OS puts
more “targets” on the radar. 

One of Server 2008’s most attractive
features is Server Core, a barebones instal-
lation of the OS with no GUI, Media
Player, Internet Explorer, or even Win-
dows Explorer. You configure and manage
the software through command line inter-
face or by connecting to the server remote-
ly using Microsoft’s Management Console.
From the perspective of security, Server
Core is a big step forward—at least for
Microsoft. By cutting down on the operat-
ing system’s “surface area,” hackers have
fewer paths in. As one Linux admin recent-
ly put it, “It’s about time, Microsoft. I’ve
had this for years.”

A Server Core installation only eats
about 1GB of space, and you can config-
ure it to perform any Windows Server
role. It’ll run as a domain controller, file

server, TS (Terminal Services)

Gateway server, an IIS (Internet Informa-
tion Services) 7 Web server, or any of nine
other available roles. Of course, most
power users will probably pass on the
super-slim Server Core installation. But if
you have a headless box tucked away in a
closet and want it to function as a dedicat-
ed DNS server, for example, Server Core
is definitely the way to go.

Up & Running
Regardless of whether you go with

Server Core or a standard Server 2008
installation, it’s easier than ever to get the
OS deployed. Whereas the Server 2003
setup started with a text-based routine,
Server 2008 is completely GUI-driven.
Gone are the days of pressing F6 to install
storage drivers from a floppy diskette. If
you need software for a new SAS card,
insert a CD or USB thumb drive and
browse right to the drivers. 

Here’s the best part: In the past, you
were forced to sit through nearly an

The Server Manager is your home base, 
the management window from which you
can access all of the operating system’s
important functions. 
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hour’s worth of setup screens, entering a
name here and a CD key there. The
install kept you tied to the keyboard with
prompts for input every few minutes.
Windows Server 2008 changes all of that.
You set up your disk partition, start the
installer, and walk away for a sandwich.
When you return 30 minutes later, Server
2008 is loaded and ready to go. 

The key to streamlining installation is
cutting back on default features. Instead,
Server 2008 presents you with an Initial
Configuration Tasks checklist the first
time you boot, where you can pick and
choose the extras to add. Enter in network
settings, activate the software, download
patches, and select the role(s) you want
your Windows Server machine to handle.

Meet Hyper-V
One of the most highly anticipated

roles of Server 2008 is Hyper-V, the name
given to Microsoft’s virtualization technol-
ogy. Currently available in beta form,
Microsoft says it’ll release production code
within 180 days of Server 2008’s launch. 

Why the hoopla over virtualization?
Let’s say you have one system that you
use exclusively for gaming. Another is for
work—be it Web development, content
creation, or simply taking care of the
finances each month. A third machine sits
somewhere else, streaming audio and
video files around the house. In a virtual-
ized environment, you could consolidate
all three systems down to one hardware
platform and better utilize your comput-
ing resources (eating up less power in the

process). In a server room, virtualization
promises to further multiply those gains. 

Microsoft’s implementation is especially
significant because it centers on a hypervi-
sor, a thin software layer that runs right on
top of the hardware and doesn’t require a
base OS. Other hypervisor-based solutions
include VMware’s ESX and Citrix’s Xen—
both pricey enterprise solutions. Free virtu-
alization packages exist, namely VMware
Server and Microsoft’s own Virtual Server,
but those are hosted apps that run on a
base operating system. The downside of
hosted virtualization is that it involves an
extra layer of software (the base OS), hurt-
ing overall efficiency.

Not only is Hyper-V one of the highest-
performing options, it’s also the most
broadly compatible. If there’s a Win-
dows Server 2008 driver for your hard-
ware, Hyper-V can virtualize it. Just bear
in mind that Microsoft is only support-
ing Hyper-V on the 64-bit versions of
Windows Server. Naturally, you’ll also
need a CPU from either AMD or Intel
with 64-bit extensions and hardware virtu-
alization support. A copy of Server 2008
Standard gets you license for one virtual
machine. The Enterprise edition comes
with four licenses. Server 2008 Datacenter
has no limit. 

Terminal Services: 
Access From Anywhere

Security-hardened power users might
be reluctant to open up their systems to
remote access, but the Terminal Services
functionality built into Server 2008 adds

a handful of very useful connectivity fea-
tures enabled through channels that are
more secure than ever. In fact, Terminal
Services is one of the main reasons to
upgrade to Server 2008. If you had any
experience with Small Business Server
2003, you already know the convenience
of connecting to a home network when
you’re on the road. 

The flexibility of Terminal Services is
also included in Server 2008, and a new
Remote Desktop Connection 6.0 soft-
ware package further enhances Terminal
Services. The app lifts a number of limita-
tions imposed by the previous version.
You now get support for widescreen dis-
plays, spanning across multiple monitors,
and display data prioritization for snap-
pier response times. If you’re running
Windows Vista on the client system,
installing Microsoft’s Desktop Experience
will reproduce the remote system’s desk-
top locally, right down to the Aero UI. 

Under SBS 2003, configuring Termi-
nal Services often involved opening port
3389 on your router to allow RDP
(Remote Desktop Protocol) traffic. TS
Gateway, a new role service within
Terminal Services, instead sends RDP
traffic to port 443 over an SSL tunnel.
There’s no need to install a separate (not
to mention pricey) SSL or IPsec VPN
router; TS Gateway gives you similar
functionality from within Windows. 

Combine the chiseled looks of Remote
Desktop Connection 6.0 with the accessi-
bility of TS Gateway, and you have the
foundation for Terminal Services’ secret

s p o t l i g h t

Having saved you from sporadic input
prompts throughout setup, Server 2008
presents a list of Initial Configuration 
Tasks the first time it boots.

The TS (Terminal Services) Gateway 
configuration lets you choose who is allowed
to connect to network resources remotely,
bolstering the security of your machine. 

Let’s say you want to add virtualization
support to your server. Simply access the
Roles page in Server 2008 and add the
Hyper-V feature. 
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weapon in Server 2008: RemoteApp. The
feature lets you remotely access programs
installed on your server as if they were
local. According to Microsoft’s Enterprise
Platforms Performance Team, any appli-
cation able to run in a Terminal Services
session should work as a RemoteApp. 

Let’s say you take your laptop to a
trade show. Losing the machine would be
a royal drag. But losing the machine with
all of your documents and emails would
be even worse. Instead, you can phone
home to a Server 2008 machine, run
Outlook or Word as a RemoteApp, and
use those programs as if you were at
home in front of a workstation. It’s also
easier to install the programs you know
you’ll need on the Server 2008 machine
rather than worry about packing a note-
book full of extra software.

The Security Side Of Server 2008
So, you have these cool new ways to

connect to Server 2008 and use its net-
work as if you were there locally. What’s
to stop someone else from enjoying the
same access to all of the goodies on your
client systems through your Server 2008
machine? First, you have the TS Gate-
way’s SSL tunnel. Using the TS Gateway
Manager snap-in console, it’s also possible
to specify the individual users allowed to
hook up remotely. Not on the whitelist?
Not getting in. The most significant piece
of the puzzle, though, is NAP (Network
Access Protection) technology. 

Brand-new in Server 2008, NAP is a
tool that checks connecting clients for fire-
wall software, current antivirus definitions,
and the latest Windows Updates. When
you’re logging in remotely from an unfa-
miliar network, those extra little safeguards
are part of what helps prevent a security
breach from within. Think of NAP as a
policeman standing at the gate of your net-
work, checking everyone’s credentials
before they’re allowed further. Clients that
pass muster can join up. Those that don’t
are either rejected outright or escorted onto
a restricted network, where a remediation
server can fill in the missing updates. 

In addition to new security measures
like NAP, Server 2008 uses features you’ve
already seen to round out its protection

suite. Windows Firewall, which was inte-
grated into Server 2003 but disabled by
default, is now front and center, enabled
out of the box. Say what you will about
Microsoft’s track record with security, but
the built-in firewall filters all IPv4 and
IPv6 traffic coming and going from the
system. If incoming traffic isn’t a response
to an outgoing request, it’s blocked. And
data traveling in both directions is en-
veloped in IPsec to guarantee its integrity.
Of course, if you’re still not comfortable
with the OS’ software measures and want
to add a second layer of protection, it can’t
hurt to use a hardware supplement. 

It Has Your Back
Sometimes it’s just not enough to have

one server with all of your important
stuff, which is why many businesses seek
redundancy. Server 2008 has provisions
to make failover clustering a wizard-based
breeze. Most power users will pass on the
functionality, regardless of how easy it is
to configure. But if you run a business or
work in an office where downtime simply
isn’t an option, the convenience of getting
system-level failover from a few mouse
clicks is something to consider.

Worried that you aren’t already versed
in the ways of enterprise IT and might
not be able to piece together the nec-
essary infrastructure? Server 2008 in-
cludes a Cluster Validation Tool that’ll
test your system, storage, and network to
determine if it’s cluster material. If you’d

prefer to bone up on the technology be-
fore diving in, Microsoft’s Server 2008:
High Availability feature site (www.mi

crosoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us

/high-availability.aspx) is loaded with ed-
ucational white papers. 

More valuable, perhaps, is the revamped
Windows Server Backup feature. Server
2003 came with Windows Backup, but
beefier third-party apps able to save Ex-
change Server data stores and SQL Server
databases achieved better traction. This
time around, Server Backup looks to be
stronger. Tape support is out, but there’s
no love lost for those using DVD media,
direct-attached disks, and networked 
drives—all of which are recognized. Win-
dows Server Backup uses VSS (Volume
Shadow Copy Services) and block-level
transfers to create a full backup, then in-
cremental save points. Windows Server
Backup lets you protect programs such as
Exchange Server, while giving you the op-
tion to restore files, folders, or entire drives. 

We’ve Only Just Begun
This year will see several other Server

2008-based introductions. 32- and 64-bit
versions of Windows Server 2008 Stand-
ard, Enterprise, and Datacenter are already
available. Expect to see the follow-up to
Small Business Server halfway through 
the year. That one will come with Serv-
er 2008, Exchange Server 2007, Share-
Point Services 3.0, SQL Server 2008,
ForeFront Security for Exchange, and
Windows Live OneCare for Server. After
that, Microsoft plans to ship a bigger 
bundle for medium-sized organizations
called Essential Business Server. We’ll also
see an HPC Server 2008, Windows Stor-
age Server 2008, and a Server 2008 for
Itanium-based platforms. 

If you liked how SBS 2003 simplified
the Server 2003 experience, then you’ll
appreciate how Microsoft has streamlined
many of the processes in Server 2008.
You can go ultra-minimalist with a Server
Core installation or put the pedal to the
metal by installing a laundry list of new
features. Even Redmond’s critics will
want to kick this OS’ tires. ▲

by Chris Angelini

s p o t l i g h t

Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer helped launch
Windows Server 2008 in Los Angeles, Calif.,
in late February.
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The Bleeding Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

E ven though the Netscape Web
browser is officially dead, the

Browser Wars continue with new ver-
sions of old combatants entering the
fray in public beta form. Perhaps the
beta furthest along is Firefox 3 Beta 4.

If the biggest drawback to Firefox 3
Beta 4 is that many well-loved extensions
don’t yet work with it, then FF3B4 is in
very good shape indeed, because that’s
pretty much the only significant problem

we found. Memory usage is dra-
matically reduced, with various
benchmarks showing it using one-

half to one-third the RAM as FF2, espe-
cially when the browser has many tabs
open for an extended period of time.
This is primarily due to a search-and-
destroy effort on pesky memory leaks, a
new “garbage collection” method, and
new settings that determine when FF
unloads previously viewed material from
RAM. JavaScript is now also dramatically
faster, so AJAX-heavy Web sites such as
Gmail work faster than ever before. 

M icrosoft’s Internet Explorer is
evolving, and its progression shows

that its developers may be listening to the
requests of power users. It’s an earlier
beta than Firefox’s, so some of its some-
what humorous glitches can be forgiven.

IE8 doesn’t look significantly different
from IE7, but there are subtle changes to
be found if you look closely. An Emu-
late IE7 button in the toolbar forces the
rendering engine to switch from its all-
new mode to basically that of IE7, which
should allow better compatibility with
Web sites coded specifically for IE6’s
and IE7’s occasionally bizarre behavior.
Unfortunately, switching back requires 
a browser restart.

The new rendering engine has a fast
JavaScript component, besting IE7 by 
a factor of about two, as well as being
significantly more standards-compliant
then anything Microsoft has put out in

the past. As with FF3B4, Gmail is much
faster, as is anything that makes exten-
sive use of AJAX technologies.

The Address Bar’s text is gray ex-
cept for the top-level domain, which 
is an attempt to make spotting fake
Web sites easier. Activities attempt to
let IE8 intelligently determine what
you’re right-clicking and then offer
you actions that relate to it; for exam-
ple, you can right-click an address in
any Web page. An available Activity is
“Map with LiveMaps,” and choosing
this Activity opens up a “Cartoon
Bubble” which has an interactive map.
A second feature is called WebSlices,
and it acts sort of like an RSS feed for
just a slice of a compatible Web page;
for example, you can Slice an individ-
ual auction on eBay, and when that
auction updates, its entry on your
toolbar turns bold to alert you. 

Since Microsoft will certainly bundle
IE8 with future versions of Windows,

it’ll probably be very popular, so now we
have something to look forward to. ▲

by Warren Ernst

Firefox 3 Beta 4

Internet Explorer 8

There are lots of smaller improve-
ments, too. Widgets come directly from
their OSes now, so FF3B4 running in
Vista looks much better under Aero than
FF2, while FF3B4 for Mac OS looks
more like a native Mac OS application.
The tab bar scrolls more smoothly, mak-
ing the scroll wheel a pleasant tool for
working with dozens of open Web sites.

The Address Bar now has a lot more
smarts, too. Start typing something and
FF3B4 automatically starts matching
items in your list of Bookmarks and
your browsing history, showing two
lines for possible matches that list URL
and page title. It also learns from your
choices, displaying the most popular
entries at the top of the list for easier
retrieval. In short, FF3 seems as though
it will offer most users more of what
they already use Firefox for, so we pre-
dict it will be a rousing success. ▲

by Warren Ernst

Firefox 3 Beta 4
Publisher: The Mozilla Foundation
Developer and URL: The Mozilla
Foundation, www.mozilla.org
Product URL: www.mozilla.com/en-
US/firefox/all-beta.html
ETA: Q2 2008
Why You Should Care: The best alter-
native browser gets better and better.

Internet Explorer 8 Beta 1
Publisher: Microsoft
Developer and URL: Microsoft,
www.microsoft.com
Product URL: www.microsoft.com/windows
/products/winfamily/ie/ie8/default.mspx
ETA: Q4 2008
Why You Should Care: You’ll be download-
ing it eventually anyway.
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Software Updates
Adobe Acrobat 8.1.2 Professional
The update to Adobe’s PDF creator
addresses issues with PDF forms, secu-
rity holes, and usability problems. A
corresponding 8.1.2 update is also
available for the free and ubiquitous
Adobe Reader.

www.adobe.com

Adobe Camera RAW 4.4
The plug-in for Adobe’s PhotoShop
CS3 and PhotoShop Elements converts
and modifies RAW image files from the
proprietary formats many digital cam-
era manufacturers use. This update
accommodates new cameras, including
the Nikon D60, Canon EOS 450D,
and Sony A200/300/350 models.

www.adobe.com

AI RoboForm 6.9.88
Numerous bug fixes to the password
manager include a crash fix for IE, the
import option in Outlook Contacts
under Vista, and attachment of the
toolbar in Firefox. It also no longer
offers to import passwords from IE
upon install.

www.roboform.com

BitComet Build 20080311 Beta
This update for the popular torrent
client includes GUI enhancements such
as new commands in the context menus
and a new software update check in the
Tools menu. Core improvements have
been made to Vista compatibility and
bugs related to Long-Time Seeding.

www.bitcomet.com

Firefox 3 Beta 4
The highly anticipated Firefox 3 con-
tinues to lurch toward a final release
with the latest beta. Mozilla focuses on
the JavaScript engine here, with faster
performance promised for Web-based
applications such as Google Docs/
Gmail and Zoho Office.

www.mozilla.com

Flock 1.1
The new social Web browser now inte-
grates Yahoo! Mail, Gmail, and Picasa
so you can consult all three Web ser-
vices within the browser. The My-
World communications hub has been
enhanced, and performance and stabili-
ty issues have been addressed.

www.flock.com

Nero 8.3.2.1
The newest version of Nero’s media cre-
ation suite has a fix for the StartSmart
launcher not launching itself. Nero-
Vision now lets you adjust settings when
exporting to Nero Digital format.

www.nero.com

Paint.NET 3.30.2993 Beta 2
The free and open-source image editor
revises the look of all plug-ins and
effects that use IndirectUI. Developers
also get a color wheel control to use in
making IndirectUI plug-ins and the
ability to customize some properties of
the effect configuration dialog.

www.getpaint.net

Skype 2.0 for Linux
The new Linux-compatible version of
the popular IP phone service introduces

Some important new releases this month from Mozilla, which updates

the Firefox 3 Beta with snappier performance. Also, Skype gives Linux

users new IP phone capabilities. And the friendly Flock browser gets even

more social with popular Web applications.

free Skype-to-Skype calling to Linux
users. You can make free video calls to
contacts and hold group chats with up
to 150 people. 

www.skype.com

Thunderbird 2.0.0.12
The iterative update of Mozilla’s email
client gets several security patches, espe-
cially a heap buffer overflow exploit. It
also fixes issues with Junk Mail controls
and bugs.

www.mozilla.com

Driver Bay
ATI Catalyst 8.3
For the Radeon family of desktop ac-
celerators, the new drivers now sup-
port CrossFireX (three or four GPUs)
for select cards. DirectX 10.1 compat-
ibility is added, and now games based
on the Unreal engine such as Gears of
War get antialiasing.

www.ati.com

ATI Catalyst Mobility 8.3
The new mobile Catalyst drivers resolve
an issue for a range of laptop graphics
accelerators involving resizing a video
playback window while in Clone Mode
or Extended Desktop Mode.

www.ati.com

Auzentech X-Fi Prelude 6.0.1.1281
These drivers help eliminate audio dis-
tortion when using DDL. This release
extends recent additions to the Dolby
digital Live SW feature, the volume
control panel, and DDL plug-in update.

www.auzentech.com

PlayStation 3 2.17 
The latest firmware update to the PS3
game console adds compatibility with
PS2 games that required a hard drive
(such as Final Fantasy XI). Other
unspecified bug fixes are bundled in
this release, as well.

www.us.playstation.com

by Steve Smith
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suite’s tools focus on things such as hard
drive cleaning (including a duplicate file
finder and file shredder), deleting broken
shortcuts, and other cleanup tasks that
don’t necessarily impact performance.

The tools in this suite are easy to use and
highly configurable, but if you’re looking
for a robust optimization tool, this isn’t it.

Advanced System Optimizer 2.0
The first thing you’ll notice when

launching this software is its extremely sim-
ple interface. Basic tweaking categories are
each broken down into three subcategories,
and in most cases, clicking one of those
subcategories launches a step-by-step wiz-
ard. But there are some cases, such as the
Vista performance tweaks category, that let
you access all of the settings on one page.

Keeping the interface small didn’t
leave enough room to explain settings
changes in the window in which they 
are selected, but the Help files contain
enough information that we never had to
look things up online. Unfortunately, the
performance tweaks in the Vista version
we tested are basic. There’s a button to
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P ower users tend to focus on hardware
for performance gains, but even the

fastest video cards, CPUs, RAM chips, and
hard drives are at the mercy of your operat-
ing system. We’ve all seen those “one-click
fix” programs that promise to automatical-
ly fine-tune system performance, but this
approach rarely works. Some tweaks that
are unnecessary (or even counterproduc-
tive) can’t be turned off if a one-click fix
utility is too aggressive, but wimpier ver-
sions don’t do enough to justify their hard
drive space. Worst of all, many of these
utilities offer little transparency, so you
often don’t even know what they’re fixing.

We tested nearly two dozen system opti-
mization suites to see which ones had useful
tweaks while still offering you complete
control over their adjustments. If you don’t
see your favorite program here, that doesn’t
mean it’s bad—we focused on utilities that
can optimize Windows instead of just ad-
justing appearance and other non-perfor-
mance-related settings, so some excellent
tweaking tools didn’t make the cut.

Most of the software reviewed here
came with Registry defragmentation and
memory optimization tools that aren’t
mentioned because they never noticeably
improved the performance of our test
machine (which was equipped with 2GB
of RAM). Those tools may be worth it for
people limping along with old, under-
powered computers, however.

Ace Utilities
Ace Utilities has an excellent startup

manager that breaks everything down into
programs, services, and scheduled tasks.
There is also a handy Verify button to
check your startup programs against a
database of known malware and spyware.
Beyond that, the software doesn’t offer
much in terms of optimization aside from
a Registry cleaner. All of the rest of the

give either programs or background services
CPU priority, Pre-fetcher and Superfetcher
settings (which shouldn’t be turned off any-
way), and checkboxes for basic NV cache
settings (which also shouldn’t be disabled). 

The suite comes with hard drive, Reg-
istry, and startup program cleaners that are
thorough and easy to use, as well as stuff
you’d never expect from a product like
this, such as encryption and file shredding
abilities, an appointment calendar, and
sticky notes for your Desktop. This suite
may be easy on the eyes and even easier to
use, but power users would likely be hap-
pier with a more advanced tool. 

AusLogics BoostSpeed 4
BoostSpeed 4 claims to focus on speed-

ing up your PC, but its optimization tools
are limited to a basic disk defrag utility, a
Registry defragger, Internet and RAM
optimizers, and a startup manager. The
startup manager isn’t the best we tested
but does provide easy access to detailed
information about each entry.

The software’s Registry cleaner was
among the most comprehensive we tested,
detecting invalid entries that many other
programs overlooked, including firewall
settings that referred to programs no longer

Beyond The Hardware
Increase Performance With These 
System Optimization Utilities

Ace Utilities
$29.95
Acelogix
www.acelogix.com
● ● ●

Advanced System Optimizer 2.0
$39.95
Systweak
www.systweak.com
● ● ●
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Useless as the one-click optimizations
are, this suite comes with one of the best
startup managers we tested. It categorizes
all of the startup programs it finds, making
it easy to filter and sort them, and each en-
try is accompanied by a detailed descrip-
tion. A drive scanning tool is included to
check for problems before the proprietary
JETDefrag drive-defragging tool is applied.
There’s also a Registry cleaner and an ex-
cellent, highly configurable drive cleaner.

If the antivirus, antispyware, and one-
click utilities were stripped out and the
resulting software was released at a re-
duced price, it would be an excellent tool
for power users. We felt it reached a bit
too far, and the profile settings—a terrific
idea in theory—need thorough docu-
mentation and a user-configurable option
to be truly useful.

System Mechanic
The suite’s hard drive defragmenter dif-

fers from many of the others in that it has
a standard mode and a Deep Defragmen-
tation mode. The latter reorganizes the
hard drive as it defrags so that everything
currently installed is located at the begin-
ning of the drive, leaving the end of the
drive clear for new files and slowing fur-
ther fragmentation in the future. It also
lets you flag files for automatic defragmen-
tation when the system is booted and
enables right-click defragmentation of
individual files, which is obviously much
faster than defragging the entire drive.

System Mechanic can also compact the
Registry and has a startup management
utility, but it’s one of the worst we’ve ever
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installed. The disk cleaner is just as robust,
and both apps generate detailed reports.

The main problem with the software is
its high degree of hand-holding. For ex-
ample, the Internet optimizer changes set-
tings based on the type of connection you
choose, but you can only enable or disable
the individual changes—you can’t manu-
ally adjust the values that are used. Worse
still, there’s no Help file where you can
look up what difference the changes make.
Instead, clicking Help takes you to the
AusLogics tech support page, which does-
n’t explain anything.

Those looking for a drive and Registry
cleaner should be sure to test this out. For
complete control over optimization set-
tings, however, look elsewhere.

Fix-It Utilities 8
Fix-It Utilities offers a subset of the

tools available in Avanquest’s System Suite,
leaving out the latter’s firewall, uninstall,
and Zip compression utilities. Even at that,
Fix-It comes with more tools than most
power users will want to leave to a single
package. For example, antivirus and anti-
spyware tools are included, but you can
find superior standalone products.

The tweaking tools include an option
to automatically optimize the system
based on one of several preconfigured
profiles, including Office, Security, Mul-
timedia, and Gamer. Sounds great, but
there is no feedback about the exact set-
tings each profile adjusts, nor is there an
option to create a customized profile by
manually selecting settings.

tested. It simply scans startup locations 
to find malware or useless entries and
doesn’t provide any manual control for
removing startup programs individually.

The suite’s feedback while tweaking is
terrific. Most entries have More Info links
next to them that display an info slug
when clicked, letting you make decisions
without constantly referring to a separate
help file or to the Internet. Unfortunately,
analysis and post-tweak reports are not
available. For example, when using the
drive cleaner, we were never told what files
it planned to delete or did delete after
using the utility. The startup manager
only reported it didn’t find any problems
after a scan instead of providing a list of
everything it found. There simply isn’t
enough user control or feedback to make
this software viable for most power users,
although defrag junkies will appreciate the
options that are available.

Tweak-O-Matic
This software has an interface only an

expert could love—nested, Explorer-style
menus packed with individual tweaks
that are adjusted using a separate pane in
the same window. Most of the tweaks
help eliminate annoyances or improve
perceived performance (such as menu
speed) instead of actual performance, but
there are plenty of cache-, dll-, IRQ-,
and drive-related speed enhancements.

Selecting, enabling, and fine-tuning
tweaks is easy, and although the menu

AusLogics BoostSpeed 4
$29.95
AusLogics Software
www.auslogics.com
● ● ●

Fix-It Utilities 8
$49.95
Avanquest
www.avanquestusa.com
● ● ● ●

System Mechanic
$49.95
Iolo Technologies
www.iolo.com
● ● ●
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free basic edition is useful, however, as it
comes with some CPU, system cache, and
optical drive tweaks that can enhance per-
formance depending on your hardware.
The company also offers a similar Tweak-
XP Pro v4 package for WinXP users,
which costs $44.99 per year.

As an overall tweaking package,
TweakVI is excellent, but specifically for
performance-related tweaks, even the pre-
mium version doesn’t distinguish itself
from the pack. This software definitely
belongs in every power user’s toolkit for
the overall control it offers, but look else-
where for performance gains.

WinOptimizer 5
At first glance, it seems this is extremely

basic software for novice users, and al-
though it can be used that way, there are
lots of options for power users willing to
learn the suite’s convoluted interface. The
software comes with a highly customizable
drive cleaner, a Registry cleaner, excellent
startup program and process managers, and
a defrag utility. A tweaking menu has vari-
ous performance-related adjustments scat-
tered throughout (most are cache-related),
and although most have basic descriptions,
it’s best to look them up on the Web to see
what they really do before applying them.

This is one of the few suites we tested
that has an Internet tuner. Beginners can
apply automatic optimizations based on
the type of connection they use, but there
are also tools for manually adjusting
MTU, RWIN, and other settings. Don’t
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descriptions are brief, they’re often ac-
companied by warnings or recommen-
dations. The software also comes with
an Internet Accelerator component that
is one of the best we tested. It applies a
suggested settings profile based on the
type of connection you select, but the
numerous settings are all displayed im-
mediately and can be adjusted manually
if you aren’t happy with the defaults.
There are packages that provide more
overall tweaks, but for performance-
related adjustments that provide a lot of
transparency and control, this package is
highly recommended.

TweakVI
TweakVI for Vista is one of the few

tweaking programs we tested that truly
lived up to the name. Clicking any of the
main categories opens a list of subcategories
that are packed with configuration options.
In fact, the biggest problem with this soft-
ware is that it grants easy access to so many
settings that researching them to weed out
the ones that enhance performance vs. the
ones that don’t (or that cause compatibility
problems) takes a lot of time.

One of the program’s best features is
that it’s module-based, and subscribers
can download plug-ins that expand the
tweaking options well beyond those of the
base package. The $39.99 premium sub-
scription is the best value, as it comes
with performance enhancers such as a
startup manager, Internet connection
tweaker, and hard drive cleaner. Even the

let the slick interface or prominent 1-
Click Optimization button fool you—
there are several useful performance
enhancers lurking beneath the surface.

Wopti Utilities
Wopti Utilities offers comprehensive

system information along with a host of
optimization settings that are categorized
and can be adjusted individually. Most set-
tings are turned on and off using checkbox-
es, but those with a range of values are
adjusted using either sliders or text boxes.
The sliders are convenient but provide no
feedback as to the exact number being
applied in the Registry, making it difficult
to try out suggested settings you read about
online. Aside from that (and the fact that
the program window is not resizable), this
is one of the friendliest interfaces we tested.

Most settings are not explained in the
settings page but are detailed in the pro-
gram’s excellent help documentation. If
you don’t want to mess with individual
settings, each category has its own wizard,
designed to apply a predesigned settings
scheme based on your hardware and ver-
sion of Windows. Although the wizard
doesn’t explain what it is changing, all
adjustments are immediately reflected on
the category page, so it’s easy to compare
the settings the wizard chooses to any rec-
ommended settings you see in this maga-
zine or on the Web.

Wopti makes it easy for both power
users and novices to optimize their sys-
tems. If you know what you’re doing, the

Tweak-O-Matic
$24.99
Cyberspace HQ
www.cyberspacehq.com
● ● ● ●

TweakVI
$39.99 per year or $49.99 per year
(depending on subscription plan)
Totalidea Software
www.totalidea.com
● ● ●

WinOptimizer 5
$49.99
Ashampoo
tinyurl.com/2co2rg
● ● ● ●
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button. This frees up some resources for
games but didn’t seem to have much im-
pact on our well-equipped test PC.

The interface categorizes everything
well and puts it all within easy reach.
Overall this is a decent tweaking suite,
but there are better alternatives.

The Need For Speed?
In the past, when RAM cost a fortune

and CPUs were barely adequate to run
Windows, making lots of little Windows
tweaks could mean serious performance

r e v i e w s | s o f t w a r e

settings are logically arranged and easy to
access, while newcomers can rely on the
wizard templates and then make adjust-
ments from there. Decent system cleaning
and system maintenance tools are also
included, making this a sweet suite.

Vista Smoker Pro & XP Smoker Pro
Vista Smoker Pro has a lot going for it,

including providing easy access to tons of
performance-related settings. Tooltips are
used to provide basic info, but you must
access the Help file to get details. Most of
the documentation there is excellent and
also often provides recommendations
based on your hardware and what it’s
used for (server vs. workstation, for exam-
ple). Unfortunately, some settings, such
as Optimize Your Hard Drive When Idle,
are documented poorly or not at all.

One interesting feature is Game Boost,
which turns off all services not necessary for
gaming when clicked and then turns them
back on again with the click of a different

gains. With current hardware, very little
beyond regular defragging and pruning
startup and background programs and ser-
vices makes a difference. Eking more per-
formance from a powerhouse PC requires
overclocking, up-to-date drivers, and mak-
ing sure the PC is free from malware and
spyware. Fiddling with Windows settings is
minor league stuff compared to that. ▲

by Tracy Baker

Wopti Utilities
$39.95
SSN
www.wopti.net
● ● ● ●

Vista Smoker Pro & XP Smoker Pro
$39.95 each
WareSoft Software
www.xp-smoker.com
● ● ●

Freeware Picks
As with most utilities, you don’t necessarily have to part with any cash to use some terrific
system optimizers. Here are some brief thoughts on three of our favorite free optimizers:

Fresh UI
This is a very straightforward tweaking utility, peppered

throughout with the typical adjustments used to enhance sys-
tem performance. A text pane at the top describes the selected
entry and even provides recommended settings in most cases.
It takes a bit of poking around to find what you’re looking for, but if you just want access to a
number of tweaks without having to directly edit the Registry or search for info on the
Internet, this is a handy little utility.

Glary Utilities
Glary Utilities is popular for a reason—even the freeware

version comes with excellent, customizable cleaning tools (for
drives, the Registry, and shortcuts), a nice startup manager,
and a process manager that is much better than the one included with Windows. The best fea-
ture of this last component is a Google It button that makes investigating process information
trivial. A memory optimizer that automatically attempts to free RAM based on settings you
establish is also included, but we couldn’t detect any impact on real-world performance when
it was enabled.

Beyond that, there are many other tools, but few performance-related tweaks are available.
The included uninstall utility is many times faster than the one included with Windows and
allows for batch uninstalls, which is a Godsend for power users who test a lot of software.
The suite also comes with a tracks eraser, file shredder, undeleter, encryption tools, and file
utilities for finding duplicate files, empty folders, and splitting or joining large files.

For straight-up performance tweaks, there are better commercial options, but if you want a
variety of excellent tools in a lightweight package, Glary Utilities is great.

SmartClose
All of the other tools in this article focus on tweaks that

presumably provide permanent (or at least long-lasting)
performance boosts. SmartClose provides multitaskers
with a temporary fix by quickly shutting down all running
programs, freeing resources for gaming, defragging, burning discs, or other resource-inten-
sive tasks. Best of all, once you’re finished using whatever needed the extra oomph, Smart-
Close automatically restores all of the programs it closed, using a system snapshot it takes
during shutdown to open them exactly where you left off. ▲

Fresh UI
FreshDevices
www.freshdevices.com
● ● ● ●

Glary Utilities
Glarysoft
www.glaryutilities.com
● ● ● ●

SmartClose
BM-productions
bmproductions.fixnum.org
● ● ● ●
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Paragon NTFS For Mac OS X

F or the most part, files are highly com-
patible between Mac- and Windows-

based systems today. An exception has
been OS X’s lack of read capabilities for
NTFS volumes. Paragon Software now
offers NTFS for Mac OS X, which brings
full NTFS compatibility to OS X. 

Easy access to NTFS drives is more
desirable than ever, because Boot Camp
lets users dual-boot into OS X and Win-
dows. With NTFS for Mac OS X, it’s
necessary to format a Windows partition
as FAT32 (or limit file size to 4GB) in
order to gain full write access to the Win-
dows partition under OS X. 

There are other options for gaining 
full access to NTFS volumes, but none
are quite as easy to use and well-integrat-
ed with OS X. For example, MacFUSE
(code.google.com/p/macfuse) requires
several steps to install and requires a long
string of commands in Terminal. As a
power user, this may not phase you, but

you’ll still find that NTFS volumes oper-
ate quicker and more like native OS X-
compatible drives under NTFS for Mac
OS X than under MacFUSE. 

Paragon NTFS for Mac OS X is a low-
level file system driver, which lets you
mount and use NTFS volumes as if they
were native to OS X. The driver is com-
pletely transparent, so
NTFS volumes appear
in the OS X Finder
just as any other Mac-
compatible drive
would. You can add
directories, rename
files, and copy files to
the NTFS drive. Be-
cause Paragon’s driver
mounts NTFS vol-
umes as local disks
rather than as network
drives, mounting and
unmounting an NTFS

S teganos is best known for its privacy
protection software, but it also regu-

larly releases Steganos Internet Security
suite, which provides all-in-one antivirus,
antispyware, and antispam protection,
along with a firewall. Interestingly, these
are reskinned versions of other products.
For example, Steganos Internet Security
2007 is functionally identical to Kasper-
sky’s Internet Security suite, while Stega-
nos Internet Security 2008 is identical to
AVG’s Internet Security suite 7.

This is a well-rounded package with
extensive testing and scheduling options.
The antivirus and antispyware scanning
engines have good detection abilities but
are slow. Complete systems scans took
more than six hours to complete on average
on our test system, while some other prod-
ucts were able to complete their tests in half
that time or less. This problem is com-
pounded by the fact that scans consume a
lot of resources, and if the test is still run-
ning when you need to get some work
done, you’ll have to halt it to get the system

to respond snappily. The antispam engine
is SpamCatcher (powered by MailShell
SpamCompiler), which is excellent. 

The main interface lists each component
of the suite separately so their settings are
easy to access. The antivirus and antispy-
ware engines can’t be selectively turned off
or configured, although there are plenty of
options for configuring the resident shield
protection. The firewall, email scanner, and
antispam components are also highly con-
figurable, and it’s easy to automate updates.

If you pass on this product for yourself,
you may want to consider buying it for the
PC-challenged people in your life, thanks
to its extensive administrator
options. You can set up the
software, disable access to most
of the features and settings, and

volume is a quick process that won’t slow
down your workflow. 

According to Paragon, its driver pro-
vides the same level of performance from
NTFS drives as Mac users can expect
from HFS+ drives. In my own testing,
this was certainly the case; there was no
detectable difference. 

NTFS for Mac OS X is very reason-
ably priced for a single-user license. To

use NTFS for Mac OS 
X, you must have OS X
10.4.6 Tiger or later and 
at least 128MB of RAM.
Both Intel Macs and
PowerPC G4 or higher
Macs are compatible. ▲

by Kylee Dickey
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Steganos Internet Security 2008

NTFS For Mac OS X
$39.95
Paragon Software
www.paragon-software.com
● ● ● ● ●
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Steganos Internet Security 2008
$49.95
Steganos
www.steganos.com/us
● ● ●

then password-protect it so that nobody
but you can modify the program’s compo-
nents. This is great if the computer is used
by multiple people in the household and 
is much more convenient than trying to
manage multiple separate programs.

The main problem with this suite is that
it’s basically an older version of a product
that has evolved beyond it. Grisoft released
AVG Internet Security 8 shortly after the
release of Steganos Internet Security 2008.
The AVG suite has a superior interface,
more features, and improved configurabil-
ity compared to Steganos, so there’s little
reason to settle for an older iteration. ▲

by Tracy Baker
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PerfectDisk 2008 For VMware

D rive Optimizers (aka defragmenters)
have been around since the DOS

days, and a fairly primitive one comes with
modern versions of Windows. But there
are times when you need more. Raxco
offers a whole line of drive optimizers, and
many of them add on something unusual
to their standard offering, such as VMware
virtual disk support in PerfectDisk 2008
for VMware. Through our tests, we found
it works as advertised and is pleasant to
interact with and look at, but is it worth
the $99.99 price tag? That’s hard to say.

The base defragger (which is what you
get with the $39.99 PerfectDisk 2008
package) is a thoroughly useful tool. It
offers several methods of defragging, rang-
ing from “consolidating free space only” to
“SMARTPlacement,” the latter of which
looks at when files were last accessed to
determine where on the disk they should
be physically relocated to and adds extra
free space in the areas adjacent to new files.
This results in optimizations that might
take a little longer than a program such as

Diskeeper, in theory (in practice, Diskeep-
er’s times varied with the specific comput-
er as much as PerfectDisk’s), but will take
longer to get fragmented in the future. It
also has several options for background
defragmenting, ranging from idle time 
or during screensaver activity, or on a set
schedule, and it can defragment system
files and page files during reboots.

The VMware-compatible drive image
optimizer doesn’t work on a schedule, and
it requires a free VMware tool (which it
automatically downloads and installs if nec-
essary) before it can do anything, but it
basically offers the same defragmenting op-
tions for VMware drive images as it does
for the host Windows file system. It does
work with non-Windows guest operating
systems (such as Linux), though we didn’t
observe any differences in speed. If possi-
ble, it also recompacts the image file, saving
drive space on the host file. It’s worth not-
ing that VMware offers tools to do manual-
ly what PerfectDisk does automatically, but
PerfectDisk can optimize dozens of drive

M ost readers of a magazine titled
Computer Power User are probably

not interested in a program with “Easy”
or “EZ” in its title, such as EzMigration,
but if you need to perform the specific
task of copying one entire hard drive to
another hard drive, there really isn’t any-
thing simpler that is as effective.

Copying a bootable hard drive with
Windows installed on it can’t be done
with a traditional “file-by-file” copy: It
needs to be a “block-by-block” copy that
can handle open files, partition tables,
boot menus, and so forth. Of course,
there are plenty of tools that do this, such
as Acronis True Image, and even some
free ones, but they all require some pretty
detailed instructions for a beginner, such
as “Make this Boot Disk, Click this, Drag
that, Choose the other, And if you want
to do . . .” EzMigration is simplicity itself:
Install it, run it, choose your source hard
drive and your destination hard drive, and

then sit back and let it work. And in our
testing, it works just fine, thank you, with
both internal and external drives.

If your destination hard drive is larger
than your source hard drive, a sim-
ple partition manager appears after
the copy process is finished, allow-
ing you to expand a partition to
take up unused space. Since there
aren’t many options, this could
probably be an automatic process,
but ExMigration makes you click
your mouse a few times to make it
happen. If you need to resize mul-
tiple partitions and move others
around, you’ll be better served by a
dedicated partition utility such as
GParted or Partition Magic.

Of course, once finished, you still need
to physically recable your hard drives and
perhaps reset your PC’s BIOS, and these
necessary tasks may be beyond the grasp
of EzMigration’s intended user.

Additionally, most new retail hard drives
come with utilities that do block-copying,
as well, but they aren’t as, well, easy as
EzMigration, either. ▲

by Warren Ernst
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images at once while you go home and
sleep, which is where the value comes in.

So, if you’re in need of a solid drive
optimizer and need to optimize many
VMware drive images, as well, Perfect-
Disk 2008 for VMware is a good choice
and a good value. ▲

by Warren Ernst

PerfectDisk 2008 for VMware
$99.99
Raxco Software
www.raxco.com/home_office/home_perfect
disk_vmware.cfm
● ● ● ●

EzMigration 2.1.0.1

EzMigration 2.1.0.1
$39.99
Data Protection Solutions by Arco
www.arcoide.com/instant_migration.php
● ● ●
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O EMs have little to no choice but to
start developing their own OS—

either independently or with one another
(even in limited capacities)—lest they care
to continue to exist under a single-party system. Actually, I take
that back. It’s a two-party system, but the other party is Apple, and
you’re only (legally) invited to that party if you buy a Mac. 

These days, you can customize your
“PC” seven ways from Sunday, optimiz-
ing every single aspect of its operation.
But, despite the extreme tweakability 
of the platform, most power users are 
still running Windows for one reason 
alone: games.

So, why isn’t your Linux community,
which is hell-bent on proselytizing the
masses on the virtues of open-source
software, actively working on a true
desktop strategy? I’m not talking about
Ubuntu, which is passable as a con-
sumer-grade OS today if you rely on
the Internet for most of your software
or don’t require much more than what
ships on the CD. 

For long, the term “PC” was syn-
onymous with “Computer That Runs
Microsoft Windows.” When Linux
sprang on the scene, the personal com-
puter became even more personal to
hardware and software hobbyists. What
do gamers care what their operating system
is, so long as the games they want to play
run well? Let’s just say, for argument’s sake,
that a gamer really cared about his own
OS. Why would a culture so steeped in
customization and uber-performance
tweaks ever care to settle for an operating
system they couldn’t truly pwn?

Why are you still relying on Microsoft
Windows to do something that you could
likely do better on your own? Alright,
maybe you’re not a software developer.
(Neither am I, but I’d love to play one on
TV one day.) Maybe there should be an
Open Gaming platform initiative, with
advocates and active developers from well-
established companies and organizations
making up the core. It’s time to take a
Gaming OS seriously. It’s now or never. 

Microsoft undoubtedly throws millions of dollars into research,
which benefits the power user profile, and the odds are in their
favor for dominating the PC desktop. Seemingly, the only knowl-

edgeable/passionate person leading the
desktop performance charge for Linux
ultimately quit after facing a cavalcade
of opposition in his own community
(Con Kolivas, if you care to Google
him). Kolivas’ remarks were damning
and didn’t leave me with a great deal of
confidence that Linux would ever stand
a chance against Windows for rich gam-
ing experiences. 

Oh, I have no doubt that games
optimized for DirectX 10 look ab-
solutely stunning, but they’ll pretty
much only run on Windows. If you’re
fine with that, I’m not so sure I could
consider you much of a power user.
Shouldn’t you crave more computing
power, not less? Where’s your power
in relation to the future of the operat-
ing system or platform upon which
those games run? Microsoft Windows
doesn’t have to be the only gaming

platform, you know. 
This isn’t going to happen unless the

OEMs band together long enough to start
working on a real solution (if they’re not
working on something already). I’d argue
that they’d be better off cooperating, find-
ing success quicker by putting their best
minds (and gamers) on the project. Or,
they could wait until Mac OS X starts to
go after the gamer. (Nah, that could never
happen!)

It wouldn’t be easy to do, but what’s the
alternative? Wait for the next version of Win-
dows to ship, knowing that most “desktop”
software is shifting to the Web, anyway.
Why not develop “Pixelinux” sooner rather
than later? ▲

You can dialogue with Chris at
chris@cpumag.com.

Pixelinux

Chris Pirillo is a casual gamer and can
often be seen wasting his weekends 

trying to eke one or two more fps out of
Tetris (which seldom happens). He’s
blogging away on chris.pirillo.com,
streaming his entire life onto the

Internet. Every once in a while, he
teaches companies how to keep commu-

nity in focus, given that brand has
become increasingly decentralized over

the years. You can find Chris on
YouTube, Twitter, MySpace, Facebook,

and Lockergnome.com. You’ve never
heard of Lockergnome?! Oh my. . . .

Maybe there should be an Open Gaming platform initiative, 
with advocates and active developers from well-established companies 

and organizations making up the core. It’s time to take a Gaming OS seriously.
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A fter drooling, at a distance, over the OLPC XO mini laptop
and its sweet Sugar GUI, I splurged on my own teensy Linux

laptop: an Eee PC from Asus. The choice was simple: Despite XO
ballyhoo and considerable hoo-hah over other entries like the Intel
Classmate PC, Everex Cloudbook, and others, the Eee is still the
only little Linux-powered laptop on sale at my local big-box com-
puter store.

But you know what I keep forget-
ting? The Eee PC is a mass-market
Linux PC, available from the same
retail channel that Microsoft has domi-
nated for a generation! By the time you
read this, Asus may have already sold a
couple million of these babies. That’s a
big bump for Linux market share.

Granted, the Eee’s default desktop
isn’t much to write home about: It’s a
glorified switcher for opening applica-
tions. To get a more Linux-y desktop,
you have to get fancy with the com-
mand line. You’ll need to be a Level 1
Linux Novice to figure out how to
install the “advanced” UI (Google is
your friend), but once you do that you
get a full “not-Xandros Linux” desktop.

What’s “not-Xandros Linux”?
According to Xandros (www.xandros

.com), “[We] may have aided in the
development of the Eee PC’s OS, but it
is owned and supported by Asus.” (See
support.xandros.com/desktop-faq

.php#EeePC.) The Eee PC Linux is based on
Xandros, but it’s not Xandros Linux. Got it?

No company, big or little, really wants
to deal with the hundreds of thousands of
Eee users who might expect costly end-user
support. Asus has an official support site
(eeepc.asus.com), but you’ll find more joy
at the unofficial support site, EeeUser.com,
which includes blogs, forums, and a wiki,
as well as links to official and other unoffi-
cial resources.

You’d think I’d be happy to be able to
buy a cheap and excellent Linux laptop at
my local big-box store, and frankly, I’m
ecstatic. But as nice as it is, not-Xandros
isn’t my first-choice distro. I would have
preferred Ubuntu, although it might be
too resource-heavy to run on the lightweight

Eee. I kind of liked the look of gOS (thinkgos.com), a distro that
relies heavily on Google Apps (www.google.com/a) for its func-
tion. gOS is the Linux behind both the CloudBook and Wal-
Mart’s Linux PC line, but I’m not quite ready to go all-Web for
my applications.

The thing is, within hours of cracking the box, I nearly bricked
my Eee by twiddling a configuration file. I hadn’t thought it would

be a big deal to revert to factory de-
faults, but apparently I mucked up the
boot sequence and, without a bootable
external drive, things looked bad.

Had I bothered to read the manual at
the time (rather than now, a month or
so later) I would have learned how to
revert to factory settings almost instant-
ly. With a Windows PC, I could have
burnt a bootable USB drive; with an
external DVD drive, I could have boot-
ed directly from the Eee support DVD.

Instead, I stomped off in search of
some Linux distribution to burn on-
to my meager 256MB thumb drive.
Ubuntu, along with most other main-
stream distros, required at least a gig.
Then I rediscovered an old friend,
Damn Small Linux (www.damnsmall

linux.org). I downloaded, burnt, and
booted the ISO in 10 minutes; it took
me another 10 minutes to install DSL

on a thumb drive, reboot, and revert the
config file.

It was so fast and easy that I was tempted
to install DSL on the Eee, except for one
thing: DSL doesn’t handle wireless right out
of the box. Sure, I could probably get it to
work eventually. I’m sure even Ubuntu
would work with minimal fiddling. But
regardless of the OS, for the first time in 
a decade, I’m using a computer I bought
straight off the shelf—no worries about end-
user licenses or Windows, either. I’m running
Linux on a computer designed to run Linux.
I’m happy to just use the thing the way it
came out of the box (except for enabling the
advanced interface and installing a few of my
favorite programs, of course). ▲

You can get saucy with Pete at
pete@cpumag.com

Little Laptop Linux

Pete Loshin publishes
LinuxCookbook.com, a place to learn

even more about Linux. And don’t 
forget to check out the new

Ninitata.com, 
Pete’s family-friendly fun and 

learning site.
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revenue dropped 7.9%, the second worst
year in half a century, largely because
readers and classified advertising were
going online instead. The Internet is such
a profound game changer in the 21st cen-
tury because it disrupts in some way most
of the great game-changing inventions of
the 19th and 20th centuries: railroads,
mass retail, rapid printing presses, film,
radio, and TV.

According to WIRED Magazine
Editor-In-Chief Chris Anderson,
speaking about his upcoming book,
titled “Free,” on how digitization is
bringing the no-price model to many
industries, the Internet represents a

tectonic shift in culture. “Funda-
mentally, 20th-century culture
was all about scarce distribution,

limited shelf space, limited
channels. The consequence of
scarce distribution was you
had to focus on one-size-fits-
all, the blockbusters, hits, etc.

Scarce distribution privileges
common, shared culture, where-

as infinite shelf space privileges
narrow and specific cultures and prod-

uct. When your cost of distribution falls
to zero, you can be indiscriminate about
what you offer. The reason you can have
an iTunes with an infinite number of
songs is because the cost of doing so is
zero. That is the economics of abun-
dance. Anything that touches the Inter-
net tends to get this, the decreasing costs
of everything online.” 

Globalization
As much as the Internet transforms

individual industries one by one, its great-
est effect is global, the ability to reach
across borders. According to the best esti-
mates, about 20% of the world popula-
tion is now connected to the Web in
some way, a staggering rate of penetration
compared to the decades it often took

The Great Disrupter
How The Internet Changes Everything

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

“T his magical connection called
the Internet changed my life
forever,” recounts Jason Hel-

ler, EVP of Web consultancy The Lare-
do Group and former founder of Mass
Transit, an online marketing innovator of
the early Web. In 1995, Heller was an
indie producer of an underground hip-
hop label, Mass Vinyl Records. He tried
this new thing called the Internet by start-
ing an AOL.com/myscreenname Web page
“through which we booked shows around
the world and sold tons of records. We
sold more records in Tokyo than every
other market in the world com-
bined.” What happened to Heller
in 1995 in microcosm foretold
what was about to happen to
many industries, to political
activism, to global economies,
to international awareness, to
just about everything in world
communication, politics, and
economy. The technology and the
medium became a tool that dramati-
cally lowered the cost of doing business,
but also helped formerly isolated and 
fragmented audiences for news, social
causes, and products aggregate into sub-
stantial new forces. The Web has so deep-
ly woven itself into the world economy
that in March 2008, a survey of business
leaders around the world by the Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce found
that an Internet outage of a single day
worldwide would result in “major losses
and costly damage which would have
huge and lasting effects.” The Internet has
not only arrived, but it has touched and
changed everything. 

Everything It Touches
In order to understand how the In-

ternet profoundly influences the econo-
my of any segment, consider the music
industry and how digital communications
is now a part of every aspect of the value

chain. At the front end of creativity, it
allows artists to find one another (jobs
boards, personal Web pages, etc.) and
exchange demo reels. The basic market of
choices for consumers has broadened
exponentially because any band (such as
Heller’s back in 1995) can publish, dis-
tribute, and sell its music online (via
MySpace and other sites) without benefit

of a promotional conglomerate. Market-
ing is no longer controlled and purchased
expensively by centralized labels, but 
can be distributed virally from fan to 
fan. Digital distribution online has elimi-
nated the need for costly physical media,
shipping, and retail outlets. CD sales have
plummeted as a result, down 21% in the
2007 holiday season alone. Early this
year, Apple’s online iTunes store became
ranked as the second largest retail outlet
for music in the U.S., behind only Wal-
Mart. From production to marketing, 
to market choice to purchase and con-
sumption, the Internet has rearranged 
an entire media segment, and it promises
to do the same to TV, film, and newspa-
pers. In 2007, newspaper advertising 
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electricity, printing, film, telephones, and
television to reach the far corners of the
earth in their day. 

Clearly, the Internet has the power to
circumvent existing governments and
power structures. China famously has
required that Western Internet firms such
as Google and Yahoo! censor their search
engines to support Chinese limitations on
free speech and open access to information.
Nevertheless, as China cracked down on
rebellions in Tibet, the student-run “Tibet
Will Be Free” Web site (blog.studentsfor

afreetibet.org) reported on incidents within
the country and solicited 1.5 million peti-
tion signatures worldwide. Using the
Internet to maintain chains of communica-
tions and citizen reporting from within
oppressed regimes has brought a light into
these human disasters that no other nonvir-
tual medium has been able to achieve. Any
regime, such as China, finds itself in a
struggle to plug up the countless informa-
tion leaks the Web creates because of its
global nature. In 2007, Amnesty Inter-
national created the Eyes on Darfur site
(www.eyesondarfur.org) that broadcast
online satellite images of 12 villages in the
decimated regions. Updated every few days,
the images actually showed the world visual
evidence of the ways entire villages were
burned to the ground. The age of political
transparency is upon us. 

Or is it? In an interesting rejoinder to
the argument that the Internet accelerates
globalization, some academics contend
that the Internet may not change as much
as we would like to think. Government
censorship and poverty continue to limit
access to the Internet, which only repro-
duces rather than solves the old power and
economic disparities that preceded the
Internet. The poor and oppressed remain
disenfranchised, many claim. Likewise, just
as the Internet has helped aggregate frag-
mented markets and given a megaphone 
to otherwise local and under-reported
tragedy, it has also become a place where
rumor-mongering, conspiracy theorists,
and bigots can find a supportive and large
audience for their socially destructive
speech. The Simon Wiesenthal Center
(www.wiesenthal.com) issues an annual
report on “Digital Terrorism and Hate”

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

It Takes A Global Village
When the history of the Internet’s social, economic, and politi-
cal impact is written in years hence, those histories will have to

start or end with globalization. The fundamental ability for Internet technologies to
connect people and cultures with little regard for traditional borders has changed the
way governments can and cannot wield power, how they relate to their people, and
how their people organize one another. A prolific researcher on the ways the Internet
has penetrated and influenced smaller countries, Professor Paula Uimonen, Ph.D.,
Department of Social Anthropology, Stockholm University, Sweden, and Executive
Director, Net4Dev, Sweden, tells us that this progress is not without its inequities. 

CPU: What are some of the chief ways in which the proliferation of Internet
technologies is contributing to a more globalized economy?

Uimonen: The Internet is one of the key infrastructures of the global economy,
since it facilitates the communication and interaction required for transnational flows
of people, goods, and services. Leading social scientists recognize the significance of the
Internet and define world society as the global network society or network of networks. 

CPU: But at the same time, is the Internet threatening local culture in ways that
we cannot easily see?

Uimonen: The Internet can pose a threat to local cultures in several respects. For
one, local cultures can be excluded from the Internet, which means that they are
not part of the global network society. Exclusion is not merely a question of access
to the technical infrastructure, but also skills and knowledge to use the Internet in a
meaningful way. A second threat to local cultures is that actors from other cultures
may post information about their cultures, without including them in the process.
This means that local cultures may be misrepresented online. The dominance of
English poses a third threat. A lot of local cultures are not fluent in English and can
therefore not fully interact with other cultures. This means that Internet-mediated
globalization can be a one-way street, with cultural influences moving from domi-
nant cultural centers to cultural peripheries, but much less the other way around.

CPU: In general, however, is the Internet empowering smaller and poorer cul-
tures in positive ways? 

Uimonen : Compared to other media technologies, the Internet is an equalizer,
allowing users to be both consumers and producers of information and knowledge.
This means that even smaller and poorer cultures stand a better chance of playing an
active role on the Internet than they could with print or broadcast media. Nonetheless,
the trend towards broadband-driven Internet applications risks excluding smaller and
poorer cultures further.

CPU: Compared to other major technological developments in the past century,
does the Internet stand as more or less powerful as others as an agent of change?

Uimonen: Based on my Ph.D. research on the social dynamics of Internet devel-
opment in developing countries, I have argued that the Internet is doing for cos-
mopolitanism what print capitalism did for nationalism. In other words, the
Internet is enabling us to form an interconnected and interdependent world society.
This is a major shift in societal development. ▲

Q&A
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he speculates. “The strategic use of new
Internet applications and business models
can contribute significantly to energy effi-
ciency and sustainable economic growth,
as well as job creation,” he writes. 

If we think the Internet has been a
game-changer so far, just wait and see
what’s coming. The Internet is a tool that
researchers, artists, and entrepreneurs can
re-imagine in ways we cannot foresee. It’s
the Lego set for the next century. ▲

by Steve Smith 

that tracks over 7,000 sites, blogs, and even
YouTube pages that promote and recruit
terrorists and hatemongers around the
world. One of the most dogged trackers of
Internet hate is the Southern Poverty Law
Center, which maintains an online Google
map of major intolerance groups state-by-
state and reports regularly on their Web
behaviors. The Media Awareness Network
(www.media-awareness.ca) finds that white
supremacist groups actually use some of
the digital world’s most attractive media,
games, and music as lures to propagandize
and recruit online youth. 

One-To-One, Many-To-Many
Ultimately, the Internet is simply a tool,

and much of its power comes from how
people elect to use it to advance their eco-
nomic or social interests. Indeed, the Web
has proven so powerful because it is not just
one platform. For music, news, and politi-
cal groups of all stripes, it’s a publishing
and distribution platform. For retailers, it’s
a frictionless sales channel that circumvents
costly brick-and-mortar stores and sales
staffs. But at its core, it’s a revolutionary
many-to-many communications medium.
After all, if the Internet has had one undis-
puted “killer app,” it has been email, a one-
to-one medium that almost all Web users
use relentlessly, and what Heller calls that
“magic connector” of the Internet. 

Perhaps the deepest and least-quantifi-
able effect of the Internet is in the subtle
way it connects people with one another
and with their world in new ways.
Digitization not only removes friction

from commerce and distribution, but
from activism. For instance, Care2.com
has an 8 million member social network
that signs petitions, donates to charities,
and gets involved with everything from
global warming awareness to humane
associations and civil rights. The group
Action Without Borders at Idealist.org
has been online since 1995 and now
aggregates 74,000 social movements and
activist groups. The nonpartisan Peti-
tions.org has literally hundreds of online
petitions regarding all kinds of issues for
users to support. 

Because the ’Net is so many things at
once, its greatest power comes when all of
these elements join together. A good exam-
ple of the future impact of the Internet is
demonstrated by a recent musing by lead-
ing Canadian Internet thinker Bill St.
Arnaud, senior director of Advanced
Networks for CANARIE (Canada’s Ad-
vanced Internet Development Organiza-
tion), at the online think tank Internet
Evolution.com. If global
warming is the most pressing
issue of our day, he argues,
then the Internet’s many
strengths can be used to
spread awareness, connect
researchers and accelerate
research, and even actually
lower energy consumption.
Virtualizing offices, using
Web-based applications, and
moving more physical communications
processes online can have a demonstrable
effect on the emission of greenhouse gases,

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

Really Golden Oldies
If you think it’s difficult to find a way
to play your old 8-Track tapes, imag-
ine trying to play a song recorded on
soot-covered paper in 1860. Recently,

a group of
audio engi-
neers and
historians
did just that,
teasing 10
seconds of
the song “Au

Clair de la Lune”
from the ancient recording.

The clip is likely the oldest recording
in existence.

Source: redOrbit
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The Internet Big Picture World Internet Users & Population Statistics

World Regions Population 2007 Population Internet Usage % Internet Usage % Usage Growth
% Of World Penetration Of World (2000-2007)

Africa 941,249,130 14.2% 44,361,940 4.7% 3.4% 882.7%

Asia 3,733,783,474 56.5% 510,478,743 13.7% 38.7% 346.6%

Europe 801,821,187 12.1% 348,125,847 43.4% 26.4% 231.2%

Middle East 192,755,045 2.9% 33,510,500 17.4% 2.5% 920.2%

North America 334,659,631 5.1% 238,015,529 71.1% 18% 120.2%

Latin America 569,133,474 8.6% 126,203,714 22.2% 9.6% 598.5%

Oceana/Australia 33,569,718 0.5% 19,175,836 57.1% 1.5% 151.6%

World Total 6,606,971,659 100% 1,319,872,109 20% 100% 265.6%

Source: Internet World Stats
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W ireless Internet access is one of the most powerful influ-
ences in my life. It started in the mid-’90s. In college, I

finally broke down and bought a laptop. It was a mere Pentium
with a 12-inch screen. At the time, I lived with several similarly-
minded (cough) nerds, and within no time, there was a hub in
the living room and a tangled web of cables leading to every
chair. The Internet became part of
our lives.

From watching an episode of “The
Simpsons” to playing games, having a
laptop online at every chair changed
everything for us. Within a year, we
replaced the wired network with a
wireless network (and in 1997, this
was a tricky proposition on Linux!),
and these little windows into the wid-
er digital world came with us every-
where we went.

I can’t begin to describe how much
this changed things. From email and
chat to Web browsing. From home-
work to real work to play. Everything
was affected. In the decade that fol-
lowed, a lot of people caught up to
this idea. Now most every laptop sold
has wireless networking built into it.
The process of configuring a wireless
router and connecting that to your
local cable or DSL box has become
substantially easier over the years, but it’s
still a complicated mess beyond the reach
of a lot of people. But perhaps all of this
will become a concern of the past as we
witness the rise of the municipal Wi-Fi.

It started off innocently enough. First,
libraries and coffee bars began offering ’Net
access. Some for free, some for a fee. Even-
tually airports followed suit. Today, in the
fancier parts of the developed world, buses
and trains have wireless Internet access. But
that’s just not enough: It’s always the mo-
ment you don’t have ’Net access that you
realize you need it.

The last step in the evolution of wire-
less networks is to fully blanket every
metropolitan area with easy Internet ac-
cess. We’re getting the first tastes of this
stage now in some cities—although the

old-school bandwidth providers have fought this in both the
marketplace and the courtroom. But the benefits are just too
great to ignore.

The cell phone networks already have much infrastructure in
place. Carrying a phone that has ’Net access and unlimited byte
downloads has brought that comfortable connectivity with me

everywhere I need to be, places that for-
merly were unable to benefit from the
’Net. Places like traffic jams or my
neighbor’s lawn.

I suspect that free municipal Wi-
Fi won’t happen in this country any
time soon. It’s expensive. Compli-
cated. And the copyright police
wouldn’t like the lack of control that
such a network would create. But I
also suspect that in the next few years
either the cell networks or Wi-Fi net-
works will rise to the challenge and
provide us with always-on national
coverage with bandwidth approaching
a fast enough speed to stream audio
and eventually video.

Then we come to the last piece of
necessary hardware—the inexpensive,
nearly disposable PC that can act as
your portal. There are some interesting
contenders in this area, from the Asus

Eee PC to the OLPC XO. Each aims to
be a $200-ish machine that wouldn’t run
the most modern first-person shooter but
would be the perfect terminal to the ’Net—
the device that finally transforms the Inter-
net into something that everyone has, all
the time.

If everything comes together, everyone
might just have access to this tool in the
next five years. Always on. Always in their
backpack or pocket. And it won’t cost
thousands of dollars and require hubs and
wires and providers and routers and com-
plications beyond the comprehension of
my mom. Here’s hoping that when that
happens, you still have the right to down-
load files. ▲

Contact me at malda@cpumag.com

wireless.txt

Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda is the 
creator and director of the popular 

News for Nerds Web site Slashdot.org. 
He spends his time fiddling with 

electronic gizmos, wandering the ’Net,
watching anime, and trying to think 
of clever lies to put in his bio so that 
he seems cooler than he actually is.
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by Jen Edwards

New Mobile Mice
Take A Different Approach

E very laptop comes with a touchpad or pointing stick for
navigation, but most mobile users prefer to bring along

a mouse for comfort. Until now, choices had been relatively
limited, based on a standard mouse design that was simply
shrunk to potentially painful and almost unusable propor-
tions. Recent new designs aim to make that mobile mousing
experience more comfortable and easier to pack.

The Lite On Moldable Mouse recently won the Red
Dot Design Award for design concept. The product is
made mainly of modeling clay covered with a nylon and
polyurethane fabric blend that has a silky feel. The mouse
can be molded into almost any shape that’s the most com-
fortable for a given user, and the stick-on mouse buttons
can be positioned anywhere on the mouse. RFID tags are
embedded inside the left and right “buttons” and the
touch-sensitive scroll pad, which also lets the user choose
the most comfortable position for each. The Moldable
Mouse is more ecologically friendly than traditional plastic
mice, due to the clay and fabric components. It is also
highly customizable, as the fabric exterior can be offered in
any color, imprinted with company logos, etc.

The Jelly Click, an inflatable plastic mouse created by
Bongkun Shin, Heungkyo Seo, Jiwoong Hwang, and
Wooteik Lim, is an option for those who literally don’t
have a single inch to spare in their gear bag. Made of
translucent soft plastic, the electronics are housed on a
small flexible circuit board on the bottom of the device. It
stores flat, and a few puffs of air is all the mouse

needs to inflate. Attach the USB cable to
the port on the top of the mouse,

and it’s ready to use.
Although the Moldable Mouse

and Jelly Click are still in the design
stages, they provide an interest-
ing glimpse of the potential

future for one of the
most-used computing

peripherals. ▲The Moldable
Mouse lets
you form
your mouse
into a custom
shape to fit
your hand’s
unique
contours.

Lenovo Unveils Adaptable Adapter

T he days of having to carry multiple AC adapters may soon
be coming to an end. The latest entry from Lenovo is the

first from a major computer manufacturer (as opposed to a
third-party accessory maker). The 90W Slim AC/DC
Combo Adapter ($119) is 0.61 inch thick, weighs less than
1 pound, and is roughly 33% smaller than earlier models
from the company. It also does double duty as a charger for
other portable electronics, such as mobile phones, PDAs, and
MP3 players. Several major brands are supported, including
Apple, Motorola, Palm, RIM BlackBerry, Samsung, and 
Sony Ericsson.

Although most devices need optional $9.95 connector tips (and
a separate cable purchase is required if you want to charge your
computer and other devices at the same time), this adapter can help
lighten the load on your next trip. The 90W Slim AC/DC Combo
Adapter works with wall outlets, car cigarette lighters, and airplane
power ports. ▲

GE Shows Off New Digicams

T he company showcased nine new digital cameras during
January’s PMA 2008 exhibition in Las Vegas. One of the

highlights was the E1050 ($249.99), a 10MP camera with 5X
optical zoom and a 3-inch touchscreen display, plus advanced
features such as HD movie recording, HDTV playback, and
GPS tagging capabilities. All of the other new cameras, includ-
ing the budget-priced
A-series models, the
midrange E-series,
and the ultra-com-
pact G-series, include
smile detection. (The
camera senses when
the subjects are smil-
ing and takes the shot
at the right moment.)

Other enhancements to
the E- and G-series include upgrades to
all-glass aspheric lenses for improved 
picture quality, LCD screens that auto-
matically adjust to the ambient light,
repositioned flash units that make the
cameras easier to use, and design changes
that make the G-series cameras less than
0.75 inch thick. Most of the new models are expected to be
available at retail this spring. ▲

GE’s new line of digital
cameras includes features
such as smile and blink
detection and on-camera
panorama stitching.
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Garmin Navigates Into The Mobile Phone Market

G armin, the well-known GPS system manufacturer, has joined the ranks of handset mak-
ers with the introduction of the nüvifone. Expected to be available in the third quarter,

the nüvifone is designed to make mobile communication and GPS navigation more intuitive
than traditional phone+GPS devices. The 3.5G handset features a 3.5-inch touchscreen dis-
play with quick navigation buttons for placing calls, searching local POIs, and viewing
maps. Automatic geotagging is included on a feature list full of what you’d expect from a
mobile phone.

Garmin has highlighted the nüvifone’s ease of use as both a phone and navigation
device. For example, if you are talking on the phone as you enter your vehicle and dock
the device, the nüvifone will enter the hands-free calling mode and launch the naviga-
tion mode without interrupting the conversation. When searching for a particular
type of business, the device sorts search results based on location and relevance. The
nüvifone also tags the photos it takes with location information, so anyone with the
photo can reach the location easily.

The nüvifone will also include a Web browser; email; text and instant messag-
ing; and access to Garmin Online, a service that provides news, weather, and
sports updates in addition to real-time traffic reports. Garmin will reveal pricing
and carrier support when the nüvifone nears its release. ▲

Duo-Touch II Is One Tough Cookie

T he Duo-Touch II ($3,595) from General Dynamics Itronix is a
ruggedized Tablet PC that can survive just about any sort of pun-

ishment, including a 3-foot drop, thanks to a military-grade magne-
sium casing that is also sealed against water and dust penetration. It can
also boot in environments as cold as -20 degrees Celsius, thanks to an
integrated hard drive heater.

The rest of the specs,
although not quite as spec-
tacular, are likely to handle
typical mobile computing
tasks. The unit features a
1.2GHz Intel Core Duo
U2500, up to 2GB of RAM,
up to a 120GB shock-mount-
ed hard drive (SSD options
are also available), and Win-
dows XP Tablet PC Edition
2005 or Vista. The 8.4-inch
SVGA display uses the com-
pany’s proprietary DynaVue technology for improved outdoor viewing
and can switch between active digitizer and passive touchscreen modes. 

The standard Duo-Touch II includes 802.11a/g/n and Blue-
tooth modules,  and the tablet  can also be outf itted with
EVDO/EDGE/GPRS or HSDPA/HSUPA for an additional pur-
chase. A GPS receiver, PC Card and CF slots, two USB ports, fin-
gerprint scanner, modem, and 10/100/1000 Ethernet round out 
the package. ▲

The Garmin nüvifone will offer a tightly integrated package of 
communication and navigation features when it launches later this year.

The Duo-Touch II is a Tablet PC that
can take a tumble to the ground or
survive a blast of water.

Audience Helps Your
Voice Find Its Audience

T he Audience Voice Processor, unveiled during
February’s Mobile World Congress, aims to

make mobile communication clearer by suppress-
ing background noise more efficiently. Based on
the way the human ear functions, the Audience
Voice Processor receives sound as a set of mixed
frequencies and then separates these frequencies
into individual sources, such as voice, background
conversations, ambient noise, etc. The processor
picks out the desired source, such as the user’s
voice, and mutes all extraneous sound as much as
25dB in less than 500 milliseconds, creating a
clearer call and also saving bandwidth, because it
transmits only the relevant sound information.

The A1010 Voice Processor is designed to fit
inside even the smallest mobile phones: It mea-
sures roughly 2.7 x 3.5mm (HxW). Its power
management capabilities shut down the chip in
situations where voice processing isn’t needed,
such as when the caller is in a quiet environment
with little background noise. The A1010 is cur-
rently shipping to handset manufacturers in
sample quantities, and products based on the
new chip are expected to be announced in the
first half of this year.
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REM—“Accelerate”
For nearly a decade, REM did its best to make itself no longer relevant by turning out lethargic, midtempo songs
that bored, dissatisfied, and even angered long-time fans. In fact, the prevailing question since 1998’s “Up”—the
band’s first effort without original drummer Bill Berry—has been, “Where did the guitar go?” Thankfully, “Accel-
erate” loudly puts the question to rest. In a welcomed departure from the keyboards, drum loops, mandolins, and
acoustic guitars that littered “Up,” “Reveal” (2001), and “Around the Sun” (2004), “Accelerate” sizzles with electric-
ity juiced from Peter Buck’s guitar, Michael Stipe’s finger-pointing lyrics, and Mike Mills’ stellar background vocals
and bass chops. At less than 40 minutes, “Accelerate” is a sonic blast of fresh air.

The Black Keys—“Attack & Release”
The Akron, Ohio,-reared Black Keys’ history dates back to only 2002, but already
Dan Auerbach (guitar/vocals) and Patrick Carney (drums) have churned out at least
two classics in 2003’s “Thickfreakness” and 2004’s amazing “Rubber Factory.” For
“Attack & Release,” the childhood friends brought aboard producer extraordinaire
Danger Mouse (member/producer Gnarls Barkley, Gorillaz), who reportedly had The
Black Keys in mind for a project he was manning for troubled rock pioneer Ike Turner
before Turner’s death in 2007. Although less bluesy, raw, and immediately down-
home engaging as the Keys’ earlier work, “Attack & Release” is more fully developed
and cohesive in its entirety.

At Your

Leisure The entertainment world, at least where it pertains to technology, morphs,
twists, turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But that’s exactly why we
love it. For the lowdown on the latest and most interesting releases in PC
entertainment, consoles, DVDs, CDs, and just leisure and lifestyle stuff we (for
the most part) love and recommend, read on. 

A u d i o V i d e o C o r n e r

DVD
Byte

5/6
First Sunday

I’m Not There

5/13
The Great Debaters

Untraceable

5/20
Diary of
the Dead

National
Treasure
2: Book
of Secrets

Strange Wilderness

5/27
Cassandra’s Dream

Grace Is Gone

Rambo: The Fight
Continues

by Blaine A. Flamig

D i g i t a l L i v i n g
Games

Gear

Movies

Music

$8.99
Nonesuch
www.theblackkeys.com

Sweeney Todd—The Demon Barber Of Fleet Street
If “Edward Scissorhands,” “Ed Wood,” and “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory” hinted
that Tim Burton and Johnny Depp were a match made in heaven, “Sweeney Todd”
cements the notion. Burton’s sinister 18th-century sets and Depp’s revenge-at-all-cost
turn as Todd create a violently glorious experience. Depp is beyond brilliant as Benjamin
Barker. After fleeing prison, Barker transforms himself into Sweeney Todd, setting up
shop in a building shared with Mrs. Lovett (Helena Bonham Carter), a meat-pie maker.

Together, they forge a brutal partnership that finds Todd supplying a secret ingre-
dient for Lovett’s pies baked in the name of sweet revenge. Spellbinding from start
to finish, “Sweeney Todd” splatters blood and brilliance in equal proportions.

The Good Night
If “The Good Night” passed under your radar, that’s understandable; the flick faded
quickly after its release. Still, the darkly crafted drama/comedy offers up a world-class cast,
including Martin Freeman (Tim of the BBC’s “The Office”). Here, Freeman is Gary, a
former pop music star now cranking out ad jingles with ex-bandmate Paul (Simon Pegg).
As Gary becomes increasingly depressed, including with girlfriend Dora (Gwyneth
Paltrow), he creates a better life in his dreams. It’s here he encounters Anna (Penelope

Cruz), the perfect woman. With dream guru Mel (Danny DeVito) lending assistance,
Gary finds his sleeping life preferable to reality. Although it drifts in spots, “The

Good Night” is good viewing. 
See the full reviews from A/V Corner at www.cpumag.com/cpujun08/AYL

$8.99
Warner Bros. Records
www.remhq.com

$24.96
Dreamworks Pictures
www.sweeneytoddmovie.com

$24.96
Sony Pictures
www.thegoodnightfilm.com
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The Sequel, Refined
—by Chris Trumble

$59.99 (360, PS3)  •  ESRB: (M)ature  •  Sega

www.condemnedgame.com

Things haven’t gone well for former

FBI profiler Ethan Thomas since

we left him. He’s apparently still unem-

ployed, but that is the least of his trou-

bles, as the nightmarish hallucinations that

accompanied the events of Condemned:

Criminal Origins have intensified, seemingly on

pace with the inside-out deterioration of Metro

City. Crime is skyrocketing, and not just your gar-

den-variety violent crime; people seem to be

going stark raving mad and run wild in the streets

in increasing numbers, seemingly trying to tear

the festering city apart at the seams.

Shortly after taking control of Thomas at the

outset of Condemned 2: Bloodshot, you find

out that his family friend and sometime men-

tor, Malcolm Vanhorn, has called the FBI and

needs your help. You are air-lifted to the top of

a rotting, mostly abandoned hotel and enter

the foreboding structure to find Vanhorn and

get some answers, once and for all.

In our February 2006 issue review of Criminal

Origins, we praised the game as being the best-

looking of the Xbox 360’s launch titles, and

Bloodshot’s graphics are even better. Charac-

ters and environments are crisp and brutally

realistic, but the game goes beyond improved

visuals and delivers a story that’s scarier, com-

bat that’s vastly more immersive and varied,

and new gameplay elements that breathe new

life into the original’s best ideas.

As much as we enjoyed playing the original,

the first game’s combat system was fairly limit-

ed, which meant that the frequent battles

became somewhat repetitive after a while. This

is not a problem you’ll have with the

sequel. Not only does Bloodshot give

you access to a wider variety of

firearms, but its hand-to-hand com-

bat system and controls are flat-out

the best we’ve seen in a first-person game

and are unrivalled among survival-horror

games. Jabs, hooks, combos, kicks, chain attacks,

finishing moves, and more are at your disposal,

and they’re executed flawlessly. You can also

pick up lots of stuff you find lying about and put

it to work defending you, including bricks, rebar,

lead pipes, two-by-fours, and so on.

Condemned’s retooled forensics component

is also a huge improvement; we were always

intrigued by the idea of using forensic investiga-

tive techniques in a game like this, but their prac-

tical application in Criminal Origins was too 

limited. As in that game, Bloodshot gives you a

heads-up when evidence is nearby via Thomas’

powerful intuition. This time, however, the game

supplements your technological tools and the

advice you get from your SCU lab contact with a

cool deduction technique that prompts

you to make certain conclusions based on

the evidence at hand. This is a multiple-

choice affair, but it’s surprisingly entertain-

ing and gives you opportunities to unlock

extra weapons and achievements based on

your performance.

With all of this going on, it would be easy

for the game to lose its creepi-

ness factor, but if you like a

good scare, Bloodshot won’t

disappoint. The game’s shad-

owy, decrepit environs are rife

with all manner of

pulse-raising

sounds and

panic-inspiring am-

bushes, and Bloodshot dives headlong into the

otherworldly themes that Criminal Origins tiptoed

right up to but never fully explored.

Essentially, Bloodshot improves on the

Condemned experience in every possible way.

There’s even a multiplayer option that lets you

play online with up to seven other players, and

although we don’t think this game is really the

best fit for multiplayer (it really feels like the

Bloodshot team felt pressured to include some

kind of online play), we give Monolith points for

making it available. It’s rare to find a game that

blends really good gameplay with such incredi-

ble atmosphere, and that’s why Condemned 2:

Bloodshot is our Game of the Month. ▲
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Thank You Relic, May I Have Another!  
—by Chris Trumble

More Of The Good Stuff
—by Dr. Malaprop

$39.99 (PC) • ESRB: (M)ature • THQ

www.dawnofwargame.com/uk

A lthough the best real-time strategy

games generally stand the test of

time on their own merits, the quality of

subsequent expansion releases is often a

major contributing factor to how long

they remain mainstream favorites among

gamers. If Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of

War – Soulstorm is any indication, the

Dawn of War franchise isn’t going away

anytime soon.

Like the previous Dawn of War expan-

sion, Dark Crusade, Soulstorm is more

than just a simple add-on to the original

game and previous expansions: If you like,

you can install and play it as a standalone

game. That said, installing it in conjunction

with the rest of the available Dawn of War

content brings the number of playable

races to nine and creates one of the most

massive collections of unit types we’ve ever

seen in an RTS game. Soulstorm also ex-

pands your focus from conquering a plan-

et to dominating an entire solar system,

which makes for some very interesting

strategic challenges.

Speaking of strategery, Dawn of War plays a little bit of

catch-up in Soulstorm with the introduction of air units.

Relic handles this previously neglect-

ed unit type with aplomb as

you’d expect, adding yet

another element of fun

into the mix.

We’re very much

looking forward to

Dawn of War II,

which is currently set to

launch sometime during Q2

of next year, but for now,

Soulstorm takes one of the

best RTS games and makes

it even better. ▲

$49.99 (PC); $59.99 (360, PS3) • ESRB: (M)ature

Ubisoft • rainbowsixgame.us.ubi.com

W e reviewed the first game last year, and Ubisoft is making no

bones about wanting to cash in on this tactical squad-based

franchise. Vegas 2 is a worthwhile “sequel” but feels like one game was

chopped in half and sold as two.

This is similar to last year’s games but with improvements. The most

obvious is that your character, known as Bishop, is of your own cre-

ation. (The original’s Logan Keller is featured in the game, but not as a

playable character.) You can even customize Bishop’s face to map to

your own by using the Xbox Vision camera. Another obvious change is

your ability to sprint, which increases the pace and adrenaline factor of

the gameplay. Otherwise, the refined control system of the original

remains the same. The in-game narrative doesn’t start at its predeces-

sor’s cliff-hanger ending but provides

closure by the endgame.

Vegas 2 is a great solo

game and better in co-op.

A second player can drop

in and join you at any

time. We would have

enjoyed the ability to

have more co-op

players in the Story mode,

but the two available slots work

well. Last but not least, the sin-

gle-player game unlocks items

that can be used when you con-

tinue into the excellent multiplay-

er mode, which gives Vegas 2

residual allure after the cam-

paign is complete. ▲
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Minigame Mayhem (With Some Tennis) —by Dr. Malaprop
$49.99 (360, PS3, Wii); $39.99 (PS2) • ESRB: (E)veryone • Sega • www.sega.com/gamesite/segasuperstarstennis

O n the completely opposite end of the

spectrum to Sega’s creepy Condemned 2:

Bloodshot (reviewed this month) is the light-

hearted Sega Superstars Tennis. Gameplay

includes tennis, minigames, and some combina-

tion thereof. Players choose from one of eight

unlocked Sega mascots (for example, AiAi from

Super Monkey Ball or Sonic the Hedgehog) with

an additional eight lesser-known characters that

can be unlocked. The mascots and environ-

ments are based around Sega properties, such

as Jet Set Radio, Super Monkeyball, Golden Axe,

Sonic, Outrun, and more, and all have strengths

in speed, control, power, spin, or all-around. 

SST is not a co-play-friendly re-creation of

Virtua Tennis and lacks the latter’s depth. SST’s

tennis game is simplistic, faster-paced, and fea-

tures zany power-ups for each character. The Wii

version is best played Wii Tennis-style. It’ll take a

few games to get the timing down, and at that

point, the tennis game becomes overly simplistic. 

Minigames take place in the aforementioned

environments and often utilize tennis balls to

clear up graffiti, knock out zombies, and so

forth. There are non-tennis-oriented games

where you need to avoid the enemies by run-

ning around and so forth. Unfortunately, the

minigames don’t offer an option to explain how

the games need to be played, so if the mode is

unfamiliar, you’ll have to figure it out.

SST’s variety, colorful environments, and

popular mascots make it a likeable if shallow

game. Old-school Sega fans may also enjoy the

wash of nostalgia. The Xbox 360 and PS3 ver-

sions feature robust online modes that the Wii

does not, so keep that in mind if an online com-

ponent is important to you. ▲

The Not-So-Good Old Days  —by Chris Trumble
$39.99 (PC); $59.99 (360, PS3) •  ESRB: (T)een

Codemasters •  www.codemasters.com/turningpoint

C all of Duty 4’s modern warfare theme and the stagger-

ing critical and popular reception it received show 

fairly clearly that FPS fans have grown weary of the once-

popular World War II simulator genre. But the concept 

of Turning Point: Fall of Liberty piqued our interest

nonetheless; it’s an alternate-universe scenario in which

Churchill dies following his real-life run-in with a New

York cab in 1931, Britain falls to the Nazi war ma-

chine in the ’40s, and Germany invades the United

States in the early 1950s.

Because the game takes place during a “what-

if” extension of WWII, it has two distinct advan-

tages over most WWII shooters in that it is set in

the United States and it has a largely fresh set of

weapons and vehicles.

Sadly, a number of problems with the game hamper it from realizing its poten-

tial. There are a few highlight-reel segments that are quite a bit of fun, but in many

other areas, the game suffers from design issues, poor hit detection, and poor

weapon balance. Add enemy AI that’s average at best, and you have an FPS that

will struggle for your attention even during the summer doldrums. Turning Point

comes with a full complement of multiplayer options, but the game’s non-

AI-related technical issues are magnified when facing live opponents. To

make matters worse, the game is a blood-free zone, ostensibly a conces-

sion to get its Teen ESRB rating, and although we’re not proponents of

blood for blood’s sake, you can’t have a realistic shooter without it.

Turning Point: Fall of Liberty’s premise is strong and the game

has its moments, but ultimately the bar for FPSes is set a little too

high for it to get over. ▲
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T his is the third Super Smash Bros. game since it debuted

on the Nintendo 64 in 1999. The formula combines a

stack of favorite Nintendo characters, easy controls, and

lightning-fast multiplayer (up to four contestants) melee

combat. To its credit, Nintendo manages to keep the game-

play feeling fresh and entertaining.

The cast of characters has increased to 35 (14 need to be

unlocked). Sega’s Sonic the Hedgehog and Metal Gear Sol-

id’s Snake are new and welcome entrants, but adding more

non-Nintendo characters into Brawl would have been wel-

come. There’s a fair amount of strategy involved in learning

how and when to exploit the weaknesses of your enemies

by leveraging your own strengths, as well as taking advan-

tage of the varied environments, yet gameplay and controls

are easy. Brawl’s graphics are not far removed from the

GameCube, but the online gameplay is a lot of fun and rela-

tively lag-free. 

The Subspace Emissary story mode is the biggest

addition to Brawl. It’s a 2D solo or co-op platform

utilizing levels specific to various characters. It’s fun

but doesn’t really hold a candle to the core Brawl

game. This title is a no-brainer for fans of the series

and is great fun as a party game. Overall, it’s a wel-

come addition to the Wii library. ▲

$59.99 (360) • ESRB: (T)een

Microsoft • www.smashbros.com

Everybody’s Fast-Paced 2D Fighting —by Dr. Malaprop

Not Quite What It Could Have Been —by Dr. Malaprop

It’s uncommon to find current affairs and terrorism tackled

in a mass-market game. Army of Two features mercenaries

Salem and Rios in their global fight against the bad guys

around the world. These war veterans work for money and

belong to a PMC (private military cooperation). The bad

guys are similar-looking terrorists, some of whom charge

Salem and Rios as suicide bombers strapped with grenades. 

The dual-character and co-op-friendly gameplay has some

entertaining elements. The primary gameplay mechanic is the

Aggro system, wherein a character draws aggro (enemy

aggression and attacks) by dealing out damage while the

other player flanks and take those enemies out from behind.

You’ll repetitively use this mechanic through the endgame.

The game’s unforgiving checkpoint system can sometimes

leave gamers replaying large swaths of a level, which gets old

quickly. Dragging your partner to safety, being dragged to

safety by your partner, and earnings play a part in the game.

As a whole, Army of Two’s short gameplay and limited

multiplayer maps make this a good recommendation for

rental. Gameplay is fun, but it has no legs. ▲

$59.99 (360, PS3) • ESRB: (M)ature

Electronic Arts • www.ea.com/armyoftwo

Nod Through Time —by Dr. Malaprop

$29.99 (PC); $39.99 (360) • ESRB: (T)een

Electronic Arts • www.commandandconquer.com

We liked what we played when we reviewed Com-

mand & Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars on the PC

and Xbox 360 last year. The Kane’s Wrath expansion

pack storyline doesn’t take off from its predecessor, but

instead jumps through various periods of the C&C uni-

verse’s chronology to tell the story of Kane’s rise to

power. This is a one-sided story that tells the tale of

Nod as you play through the campaign’s 13 missions. These

play out fairly well but are not quite as good as those in the

original game. Fortunately, the huge number of new multi-

player campaign missions helps matters considerably. 

Not surprisingly, EA has done little to modify the

original’s RTS formula. However, changes including two

new subfactions for each race give the Nod, Scrin, and

GDI special abilities and weapons. The game ends with

a clear indicator that another expansion is almost cer-

tainly on the way. It’s unfortunate that the game fails to

capitalize yet again on the Scrin, but maybe we’ll have

more time with that race in an upcoming expansion. 

The most surprising addition to Kane’s Wrath is

the turn-based Global Conquest mode. It’s Risk in

the C&C world. Unfortunately, Global Conquest

doesn’t feel fully vetted and may benefit from

tweaks that will be applied before the next

inevitable expansion. The Xbox 360 version

is expected by mid-June. ▲
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L ast week, as my chiropractor was realigning my body back into
a vaguely human shape, we got to talking about horrible name

combinations visited upon the newborn. I recalled my mother men-
tioning a childhood friend of hers, Rita Book, and students of Texas
history will recall Ima Hogg, daughter of Jim Hogg, the first native-
born governor. Expanding on our theme, my doctor recalled a
friend of hers, Violet, who had married a Mr. Tingler—resulting in
a product name that we both agreed one
would only be able to purchase from a
Web site that guarantees its shipments
will arrive in discreet packaging.

That night, I woke up at 2 a.m., with
only one thought: Dot Matrix. I wish I
could say that it’s a real name, but it
isn’t: The following day, I realized Mel
Brooks used it in his sporadically amus-
ing movie “Spaceballs.” Still, it led me to
think about what in its time was the first
popular retail printer for computers, and
a decidedly cutting-edge peripheral.

The origins of the dot matrix printer
are unclear. Numerous timelines state
that IBM produced the first model in
1954, but to date I haven’t been able to
unearth any evidence in print confirming
this. I suspect it might be a result of
IBM developing a technology in the
early 1950s for producing characters
from dots, formed by small wires striking
both ribbon and paper sheets. This was
applied to key punches, however, not printers.
Similarly, while the distinguished German
inventor Gerhard Dirks took out U.S. patent
#2997152 in 1961 for an “electronically con-
trolled character printing apparatus” with
“each character being delineated by a number
of dot-like elements,” there appears to have
been no successful attempt made to turn his
specs into physical reality.

However, in 1970, two companies pro-
duced dot matrix printers for commercial
use. The Centronics 101 was essentially a
Brother Industries printer allied to electronics
and a print head (with a seven-wire solenoid
impact system) produced by Centronics Data
Corporation. It featured a new electronic
interface that was to become a standard for
years, the printer parallel port, only supersed-
ed within the last decade by the USB. The

other, generally better-known developer was Digital Equipment
Corporation, whose LA30 printer was available with both serial and
parallel interfaces. DEC was subsequently to release several advanced
models, spotlighting increased speed, lowered cost, and portability.

It was no accident that the dot matrix printer’s ascendancy corre-
sponded to the rise of the personal computer; it fit the need for low-cost
versatility created by the PC’s new, informal world. It was a welcome

solution for on-the-fly documentation,
club minutes, and statistical printouts. 

The 1980s were halcyon days for the
dot matrix printer, with market rivalries
spurring a race to new features. Attempts
were made to improve the quality of the
dot matrix look by offering fonts with dis-
tinctive or proportional typefaces and a
form of color impact printing through
four-color ribbons. (When the latter
process failed through mechanical issues,
an expensive thermal-transfer mode was
grafted onto the package.) Carriage speeds
increased dramatically. So did the pin
count on the print head, the standard
moving from 9 to 18 to 24 pins. This in
turn improved image quality, but for some
manufacturers, that wasn’t enough. Eager
to grab a piece of the business laser printer
market, they also offered a near-letter-qual-
ity mode achieved through greater dot
density and multiple carriage passes. 
Just as the rise of the dot matrix printer

was secured through competition, so, ironical-
ly, was its decline. Patents on Hewlett-Packard’s
inkjet technology expired, leading once again
to the kind of fierce competition that involved
falling prices and improved feature sets. During
the mid-1990s, the inkjet printer surpassed the
dot matrix in consumer sales, though the latter
is still used in some retail operations. Sadly,
antique collectors who have embraced vintage
computers look coldly on the sleek, relatively
simple dot matrix printer. A used Centronics
101 in good shape is worth about $10, or just
about as much as a 8-track cartridge contain-
ing the Greatest Hits of ABBA. Which is too
bad, because at least there’s no danger when
using the 101 of listening to ABBA. ▲

Wax nostalgic with Barry at
barry@cpumag.com

Do You Want That WYSIWYG, Or Fast?

Barry Brenesal has written more 
than 1,000 published articles and 

reviews on electronic technology since
1987. His first personal computer 

was a Radio Shack TRS-80 model 100.
It was last seen functioning 

as a boat anchor.
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W
eb-based applications
such as Google Docs and
Zoho Office may not
have taken the business

world by storm yet, but more and more
techies are supplementing their Desktop
software with these handy tools. It’s hard to
beat a Web service that gives you remote
access to your documents, making your
folders accessible from any browser. And for
collaborative projects, most of these tools let
you share and co-create projects with com-
mentary and version-
ing features. Here are
some of our favorite
Web apps and tips and
tricks for using them.

Universal Outlook
If you’re away from

your desk often, then
you know the pain of
losing direct access 
to your Outlook cal-
endar, a life line for
many of us. How do
you commit to new
appointments or re-
mind yourself of up-
coming ones if your
primary date book is
back on the home PC?
Other than using remote access software 
to bring up your home desktop, one new
and novel way is a beta synchronization pro-
gram from Google. It works with Google
Calendar (www.google.com/calendar), and
once you set up a Gmail account, you can
go to dl.google.com/googlecalendarsync

Get The Most Out Of Web Apps

both PCs are set up for two-way sync, then
any new appointment you make on the
laptop, the Google Calendar, or the home
PC will show up on all three calendars. In
the Google Sync options screen, you can
play with the sync intervals to ensure the
updates across the calendars are as up-to-
date as you like. 

Graphics Are A Picnik
If you want a taste of how advanced

Web applications have become and how

t i p s  &  t r i c k s

/GoogleCalendarSync_Installer.exe to
download the memory resident program.
Once installed, Google Calendar Sync will
ask you to set up the main options. Sync-
ing Outlook and Google Calendar in a 
two-way exchange means that any new
appointments you make in one program
will show up in the other, regardless of
which program you made the change in.
There are two one-way options that let you
update only from one program to the other:
from Google Calendar to Outlook, and

from Outlook to Goo-
gle Calendar.

Our favorite sync-
ing trick is to use
Google Calendar to
synchronize the Out-
look calendars on two
PCs. For instance, if
you have a laptop 
and a PC, both with
Outlook, you can
sync both of them 
to the same Google
Calendar and use the
Web service as an
intermediary. Sim-
ply download Google
Calendar Sync to the
home PC, establish 
a two-way sync rela-

tionship between the two, and synchronize
events to your Google Calendar. Then
download Google Calendar Sync to your
laptop and set it up the same way, with a
two-way sync relationship. Now you will
have a current copy of your home PC cal-
endar on your laptop Outlook calendar. If

For those novice Registry tweakers and
old pros who may have forgotten some
basic Registry safety rules, let us take this
opportunity to remind you that Regedit
does have a safety belt. Use the Export
option in the editor on any selected
branch you intend to tweak. When you
locate the branch in the editor, use the
File menu to click the Export option. The
next window will let you designate export-
ing all of the Registry or just the selected
branch. Choose the latter and use the file
browser box to assign a filename that will
remind you of the setting and a safe place
to store it. This creates a .REG file that con-
tains the original Registry values for the
branch you are about to change. If your
tweak creates a problem, then simply
double-click this .REG file and Windows
will prompt you to import the setting to
the Registry and restore the original.

Registry Tweak Of The Month

Windows XP users, your final service
packs are almost in. As of this writing,
Microsoft had not released the final ver-
sion of the long-awaited Service Pack 3,
but in late March, it did refresh the second
release candidate for the pack. While SP3
is mainly a roll-up of previous updates to
the OS, it does add some less visible secu-
rity and administrative features. It now
interacts with the Network Access Protec-
tion features in Windows Server 2008,
and it allows installation without entering
a product key. It is unclear when a final
version of SP3 will be available, but Mi-
crosoft has made the recent candidates
open to public download. We found the
latest version at tinyurl.com/2denpw.

Windows Tip Of The Month

Google Calendar Sync lets you synchronize
a desktop Outlook calendar with the online
Google calendar, but you can also use 
the tool as a way to synchronize your
appointments across multiple PCs.
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effectively they connect you to your social
media universe, then take a “Picnik.”
Picnik.com is among the most powerful
Web apps we’ve seen. After starting an
account, the main screen not only lets you
pull in photos from your PC but also
stream images from your Flickr, Facebook,
Picasa, MySpace, Photobucket, and Web-
Shots accounts. In other words, you can
effectively keep the photo libraries from
most social networks and photo sharing
accounts organized in one place. In fact,
you can even manage the images in most of
your accounts from the Picnik interface.
For instance, we connected our Picnik
account to all of our accounts at various
media sharing sites so that they become a
series of tabs in the Photos section of
Picnik. Clicking the little gear icon in the
lower-right corner of any image gives you
the option to delete it. This will also delete
the image from the image’s host Web site. 

The real power of Picnik comes
through when you choose Edit as an
option for one of these images. Picnik
gives you a set of expected tools for crop-
ping, exposure, etc. Drill down to the
Advanced button under the Exposure
editing tab to bring up a histogram of the
image and granular tools for adjusting
exposure in highlights and shadows. The
Local Contrast option at the bottom of
this toolset will increase contrast in areas
with multicolored pixels, which can bring
out detail in complex textures. This is the
kind of control we see in medium-grade
desktop applications. 

Move to the Create tab in Picnik and
try the Effects menu. If you click any
effect, such as sepia toning or infrared,
not only will the effect be applied, but
there are one or more sliders that adjust
the type or intensity of the effect. When
you go to Save & Share and save the
changes, the newly edited image is also
saved to Flickr, Facebook, etc., but as a
new file. The edited version will not
overwrite the original. There are still
some bugs in the saving mechanism,
which didn’t always work reliably with
all of the social networks, but in most
cases, Picnik proved to be a remarkably
powerful way to manage and edit our
shared photos in one spot.

t i p s  &  t r i c k s

Workspace
Open For Business

Microsoft has watched start-
ups and archrival Google charge
into the Web application space,
and now Microsoft is making its
move with a unique program,
the Office Live Workspace. We
played with the application
before its general Beta release in
March 2008 and came away
appreciating its novel approach
to Web services. Use the Internet
Explorer 6 or 7 browser and go
to workspace.office.live.com,
where you’ll sign in with your
Windows Live ID and create a
virtual Workspace. Unfortun-
ately, as of this writing, some fea-
tures in Workspace are unavailable in
Firefox, notably the integration with Office
applications. Generally, the Web service
works with existing Office file types (Word,
PowerPoint, Excel) and gives you an online
space where you can always access, share,
and comment on files. 

For instance, in the main screen, use
the Add Document button to bring up a
file browser in Windows and upload a
document to Workspace. Once in the
directory, you can mouse over the file
and get options to view the file or share
it. If you view it, the file will open in the
main window and a Comment button
will let you add comments. If you use
the Share button, Workspace prompts
you to send an invitation with a link to a
friend. You designate each person you
share the file with as an Editor (able to
make changes in the document) or a
Viewer who can only see and comment
on the document. 

Unlike other Web applications that
let you edit in the browser window, Live
Workspace can actually connect to your
Office applications. First, you have to
click the tab labeled Install Office Add-
in. This downloadable executable file
will hook Workspace into all of your
Office applications. In Word, for
instance, you will see a new toolbar to
open a file directly from the online
Workspace (assuming you have an

Internet connection, of course) and also
save a file to the Workspace. And from
within the online Workspace itself, a
mouse-over option lets you open the
online file in an Office application. 

At this early stage, it’s hard to tell
whether a fully Web-based approach to
applications will carry the market forward
or whether users will embrace Microsoft’s
hybrid solution. Clearly, however, our
desktop applications, like everything else
about our work life, is about to be trans-
formed by connectivity. ▲

by Steve Smith

Skyscraper 
Hits New Heights
The Dubai tower, currently under
construction, will reach a dizzying
height of 2,300 feet when it’s com-
pleted and will be uncontested as
the world’s tallest building—until
Prince al-Walid bin Talal finishes
his tower, the so-called Mile High
Tower in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The
Mile High Tower will live up to its
name, soaring to 5,250 feet tall.

That’s going to be one heck of a view from
the top floor.

Picnik is designed as a sophisticated Web 2.0 photo-editor,
but it also can help users manage the images they have
stored across multiple social networks. 
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Cron: Your Personal Linux Wake-Up Service

A
s Woody Allen (or perhaps
Albert Einstein, depending
on your source) once said,
“Time is what keeps every-

thing from happening at once.” And on a
computer, it’s a very good thing that
everything happens at the right time. For
example, there are tasks that you might
wish to occur once a day (rolling over old
log files, for example) or once a week
(defragmenting a hard drive). Linux pro-
vides two different mechanisms to specify
that a given action should be taken at a
given time, at and cron.

Before we go any further, you have to
understand some basics about Linux pro-
gram input and output, so we’re going to
take a short detour. If you’re already
familiar with Linux “pipes,” you can skip
ahead a few paragraphs. All programs that
run on Linux have access to three data
streams: stdin (standard input), stdout
(standard output), and stderr. You use
these all the time when you’re using
Linux; you just don’t realize it. For exam-
ple, we can use the sort command to sort
the lines we type into standard input:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$
sort
alpha
gamma
beta
zeta
delta
^D

alpha
beta
delta
gamma
zeta
james@james-ubuntu-test:~$

We type in the unsorted list and press
CTRL-D. Any program reading from
stdin treats a CTRL-D as “end of file” and
will stop reading at that point. (CTRL-D
doesn’t actually echo to the terminal, but
we’ve included it so you can see where the
input stops and the output starts.) The
sort command writes the sorted list out to
stdout. Suppose we want to make sure
that there are no duplicates in the list? We
can use another program, uniq, which
removes duplicate lines from stdin and
output to stdout, to take them out. We
can use a special character, “|” (pipe) to
take the stdout of the first command and
“pipe it” to the stdin of the second, as in:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ sort |
uniq
delta
gamma
alpha
delta
omega

gamma
^D
alpha
delta

gamma
omega

The sort command reads data from
stdin (the terminal) and sends the sorted
version out on stdout. The uniq com-
mand reads from stdin, which is connect-
ed via the pipe to the output of sort. It
sends its results out on stdout, which in
that case will be the terminal. Now that
we understand a little about pipes, we can
move on to at and cron.

Let’s suppose you want to remind all
the logged-in users on your system in 30
minutes to go outside for the big pool
party. As it happens, Linux comes with a
handy command called wall that will write
a message that you type into stdin onto
the terminal of anyone who is logged in.
For example, we’d type the following:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ wall
I’m going to be having a pool party in
30 minutes.
^D

This is great for sending a message
immediately, but we’d really like to send
it in 30 minutes telling them that the
pool party is now. We could wait 30 min-
utes and use wall, but we want to be out-
side setting up the tropical fruit drink 
stations, not poised in front of the com-
puter waiting to send out a message.
Luckily, we can use the at command to
schedule our message in the future!

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ at now + 30
minutes
warning: commands will be executed
using /bin/sh
at> echo “Big pool party outside!!! Be
there or be square!!!” | wall
at> ^D<EOT>
job 4 at Sat Mar 15 22:36:00 2008

Let’s break down what we did. We
started by running the at command, speci-
fying we wanted the commands we speci-
fied to run at now plus 30 minutes. The at
command prompted us for one or more
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The DIY Tank
Gone are the days of hazing pledges or TPing the Quad when
you have nothing better to do. For Kettering University student
Will Foster, the best way to pass the time was building a half-
scale working replica of a Panzer tank. The creation, which cost

an estimated $10,000 to build, runs on treads and
has a turreted cannon that rotates 360

degrees and is capable of firing golf
balls or empty Red Bull cans.

Put that in your pipe and
smoke it, Blutarsky.

t i p s  &  t r i c k s

As you can see, there’s a single entry in the crontab, telling the
Apache httpd daemon to restart. To know when the command
will be run, you need to understand the first five columns of
the line. The first column is the minute of the hour, the sec-
ond is the hour of the day, the third is the day of the month,
the fourth is the month of the year, and the fifth is the day of

the week. The day of month and
month of year start properly at 1, not 0
as some programs do. The day of week
starts with 0 for Sunday, but you can
also use 7 for Sunday. In place of day of
week or month, you can also use the
first three letters of the name (e.g., sun,
tue, jan, dec).

To edit a crontab, use “-e” instead of
“-l”. It will bring up the file (or create a
new one) using whatever your default
editor is. If you haven’t changed any-
thing, usually this is nano. If you want to
use vim instead, just type export EDI-

TOR=vim before you type in the crontab command, like this:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ export EDITOR=vim
james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ crontab –e
no crontab for james - using an empty one

You can separate the columns by spaces or tabs or both, as
many as you want. Some people like to use tabs to get everything
in nice columns. The commands will run as the user who owns
the crontab, and any output generated to stdout by the com-
mand is bundled up as an email to the user. 

There are many more options to crontab, such as using ranges
for numbers or telling it not to send emails. To learn them, type
man 5 crontab into a terminal window. That will load the man-
ual page for the crontab file format. Typing man crontab
retrieves info on the crontab command. ▲

by James Turner

line of commands to run at that time. We told it to use the echo
command (which just echoes its arguments to stdout) to send my
pool party announcement to the standard input of the wall com-
mand, which will send it to all the users. We needed to put the
message in double quotes (“”) because it contains exclamation
marks, which have special meaning to /bin/sh. Putting them in
double quotes hides them from the shell.

So now we know how to schedule a job
to run at a future date. The at command is
actually pretty smart: It can handle times
such as “at 4 p.m. tomorrow” or “at 1
a.m. Wednesday.” You can also cancel
queued at jobs. Suppose imposing clouds
start forming as we’re lighting the Tiki
torches in preparation for our pool party.
To postpone the event and save our guests
from the less desirable form of hurricane,
we can recall the announcement by issuing
the following command:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ atq
Sat Mar 15 22:36:00 2008 a james
james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ atrm 4

We used the atq command to list the at jobs we have queued and
saw that the troublesome message is job 4. Then, we used atrm to
remove the job, saving ourselves (and our guests) from a soggy fate.

Welcome To Cron
Sometimes you want something to happen periodically, rather

than just once. For example, you might want to restart your Web
server every Sunday at 2 a.m. to deal with a memory leak that even-
tually makes the server crash. You obviously don’t want to have to be
sitting in front of your terminal at 2 a.m. Saturday. So you use cron.

Every user on the system is allowed to have a personal
“crontab.” A crontab is a text file with a specific format that tells
the OS to run certain commands at certain times. The root user
has one, as well, and you can look at it by saying:

james@james-ubuntu-test:~$ sudo crontab -u root –l
# m h dom mon dow command

55 22 * * * /etc/init.d/apache2 restart

Breaking this down, the “-u root” means, “Give me the
crontab for the root user” and “-l” means, “list it.” We have to
use sudo because you can’t edit someone else’s crontab unless

you have root privileges.

You can choose which editor crontab uses to
edit your cron file.
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W e’ve all known for some time that Intel was seriously pre-
paring to take on Nvidia and ATI, but Stephen Smith, a

senior VP at Intel’s Enterprise Group, recently confirmed that to
me personally. Based on its multicore technology called Larrabee,
Intel will launch discrete graphics board products to compete with
AMD and Nvidia next year, Smith confirmed.

But just because it will launch doesn’t mean Intel is going to
get everything right straight away, nor
does it mean the company’s offerings
will make an immediate dent into
AMD/ATI and Nvidia’s market share.
There are all sorts of things it’s got to
do first, and much of it is little to do
with technology as such. That’s not to
say Intel doesn’t need to get the tech-
nology right, too; it faces some con-
siderable challenges because it appears
from the briefing documents Intel
showed me that a Larrabee graphics
board will use a new, totally different
approach to software. 

We all associate Intel with CPUs,
but no one should underestimate its
ability to design software that works.
For example, when Microsoft was
introducing Windows 98, Intel wrote
12 out of 20 major improvements to
the previous OS. It’s got a bunch of
software engineers who are second to
none. When I feel like teasing Intel, I
ask why it doesn’t launch a better OS than
Microsoft’s. That’s nearly always met with
a little nervous cough—the fact is, Intel
has designed operating systems in the past,
admittedly for real-time embedded appli-
cations, but it doesn’t want to compete
with Microsoft, even though the software
giant isn’t afraid to make forays into hard-
ware development.

All last year, Intel was recruiting soft-
ware developers for its Larrabee project,
which of course is designed for a lot of
purposes other than graphics. Unless the
firm has fundamentally screwed up, it no
doubt has a high-flying team of software
architects in place and up to the technical
challenges it will face.

But even given that, there are far more
formidable challenges in terms of marketing

any reference products it designs. First of all, Nvidia and AMD/
ATI have a proven track record in designing and bringing to
market successful reference designs for their partners. They also
have an established market share, and each has a considerable
core of loyal users. These aren’t just gamers; each has a set of
products used in high-end workstations by the scientific and
commercial markets. Those products don’t get as many column

inches as the newest and fastest graph-
ics cards, but they certainly bring in
the loot. And while AMD has had a
disastrous year or so with its CPU
business, the word from inside the
company is that its ATI products are
selling well.

And there’s another serious obstacle
to Intel muscling into this market.
Over the last five to six years, both
Nvidia and ATI have created partner-
ships with their add-on board part-
ners, the people who actually bring
products to market. These loyalties are
hard-won, and quite a few of their
partners are, rightly or wrongly, suspi-
cious of Intel, with whom they’ve had
to deal in the past. These partners
have relationships with distributors,
those low-profile guys who check their
warehouses constantly to see piles of
product that aren’t shifting and who

then persuade retailers, etailers, and
dealers to shove them into the market and
sell them.

This all adds up to a very complex pic-
ture, but in my view, the real story of this
year and next will be the battle Intel has ini-
tiated on the graphics front. It’s also likely
that this will cause some strange alliances.
We can safely discount the recent rumour
that Nvidia was interested in buying Via—
that’s not going to happen. But it’s just been
announced that Via will make chipsets for
Nvidia, and if other unlikely partners climb
into bed with each other as they prepare for
the Intel graphics Armageddon, that should
be no surprise, either. ▲

Send rumours to “Mad Mike” Magee 
at mike@cpumag.com

Graphics Firms Prepare For Intel Inferno

Mike Magee is an industry veteran. 
He cut his teeth on ancient products 
like the Dragon and the Japanese PC 

platforms long before the IBM-PC won.
He worked for a corporate reseller in 

the mid-’80s and saw the Compaq 386
sandwich box and every GUI known 
to humankind. Mike decided that the 
way to go was the Interweb around 

1994 after editing PC mags in the late
’80s and ’90s. A co-founder of The

Register, Mike started the chip-driven
INQUIRER (www.theinquirer.net) in

2001. He has contacts from top to 
bottom in the business, spanning the 
entire chain, who help him root out 
interesting rumours and speculation.
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W hen the concept of high-performance PCs came about in
the early ’90s, very few people expected this once geek-only

hobby would explode into something greater. We watched as new
revolutionary hardware manufacturers like 3dfx turned 2D into live
3D. Even though they used our name (and I’m still bitter about it),
we loved the new direction the industry took.

At that time, Intel and others balked at the notion that anyone
would want a graphics card that did little more than spit a 2D im-
age onto your 14-inch VGA display.

Both Nvidia and ATI drove the hard-
ware to new levels, thereby freeing game
developers and 3D content creators to
dream about solutions they wanted to
create rather than hardware limitations
and “imagination ceilings.” AMD was a
major grassroots supporter of perform-
ance gaming; the company had a dedi-
cated staff of people who would ensure
that companies like mine had access to
the latest and greatest hardware.

Better late than never, Intel arrived
on the scene with its edgy advertising
and “street teams” who would spend
most of their time trying to build bridg-
es with the performance PC manufac-
turers in order to build the halo effect
that AMD was already enjoying.

Back in the day, when your appli-
cation didn’t work, you would either
download a patch or wait for Nvidia
or ATI to drop a new driver; our part-
ners would acknowledge pressing issues
and fix them quickly.

Those were the days when we hand-
built PCs, and we could usually get every-
thing working with just a few challenges.
Hardware manufacturers would sell us
hardware that worked for the most part,
and when it didn’t work, they would ac-
knowledge the problem and let us know
they were working on a fix.

So what’s new?
Since Microsoft launched Vista, it seems

like things have changed for the worse. Even
the latest service pack, albeit an improve-
ment, doesn’t fix all the bugs we run into.
While we continue to struggle with these
issues, we’re finding that leading in “time to
market” with the latest hardware is more of
a detriment to our customers than a benefit.

In other words, we aren’t launching all the cutting-edge stuff
because it’s all coming too quickly, when everyone knows there are
still considerable issues that need to be dealt with. Hardware man-
ufacturers are getting way ahead of themselves. They’re trying to
ramrod more GPU power, huge power supply requirements, and
larger memory requirements into a PC that still has core issues.

Take, for instance, memory requirements. Anyone who’s in the
know should realize that more video cards equals less addressable

memory for the OS. One solution would
be to install Vista 64 so a system can easi-
ly address more than 4GB of memory,
but of course not everyone is ready with
Vista 64 drivers, and so it goes.

When you play games with more than
two video cards, your chances of “drop-
ping the driver” in Vista increase exponen-
tially. In other words, you might success-
fully play for two minutes or five hours,
depending on the mood of your system.

For the sake of winning benchmarks,
we’re witnessing many computer com-
panies jam hardware that they know
doesn’t work into their review machines.
The reviewers run scripted benchmarks
and they don’t spend the time actually
testing the system beyond the surface.

Recently, one of our partners request-
ed a quote for a press release on a new
solution, and I had to decline. Whether
it’s a hardware or software problem, why

would we publically support a solution
that we know is plagued with problems?

Although ATI has a unique way of dealing
with the issue by disguising the error from 
the customer, it’s time that Microsoft, AMD
(ATI), and Nvidia host a summit with their
top engineers and gets these problems fixed.

It’s also time we dump 32-bit OSes: They
simply do not meet the latest hardware needs.

Not all is doom and gloom, though—ATI
just dropped a hotfix, and so far it looks to be
going in the right direction.

Now that we’ve made our position clear
to our partners (no more “time to market”
until a solution is tight), they’re listening
and actively working on the problems. You
can thank us later. . . . ▲

Send your opinions to this opinionated 
guy at rahul@cpumag.com

Back In The Day

Rahul Sood's love for computers started 
at the young age of 11. Much to the
shock and dismay of his parents, he

ripped apart his brand-new Apple //c 
and painted it red before turning it on.
His parents’ dreams of having a doctor 

for a son were shattered when 
college drop-out Rahul founded what 

is now one of the most respected 
high-end computer companies in the

world, Voodoo Computers.
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04.19.08
Maximum Overkill, Binghamton, NY

core.binghamton.edu/maxover

04.25.08
theGXL, Millville, NJ
www.thegxl.com

04.26.08
ATD Arena, Charlotte, NC

www.atd-arena.com

LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA
www.lanmaniac.com

n00bapalooza 4.0, Manlius, NY
n00bapalooza.freehostia.com/joomla

05.02.08
ALL Your Base Lan, Winnipeg, Manitoba

www.allyourbaseonline.com

05.03.08
Muncie Gamers, Muncie, IN
www.munciegamers.com

05.09.08
Winlock Lan, Winlock, WA

www.lan.team-tb.com

05.10.08
Whempy's LAN Party, Columbus, OH

whempyslan.org

05.17.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

South Oakland County Lodge 130, Ferndale, MI
www.fop130.org.index.html

Spring 08
Xodus, NY

www.egslan.com

05.22.08
PAGLAN 11.NVGA SuperCON, Albuquerque, NM

www.nvgasupercon.com

05.23.08
Recoil LAN, Pittsburgh, PA
www.rec0ilgaming.com

05.26.08
NEXLAN, Spokane, WA

www.nexgenconsulting.net

05.30.08
Traverse City Fragfest 13, Traverse City, MI

www.fragfest.cx

05.31.08
OnTargetLan, Hot Springs, AR

www.ontargetlan.com

06.01.08
FragFest, Traverse City, MI

www.fragfest.com

06.07.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

06.20.08
FGA LAN 2008, Marion, IL

www.clanfga.com

06.21.08
FRAGfinity, Oxford, IA
www.fragfinity.com

Intel LanFest: Sacramento, Grass Valley, CA
lanfest.intel.com

PeaceLoveandRockets, Arlington, TX
www.peaceloveandrockets.org

Whempy's LAN Party, Columbus, OH
whempyslan.org

06.27.08
Atlanta LAN Fest, Atlanta, GA

www.atlantalanfest.com

06.28.08
XLAN Gaming, Park Ridge, IL

www.xlangaming.net

07.05.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

07.18.08
PDXLAN 12, Portland

www.pdxlan.net

07.19.08
LAN Stanley, San Antonio, TX

www.myspace.com.lanstanley

Whempy's LAN Party, Columbus, OH
whempyslan.org

07.24.08
Fragapalooza, Edmonton, Alberta

2007.fragapalooza.com

07.25.08
Massive LAN, Little Valley, NY

www.massivelan.com

07.26.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

08.07.08
Dark LAN, Euclid, OH

darklan.thedarkserver.com

08.16.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

09.01.08
LAN OC, Ohio City, OH

lanoc.org

09.06.08
LANmaniac BYLOC LAN Party, Bellflower, CA

www.lanmaniac.com

Fall 08
Campus Nerds, Columbus, GA

www.campus-nerds.com

LANKnights, Orlando, FL
www.lanknights.net

10.10.08
Necronomicon, Plan City, Florida

www.seads.org.LANParty.necrolan.htm

11.07.08
ALL Your Base Lan, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

www.allyourbaseonline.com

12.31.08
LAN OC, Ohio City, OH

lanoc.org

02.07.09
Carolina Games Summit, North Carolina

www.CarolinaGamesSummit.com

04.01.09
Arkansas LAN, Arkansas

www.arkansaslan.com/index.php

Look For CPU At These
LAN Parties Across The Nation!

CPU magazine is where hardcore power

users go for their monthly dose of the

latest and greatest in extrreme hardware

Would you like us to help promote your next LAN?

Drop us a line at 1.800.733.3809 or visit our LAN Yard site at www.computerpoweruser.com
to input your own information and see your LAN party name in our upcoming issues.

We'll be glad to consider your event!





CPU: Let’s start with a bit of congratula-
tions that are in order to Nvidia. You’ve
been quoted by various sources as stating
that yours is a typical Silicon Valley com-
pany, but Forbes Magazine does not usu-
ally name any typical company as their
Company of the Year, which is what
they’ve done with Nvidia in 2008. 

Kirk: I think in many ways we are a typi-
cal Silicon Valley company, but in others,
we are not. I won’t presume to know the
selection criteria for Forbes’ Company of
the Year, but there a lot of objective mea-
sures by which you can say we’ve had an
outstanding record for three or four years.
This involves product delivery, financial
performance, and creating new products
and even new categories of products. At
the same time, the company is a wonder-
ful place to work, and I can’t help but
think that comes across to the Forbes team
as they talked to people.

CPU: Forbes Magazine actually had
this to say in its comments: “In the past
four years, Huang has taken Nvidia
from a trailing position to dominance in
the breakneck, highly lucrative graphics-
chip business. Intel gets all the credit for

being the brains inside most computers,
but without Nvidia’s graphics cards
there would be no high-definition Web
video, no visual kick from battling aliens
in the lush digital forests of the Crysis
game.” Is that an accurate statement, in
your opinion?

Kirk: I think it’s an understatement! A
subtle, or perhaps not-so-subtle, change
has happened in PCs over the years—
where CPU power matters less to your
experience than graphics power. People
have PCs with large resolution screens
that play high-definition video and rich,
detailed graphics in games. They also
want to do such things as video editing
and photo editing. These are primarily
visual activities, and the CPU has relative-
ly little to do with them. It matters
instead whether you have a better GPU,
because that improves your experience in
terms of performance and quality. 

CPU: So you’re saying in a way we
aren’t seeing a market dominated by
Intel, but by Nvidia?

Kirk: I wasn’t discussing market domi-
nance, but user experience.

CPU: But user experience determines
where the market goes.

Kirk: Agreed. From that perspective, I
would say that there are no products in
Intel’s pockets at this point that really are
compelling and exciting. Their products
are integrated graphics, which in itself is
not a problem, but it’s at the very low
end. It’s really the best graphics that no
money can buy. I would further add that
integrated graphics are graphics for people
who don’t care about their graphics.
Although, we also build integrated graph-
ics products that are targeted to be the
first upgrade for people who want a better
experience than minimal entry.

It puzzles me why people would go and
upgrade their CPU instead of upgrading
their graphics or adding more memory—
two things that would have a clear effect
on their computer performance. The
belief that you need a faster CPU is a tri-
umph of marketing over substance.

CPU: How fast does a CPU need to get,
in your opinion?

Kirk: It depends on the individual and
what they want to do. In the enthusiast

David Kirk became Nvidia’s chief scientist in 1997, after
doing consulting work for the company. He also leads its

Graphics Technology Department. 2006 was a banner year for
Kirk, who was elected to the NAE (National Academy of
Engineering), one of the highest professional distinctions in engi-
neering. He received the honor for his part in developing PC-
based high-performance graphics.

by Barry Brenesal

Technically
Speaking

An Interview With David Kirk,
Nvidia’s Chief Scientist

What’s Cooking . . .
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CPU: Speaking of GPUs, Intel and
AMD have made efforts to deploy a GPU
and a CPU on the same die. Will this
have much affect on the GPU sales in
general, and Nvidia in particular? Or are
they really going in an entirely different
direction from your company?

Kirk: The AMD effort is Fusion, and
Intel’s are Havendale and Auberndale.
They’re still in the future. I think from
the point of view of the user experience
in graphics, there isn’t enough processing
yet to reach good enough. It doesn’t
make any sense to take away from your
graphics silicon to put a CPU on the
same die. Integration is a cost-savings
play. But I wouldn’t say it threatens the
low end of the market—it expands it.
Because integration will produce cheaper
products at the low end, that will enable

more people to afford PCs by bringing
the minimum price down. I think that at
the low end, and at the low price, you
won’t have a stunning experience. To
improve that, you’ll need a separate
GPU. Or two.

CPU: And at the high end, we have,
what, Tesla? What was this product
meant to achieve? 

Kirk: The Tesla product line is a recog-
nition of activities that people were
already doing in the market. People real-
ized that CPUs had become massively
parallel programmable processors, just
for their own purposes, through the evo-
lution of graphics APIs. In the graphics
world,  we had part icipated in the
process of breaking the traditional
pipeline in OpenGL and Direct X, and
adding programmable pieces:  pixel
shaders,  vertex shaders,  and more
recently, programmable geometry pro-

base, you need the most of everything.
If you’re a gamer who wants only the
best, you not only need a fast CPU, you
need several GPUs and as much memo-
ry as you can fit in the chassis of your
machine. But for the average user, if you
bought a low-end PC that had a giga-
byte of DRAM, adding a second giga-
byte will create a noticeable improve-
ment in your performance. Likewise, if
you had free 3D graphics as your inte-
grated solution, adding a graphics card
will create a big difference. By that same
token, if you bought a better grade of
CPU, it would be difficult to find an
application that would run any faster.
Whether the CPU had a faster clock rate
or more cores, it just wouldn’t make
that much difference. You could find a
benchmark that would demonstrate how
a faster CPU supposedly increased your

speed, but that just wouldn’t show up in
your actual use of the PC.

CPU: So if I understand you correctly,
there is a leveling off point where a faster
CPU brings nothing more to your PC,
but that isn’t the case with graphics cards.
Because every new graphics generation
offers a dramatic improvement in perfor-
mance and often in quality, both of
which are needed to meet the require-
ments of new applications and games.

Kirk: I think that’s correct. Where graph-
ics are concerned, we are far, far away from
being good enough. What you really want
to do is make pictures that are stunningly
realistic. You would like to have characters
with completely flexible facial expressions
and flowing hair. You want to have envi-
ronments such as forests full of trees with
leaves blowing in the wind. You want to
have these materials—the leaves, the tree
bark, the ground—look like real, physical

objects. But we are probably thousands of
times too slow to make pictures like that in
real time. As a result, there’s a sustainable
opportunity to make graphics better. Be-
cause every time we double the perfor-
mance, which we do roughly every year, it
makes a better experience: more attractive
pictures, higher resolution, at a higher
speed. We haven’t reached the point of
diminishing returns where graphics are
good enough. That’s years away. 

If graphics were good enough, then
movies wouldn’t look better than what
you see on your PC. In terms of the com-
putations required to make movie frames,
it takes several hours per frame. So again:
That is hundreds, if not thousands of
times away from being real time.

CPU: Is this the point where we should
bring up ray-tracing? Because for some

acolytes, ray-tracing will give you all
you’ve mentioned, and then some.

Kirk: The recent hype about ray-tracing
casts it as a panacea that it will solve all of
our outstanding problems in graphics,
and I think that’s incredibly naïve. If you
look at my background, I was writing
research papers about ray-tracing more
than 20 years ago. Around that time, peo-
ple thought that ray-tracing was the
future of graphics. Perhaps it still is. But I
don’t think it solves all the problems and
achieves all the results we want to achieve.
It’s part of the solution, and there’s every
reason to believe that GPUs are just as
good as or better than other kinds of
processors at ray-tracing. Ray-tracing will
become part of the bag of tricks that we
all use to make pictures eventually, but it
won’t replace all the other techniques.
Nor will it result in abandoning all the
graphics technology that we’ve developed
over the past 10 years or so.

What’s Cooking . . . Technically Speaking

The Tesla product line is a recognition 
of activities that people were already doing in the market.

—David Kirk
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for CUDA, aren’t you? With the private
sector, or the government?

Kirk: I think a broad range of people can
benefit from it, but the focus has been
educational institutions, both private and
public. We’ve been urging them to incor-
porate parallel programming in general
and CUDA in particular, in their re-
search efforts and also in their curricu-
lum. In the old days, you taught reading,
writing, and arithmetic. For computer
scientists—but also for other sciences and
technical fields—programming is an
important tool. Because computation is
an important part of any scientific or
technical discipline. 

The world is parallel now. Even CPUs
have recognized this. They’re multicore.
GPUs have been multicore for 10 years.
We had our first two-processor GPUs in

1998. We’ve been struggling with this
problem for a long time, and I think we
have a practical solution.

CPU: One could see that software devel-
opers involved in any aspect of graphics,
not just games, but also those that have to
do animation or video transfer, viewing,
and editing would be strongly interested
in CUDA.

Kirk: There are over 50 million GPUs
out there that can run CUDA, and there
have been over 50 thousand downloads
of the software development kit. There
are many universities throughout the
world that are already teaching classes in
it, and a flood of programmers just now
reaching the employment market who
have this valuable skill. I think you will
see it permeate more schools and also,
more industries as their employers realize
the benefits they can acquire from
exploiting parallelism.

cessing. In order to effect that kind of
capability, a lot of the core of a GPU
has become a less constrained program-
mable processor. What we produced
was a very powerful f loating point
processor that in many ways is signifi-
cantly more powerful than a CPU. A
lot of people recognize this, so a field
called GPGPU was born, where people
would try to do more general purpose
tasks with GPUs. This was accom-
plished by disguising these tasks as
graphics problems and utilizing the
GPU’s graphics API. It was very chal-
lenging, but rewarding, because many
programs could run hundreds of times
faster on a GPU than on a CPU.

CPU: Just to provide a little bit of back-
ground for our audience: A quad-core
CPU can handle up to eight processing

threads at once, where a GPU can handle
roughly 10,000.

Kirk: That’s right. It’s really not because
we decided it was important to handle
10,000 threads for computing that we
made GPUs. It was because for the pur-
poses of graphics, there are tens of millions
of things to do in parallel. So an efficient
way of calculating is to build hardware that
can process all those things in parallel. 

But back to Tesla, and GPU comput-
ing. We recognized this effort that peo-
ple were making and decided it would
be easier for them if we built a hardware
interface that allowed software develop-
ers to program this parallel machine
using C, rather than requiring them to
hide their calculation in the graphics
API. The combination of our GeForce
8800 products and the CUDA software
environment that we built enabled peo-
ple to write for-general-purpose pro-
grams in C, to run on the GPU. The

Tesla product line is a recognition that
once you have this capability, you may
want to buy a GPU even if you don’t
need to be doing any graphics. This
product line has no graphics connectors,
in fact, and is targeted for server and
accelerator applications where people
just need more computing. 

CPU: CUDA isn’t simply to benefit
high-end users, though, is it?

Kirk: Well, no. CUDA’s capability is not
just for Tesla products, but also available
on GeForce and Quadro products for con-
sumers and professionals. So all people
that use certain applications can benefit
from this computing power. I’ll give you
an example. One consumer application
that a lot of people may use would take
video clips and transcode them to run on

their iPods. That transcoding process is
significantly faster if it’s done using the
GPU than if it’s done using the CPU.

CPU: Do you think we’re going to see a
spread in the use of CUDA in the next
few years by standard software developers?

Kirk: I think so. That brings me back to
where we started this part of our conver-
sation: I think that parallel programming
has received short shrift in computer edu-
cation programs throughout the world.
There’s a real opportunity for training
new students to embrace this kind of new
technology. CUDA is not difficult to
learn, but is very easily taught as a second
course in programming—right after they
learn to program in C. We’re really look-
ing to try and get to embrace this technol-
ogy and teach more students.

CPU: In fact, while we’re holding this
interview, you’re in China proselytizing

What’s Cooking . . . Technically Speaking

I think that parallel programming has received short shrift in
computer education programs throughout the world. 

—David Kirk
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What’s Cooking . . .

Under Development
A Peek At What's Brewing In The Laboratory

P laying for hours on end with Legos,
Tinkertoys, and Erector sets is the

stuff of fond childhood memories for
many of us. And now that we’re grown up
with kids in our lives (either our own or
others’), it’s our turn to introduce them to
the toys that brought us so much pleasure.

Thanks to the work of
Mark Gross and Michael
Weller of Carnegie Mellon

University’s CoDe
Lab, we (and our

younger cohorts)
can enjoy a new level of

construction play with a kit
called Posey.

interpret the pattern. The connection and
geometry information is then sent to a
computer via a low-power radio. Once
relayed, “our software constructs an inter-
nal model of the physical model that you
have built,” explains Gross. “As you con-
nect, disconnect, and move the pieces,
Posey updates the model on the computer.”

Although play is the primary focus for
Posey, the research team has built three
demo applications: a puppet show that lets
the user use the model they’ve built to
control several different characters on the
computer; an application to build model
molecules that assist in learning chemistry;
and a game to teach computer science. 

The future of Posey also holds bright
possibilities. “We’re thinking of extending
the kit in a couple interesting ways,” says
Gross. “One is to add actuation, so that

the models you build could move under
computer control. With this,
you’d have a modular kit for
building robots!” says Gross.

Commercialization of the
current prototype could happen
in 12 to 18 months, with a
starter kit costing as low as
$150. Posey should be great fun
to add to the toy box—that is, if
you ever let your children get
their hands on it. ▲

Posey Links Construction Kits 
From Then To Now

Posey is a “computationally enhanced
hub-and-strut construction kit” that lets
children create a model in real time, which
in turn communicates with 3D modeling
software to render the model on a comput-
er. To what purpose? “Play!” enthuses
Gross. “Posey can stimulate children’s cre-
ativity and basic design abilities and, with
the added layer of computing, help them
to acquire ‘computational thinking’ skills.”

Posey’s plastic pieces snap together,
forming ball-and-socket joints. The pieces
communicate by flashing infrared LED
lights (in the struts) in a unique se-
quence, which IR
light sensors (in the
hubs) receive and 

Face Recognition Technology Takes Off

F ace recognition technol-
ogy has been around

awhile—most often used for
surveillance and security pur-
poses, or to prevent voter fraud
and identity theft. Trouble is,
the technology doesn’t work
that well. A study by the U.S.
government’s NIST (National
Institute of Standards and
Technology) found face iden-
tification false-negative read-
ings to fall around 43%—and
that was using recent photos
taken in “perfect” conditions.
False positives also run high.

Researcher Hung-Son Le, of
Umeå University in Sweden,
has tackled the inaccuracies of
this technology by developing
an algorithm that resolves many
of the issues in current systems. 

Le breaks down how his
method works: “We decom-
pose face images into small
blocks. Similarities of blocks of
the query image and blocks of
sample images in the database
are computed in a flexible
matching scheme. A similarity
score between the query image
and each sample image is 

calculated by using a statistical
method named HMM (Hid-
den Markov Model).”

HMM computes the score
by reviewing the number of
similar blocks between two
images and how the similar
blocks are structured. It sorts
the scores of the query image
vs. all sample images, and the
one with the highest score wins.

As straightforward as Le’s
research may seem, the develop-
ment of face identification soft-
ware is rife with complexities.
“Variations in photography,

lighting environment, pose
view angle, emotional expres-
sion of the subject, hair,
makeup, and age cause differ-
ent appearances of a person’s
face in photos,” says Le. 

These issues are challeng-
ing, but not insurmountable.
Le’s algorithm has proven to
work more effectively than
systems currently in use.

Le and his team are work-
ing on real-world applica-
tions, such as a photo search
engine for identity checks or
surveillance, with hopes to
launch their first product by
the end of this year. ▲
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W e’ve seen holographic video repre-
sented so vividly in science fiction:

Think Leia asking Obi Wan for help or
Tasha Yar bidding her posthumous fare-
well to the Enterprise crew. What geek
wouldn’t want this technology to exist?
The holograms that most of us encounter
in the real world—images printed on
credit cards, CDs, or stickers—are much
less impressive, and far from dynamic. 

Now, scientists at the University of
Arizona have moved a step closer to
bringing holographic motion to life.
They’ve created rewriteable holograms

that persist for up to three hours after the
beam that created them is turned off. 

The holograms are written on a material
called a photorefractive polymer composite,
which absorbs light at a particular wave-
length (specifically, green light at 532
nanometers). When the writing laser strikes
the polymer to create the image, it gener-
ates an electrical field that changes the
refractive index of the material. Then, a red
laser shined on the material reveals the
image. The UA researchers were able to
erase the image by flooding the hologram
with green light, which spread the charge

out evenly and readied the material
for a new image.

Currently, it takes two to three
minutes to erase and write each image,
much slower than the 30 to 60 images
per second necessary to achieve full-
motion video. But assistant researcher
Pierre-Alexandre Blanche, the lead
researcher on the project, believes such
speed may one day be achievable with

some combination of a more powerful laser
or a pulsed laser, which would compress the
same quantity of light in one pulse. 

“[A pulsed laser] has the potential to
decrease the writing time by a factor of
1,000. Moreover, using pulses desensitize
the holographic system to external vibra-
tions, meaning we no longer need an
optical table for the setup,” Blanche says.

Blanche sees medical imaging, military
command and control for battlefield dis-
play, and airport radar information dis-
plays as the first possible applications for
the technology. ▲

What’s Cooking . . . Under Development

T he quest to replicate the biomechan-
ics of an animal running has en-

gaged—and frustrated—researchers for
decades. The computer software, mechan-
ical parts, and electrical hardware used 
to create a robot are extremely rigid, as
opposed to malleable tendons, muscles,
and joints of, say, a human leg, making
parity very difficult to achieve.

Carnegie Mellon graduate student
Jonathan Hurst has recently made vast
breakthroughs in tackling the issues
attached to mimicking what he calls
“legged locomotion.” Hurst has developed
an ECD (Electrical Cable Differential) leg,
fondly known as “Thumper,” that utilizes
fiberglass springs, a set of steel cables, a
cable drive transmission, electric motors,
and specially designed software to simulate
the bouncing movements that are part and
parcel of running.

The key component to creating this
accurate movement was the springs. “We
believe that it is crucial for running robots
to use physical springs for a running gait
[rather than trying to simulate the spring
behavior through software], much like the
springy tendons in animals,” explains

Hurst. “Our design reflected this idea
from the start. 

“We decided to use a cable drive rather
than gears . . . and to have knees like an
animal rather than legs like a pogo stick.”

According to Hurst, these basic deci-
sions (and assumptions) made in the
beginning of the project presented the
largest challenges in developing a proto-
type. The decision-making process for the
initial design was difficult, but integrating
the mechanical, electrical, and software
systems smoothly and having them
behave as intended was also a large hur-
dle. It took 16 revisions over the course of
a year (plus prototyping in Legos!) before
the team had a “finished” prototype.

What are Thumper’s next steps (in an
R&D sense)? “The next major goal is to
develop innovative controllers for walking
and running,” Hurst says. He adds that
his team is collaborating with Professor
Jessy Grizzle and a group of University of
Michigan students to accomplish this goal. 

Despite the progress, don’t expect to
see robots dashing past you on the street
in the near future. Hurst feels it may take
another five to eight years before the

research manifests into real-world applica-
tions, such as powered prosthetic limbs
for amputees, low-power exoskeletons for
those with limited mobility, or legged
military carrier robots. ▲

Carnegie Mellon 
graduate student 
Jonathan Hurst displays 
his ECD (Electrical Cable
Differential) leg.

Holograms On The Move

Robotic Limbs Get A Leg Up
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S
tan Glasgow has a deep and
gravelly voice that reflects
his 30 years of experience 
in consumer electronics. He
is the president of the U.S.

division of Sony Electronics, where he is
responsible for all of the Japanese electron-
ics giant’s sales of TVs, music players,
high-def film-making gear, and Vaio com-
puters, among other things. He has held
that position since 2006 and has been at
Sony since 2001. During that time, Sony
has seen a revival in its sales of LCD tele-
visions and other popular electronics. The
company is beset with competition from
all sides, but Glasgow shrugs it off and
cracks jokes about his rivals.

Q How do you feel about the Blu-
ray victory over HD DVD?

SG I think the format war is over,
but the real work begins now.

The real work is promoting it to con-
sumers and showing that it is beneficial to
them vs. upscaling DVDs. We’ll add fea-
tures and move forward with new prod-
ucts. Some people will question it. Other
people will say downloading will trump
packaged media. Those discussions will
continue. It’s my opinion that people like
physical content. Downloading will grow.
But it won’t grow disproportionately to
packaged media. Blu-ray has a long way
to go. It’s the second year. DVD took 10
years to get where it is.

Q Tell us about Blu-ray’s prospects.

SG Blu-ray sales have had a signif-
icant increase. Those people

that were going to buy a high-definition
player have stopped buying HD DVD.
A lot of people bought the HD DVD
players as high-end DVD players. I’m
not sure they understood. They were so
cheap at $150 or even $99 promotions
at Wal-Mart. The Blu-ray players are 
at $399. I feel by the end of the year, it

could go as low as
$299. The following
year, it could go down
to $199. I think it will
go in that direction.
It has to be orderly.
There is no point in
losing money. We
have to drive the price down
to get adoption higher and to minimize
losses. We have to convert people from
DVD to Blu-ray.

QWill you give people money to
turn in their HD DVDs and get 

a Blu-ray machine?

SG I am not going to make up for
Toshiba’s sins. 

QWhat do you think consumers
want next in a TV?

SG After HD? We’ve talked a lot
about it. We have 2 million pix-

els on a screen now. At CES, we showed
one with 8 million pixels on the screen.
You could have four of today’s HD im-
ages on that 80-inch LCD. I think it will
take 10 years for the next generation to
come out. We are shipping 4K projec-
tors to the theater industry now. It’s 4 
million pixels. We will have 4 million or 
8 million. But it will take 10 years. At a
minimum. The broadcasters have to
change all of the equipment, and they 
have already paid hundreds of millions 
for it. We are trying to perfect the tech-
nology and get it better. It’s going to take
time for us to do that.

Q Is the PlayStation 3 doing better
because of Blu-ray?

SG It’s gradually, step-by-step,
doing better. The numbers

have shown that.

Q Can you break even on a $399
Blu-ray player?

Q&A With Stan Glasgow

b a c k  d o o r | q & a

SG Not yet. We’re close. 

Q Will movies go the way of music? 

SG They’re not going to let that
happen again. They’re not

going to be fooled by Steve Jobs. He
destroyed an industry. He’s a friend of
mine, but I don’t like what he did. He
took IP and hurt people. 

QHas the music industry taught peo-
ple they don’t need physical media?

SG It works better in music than it
does in video. It takes so much

bandwidth to download video. This coun-
try doesn’t have bandwidth. It will get bet-
ter, but it’s not so simple in a huge country
like the United States. We all need fiber.
Maybe when we get to the next generation
of cell phones, that will make a difference.
It may take you 20 hours to download a
Blu-ray movie now. People with 200 meg-
abits a second can do it faster. But we have,
on average, about 1.5 megabits a second. It
could be years off. Download will be a part
of the video business. I don’t think it will
be the predominant part of it. Sony is go-
ing to move to downloading also because it
will be part of the business. ▲

Subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com

/cpujun08/glasgow for bonus content.
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